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ABSTRACT
It is often the case that statistical techniques designed for stationary 
processes are applied to non-stationary data for want of a better alternative. 
In this thesis the situation is considered where the data are of the form of 
a transient signal observed with additive stationary noise. This covers many 
types of data but the main problem considered here is that where a signal is 
received at an array of sensors.
A brief coverage of some relevant theory for stationary processes is 
given in Chapter 1, together with a description of some earlier work on the 
statistical treatment of transients. Chapter 2 contains a discussion of 
frequency domain models which are used for estimating the velocity and 
direction of a signal received at an array. Some methods of eslimation
in common use are considered.
In Chapter 3 the methods to be used for transient signals are explained. 
Estimators of the signal velocity and similar parameters are found both 
when the estimation is performed using' a single narrow band of frequencies 
and when a broad band is used. In the former case, approximate confidence 
intervals are derived in Chapter 3, whilst in the latter case strong 
consistency and asymptotic normality of the parameter estimates are proved 
in Chapter 4. The methods are illustrated on some earthquake data in Chapter 
5, which also contains simulations to test the adequacy of the asymptotic 
theory.
In Chapter 6 a strong law of large numbers and a central limit theorem 
are proved for a class of statistics obtained from stationary processes.
This class includes an estimate of the prediction variance and several 
statistics which are used in tests of fit and which are derived from this estimate. 
As a consequence it is shown that these tests may be applied to stationary noise 
when a transient is superimposed, without first estimating the transient.
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NOTATION
Results (lemmas, theorems and corollaries) are numbered sequentially 
within each section. Thus Lemma l.m.n is the nth result in Section m in 
Chapter 1 . In Chapter 1 however, Result l.m.n is referred to as Result 
m.n. A similar convention is used for equations, for Figures and for Tables. 
Below, some of the more important notation (defined in the thesis) is set 
out for easy reference.
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Fx
Fy
m
T . 
x{t)
y(f)
z(t)
B, C
6  7a3b
A
Au
A(a)
0
T
T,
z
u
dv h
“ft
spectral density matrix (spectrum) of a:(t)
spectral distribution function of x(t)
spectral distribution function of y(t)
width of a narrow band of frequencies 
number of observations 
stationary noise process
Fourier coefficient of x(t) at frequency 03^  
signal process
Fourier coefficient of y(t) at frequency U)^  
observations
Fourier coefficient of z(t) at frequency u)^ 
finite unions of intervals in (-tt, tt]
Kronecker's delta, 6 , = 1 if a = b , 0 otherwisea ,b
frequency
midband frequency for wth band
Lipschitz class of order a (0 5 a 5 1)
dcompact set in Ru
vector of unknown parameters of length d
sum over m fundamental frequencies in uth band
sum over all midband frequencies A^
complex regression coefficient 
= 2’nk/T kth fundamental frequency
(vii)
( >
/
*
3c (w ;t 0)
3t/<
eg < A-> (Aj : = m"1 ^  *(iofc)
eg Br : transpose of matrix B
eg B* : complex conjugate transpose
eg ||B|| : square root of maximum eigenvalue of B*B
eg X[udj^)~ : complex conjugate of Z(oo^ )
eg C : set complementary to C in (—tt , tt ] . The
context will always differentiate this from the complex 
conjugate notation
8C(o);t )
1CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Preamble
Although many techniques used in time series analysis assume that the 
data are part of a realization of a stationary stochastic process, it is 
often the case that these techniques are applied to some types of non­
stationary data because there is no alternative more suitable. In this 
thesis some methods of analysis are developed for transient processes and 
asymptotic theory is derived for parameter estimates obtained by the new 
methods. By a transient process is meant one which begins during the period 
of observation but which has died away to the level of background noise by 
the end of the period.
Although transient phenomena arise in a variety of ways in many fields 
of study, there have been few attempts at a statistical treatment of them.
One case which has been treated by Brillinger (1973) is that where a 
stationary series is contaminated by a small number of successive "outlying" 
values. These could be caused, for example, by errors in a measuring 
instrument at the start of observations before the instrument had "settled 
down" or by a brief electrical power surge which might affect the measuring 
instrument but not the quantity being measured. In this situation the aim 
is to remove the effects of these "spurious" observations.
Alternatively the transient may be of primary importance. For instance, 
when the input to a linear system can be manipulated by an experimenter5 one 
method of determining the parameters of the system is to measure its 
response to an impulse. This is the method used, for example, to determine 
the structure of simple electrical circuits containing unknown resistors, 
capacitors and inductors. Box and Tiao (1975) give several examples of
2econom ic and e n v i r o n m e n ta l  s e r i e s  w hich a r e  a l t e r e d  b e c a u se  o f  g o v e rn m e n ta l  
p o l i c y  changes  and t h e y  se ek  t o  d e s c r i b e  t h e  e f f e c t s  o f  t h e  p o l i c y  c h a n g es .
A n o th e r  s i t u a t i o n  where t h e  t r a n s i e n t  p r o c e s s  i s  o f  c e n t r a l  i n t e r e s t  
o c c u r s  when a t r a n s i e n t  s i g n a l  i s  r e c e i v e d  a t  an a r r a y  o f  s e n s o r s  and i t  i s  
r e q u i r e d  t o  e s t i m a t e  t h e  v e l o c i t y  o r  t h e  a t t e n u a t i o n  o f  t h e  s i g n a l  a s  i t  
p a s s e s  o v e r  t h e  a r r a y .  Such p rob lem s o c c u r  in  g e o p h y s ic s  as  w e l l  as  in  
v a r i o u s  o t h e r  f i e l d s .
One example i s  g iv e n  by Munk, M i l l e r ,  S n o d g ra ss  and B a rb e r  ( 1 9 6 3 ) .
They p l a c e d  t h r e e  p r e s s u r e  gauges a t  t h e  v e r t i c e s  o f  an e q u i l a t e r a l  t r i a n g l e  
( s i d e  300 m) and used  th e  r e s u l t i n g  o b s e r v a t i o n s  t o  d e te rm in e  t h e  d i r e c t i o n  
o f  ocean  s w e l l s  w hich were c a u se d  by s to rm s  s e v e r a l  th o u sa n d  m i l e s  away. In  
a d d i t i o n ,  t h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  be tw een  th e  f r e q u e n c y  o f  a wave and i t s  v e l o c i t y  
was o b s e rv e d  from th e  d a t a .
S i m i l a r  p rob lem s a r i s e  w i th  s e i s m ic  waves from e a r th q u a k e s  o r  n u c l e a r  
e x p lo s i o n s  w hich a r e  r e c e i v e d  a t  a r r a y s  o f  s e ism o m e te r s  and t h e  d a t a  a r e  
u se d  t o  e s t i m a t e  t h e  d i r e c t i o n s  and v e l o c i t i e s  o f  th e  v a r i o u s  w aves. From 
t h e s e  e s t i m a t e s  v a r i o u s  i n f e r e n c e s  a r e  made a b o u t  t h e  c o m p o s i t io n  o f  t h e  
e a r t h ' s  c r u s t .  I t  i s  t h i s  c a se  o f  an a r r a y  o f  s e is m o m e te r s  which i s  " a t  
th e  back  o f  o u r  mind" in  a l a r g e  p a r t  o f  t h i s  t h e s i s .
In  each  o f  t h e  c a s e s  m en t io n e d  th e  o b s e r v a t i o n s  a r e  su p p o sed  t o  be o f  
t h e  form " s i g n a l  p lu s  n o i s e " ,  and th e  n o i s e  i s  a lw ays  assumed t o  come from 
a s t a t i o n a r y  p r o c e s s .  I n  t h e  p a s t ,  d a t a  such  a s  t h e  s e i s m ic  d a t a  j u s t  
m en tioned  have  been  a n a ly s e d  u s in g  m ethods which a r e  used  f o r  s t a t i o n a r y  
s i g n a l s  and t h e  s t a t i s t i c a l  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  e s t i m a t o r s  o b t a in e d  by u s in g  t h e s e  
m ethods have  been  d e r i v e d  a ssu m in g  t h a t  t h e  s i g n a l  i s  s t a t i o n a r y .
T h is  s i t u a t i o n  d i f f e r s  in  s e v e r a l  im p o r ta n t  ways from t h a t  t r e a t e d  by 
Box and T ia o .  They have  o n ly  a s i n g l e  s e r i e s  o f  o b s e r v a t i o n s  which may be 
m o d e l le d  as  a  t im e  s e r i e s  r e g r e s s i o n  in  t h e  t im e  domain w hereas  f o r  an a r r a y  
o f  s e n s o r s  t h e r e  a r e  s e v e r a l  s e r i e s  w hich a r e  r e l a t e d ,  a s  w i l l  be shown
3later, by a functional relationship in the frequency domain. Also Box and 
Tiao are interested in determining the form of the transient, whereas in the 
array case the form of the transient is of lesser importance; it is the 
changes to the transient as it passes across the array that are of greater 
importance. Finally, Box and Tiao parameterize both the transient and the 
underlying stationary process and estimate all the parameters simultaneously 
using time domain methods. As will be seen in Chapters 2 and 3, in the 
array case the parameterization and estimation of the model are performed in 
the frequency domain and neither the transient nor the underlying stationary 
process (noise) need be parameterized.
There is a benefit in using frequency domain methods, even when time 
domain models are being used, which was not recognised by Box and Tiao.
This is that signal parameters and noise parameters may be estimated 
separately, thus making the initial model formulation process simpler.
In the next section some spectral theory for stationary processes is 
stated and some definitions and standard time series techniques are 
described to establish some of the nomenclature and notation to be used 
later. In the. third section a more detailed description of the methods of 
Brillinger and of Box and Tiao will be given.
In Chapter 2 the mathematical model to be used for a signal received 
at an array of sensors and some of the methods that have been used to 
estimate the parameters are described. Two of these methods, presented by 
Capon (1969) and by Hamon and Hannan (1974) are considered in greater detail. 
In Chapter 3 some of the properties of transient signals are discussed. A 
difficulty with the method of Brillinger (1973) is mentioned and after 
presenting some possible solutions, estimators for the velocity of a 
transient signal and related parameters are derived. In Chapter 4 a model 
for a transient signal is given and using this model a strong law of large 
numbers is proved for an estimator of the time of arrival of a transient
4signal. For the estimators derived in Chapter 3 a strong law and a central 
limit theorem are then proved. Chapter 5 contains an application of the 
methods for transient signals to some data received from an earthquake at 
two seismometers and also contains some simulations to evaluate the adequacy 
of the asymptotic theory of Chapter 4 for finite samples.
Finally, in Chapter 6 an estimator of the prediction variance of a 
stationary process is given for the case where the stationary process is not 
observed directly but only as noise added to a filtered form of an observed 
process. It is shown that this includes the case of a transient signal 
observed with stationary noise. A strong law of large numbers and a central 
limit'theorem are proved for the estimate of the prediction variance and for 
some statistics derived from it. These provide tests for some hypotheses 
concerning the noise processes.
1.2 Spectral theory for stationary processes
Although many time series are realizations of continuous time stochastic 
processes, they are almost always sampled at equispaced time points and 
treated as though they have been generated by discrete time processes. The 
methods to be described here are all based on discrete data and it will be 
assumed that any continuous time process has been sampled sufficiently 
frequently for there to be no power associated with frequencies beyond those 
which can be measured with the selected sampling rate. This will not be 
true in practice, though the sampling rate will usually be chosen so that 
the difference is negligible. Therefore the discussion in this section will 
for simplicity be concerned only with discrete time processes with the time 
unit chosen to be the sampling interval.
Throughout, x(t) , t - 0, ..., T-1 will represent an s dimensional 
(strictly) stationary stochastic process with zero mean. In addition x(t)
5will always be assumed to have at least finite second moments so that the 
process is also second order (wide sense) stationary and thus has a spectral 
representation (Hannan, 1970, p. 47). That is
x( t)
r lT
e^^z(dX)
' -7T
where s(X) is a process of orthogonal increments on
E(m) to denote the expectation operator,
£{z(X)2(X)*} = F (X) x
(-TT, TT]
(2.1)
and, using
and
E{x(t)x(u) '} = Y (u-t) x
rn i(u-t)Xe F (dX) , x
' - T T
where Y (*) and F (•) are s x s matrices. x x
Here Y (u-t) is called the cross-covariance function and F (X) is 'x x
the spectral distribution function. If F (X) is absolutely continuous
then F^(d\) = f^(X)dX where f (X) will be called the spectrum or the
spectral density matrix interchangeably.
The sample quantities computed from a set of observations x(t) , 
t = 0, ..., T-1 which correspond to the increments z(dX) are the Fourier 
coefficients computed at the fundamental frequencies o)^  , for
-%!T < k < %T , where
, T-1 i too.
X[uv) = T 2 Y, x(t)e 
K t-0
0)7k
2tr?c--- •
T
(2 .2)
By analogy with the s(*) process it might be thought that, at least 
asymptotically, these Fourier coefficients would be orthogonal. In fact 
more holds and central limit theorems for the Fourier coefficients of a 
stationary process have been given by several authors (e.g. Hannan, 1970, 
Theorem IV.13, Brillinger, 1975, Theorem 4.4.1 and Hannan, 1973a, Theorem 3)
6under various conditions. The last mentioned theorem is very general and a 
version of it is given here since most estimators to be described are 
derived heuristically by assuming that the asymptotic complex normal 
distribution holds for finite samples.
Let M be the ö-algebra of events generated by the components of
x(t) , S t < a , with
M = n M .-co aa
Let
00
x(t) = X t-o) , I  l|ß(j)||2 < 00
J=0
where
t-j) = E{x(t) I M. .} - | M . } ,r-j v—j —±
B(j) is non-negative definite and t-j)'} = J . Here and
ö
2elsewhere the notation ||ß|| denotes the largest eigenvalue of B*B . If 
the above representation holds then E{x(t) | M = 0 so that x(t) is 
purely linearly non-deterministic, has an absolutely continuous spectral 
distribution function and
OO
x(t) = Y A(j)e(t-j) , E(e(t)e(u)'} = 6, , Y PO’)||2 < 00 •
0 ’u
It will also be assumed that x(i) is regular, i.e. that M ^ is a
trivial ö-algebra, and this implies that x(t) is ergodic (Ibragimov and
Linnik, 1971, p. 302). The theorem of Hannan assumes less (for example if
x(t) is ergodic and weakly mixing then the theorem holds) but it simplifies
the later presentation if it is assumed throughout that x(t) is regular.
The conditions on x(t) introduced so far in this section will be
referred to as Condition Nl.
Suppose that \^ (T) < X^ (T) < ... < A (T) are the m frequencies of
7the form ul = 2tt7</T nearest to some given frequency X .K 0
THEOREM 2.1 (Hannan, 1973a). If x(t) satisfies Condition N1 and
Y, I I b ( j ) | |  < 00 then the m vectors JX{X.(T)} , j = 1, ..., m , have, for
0
XQ ^ 0, tt j a distribution converging to that of m independent identically
distributed vectors with the complex normal distribution with mean zero and 
covariance matrix 2tt/ ( x ) .  If A = 0 or it the result remains true
except that if X XT) = 0 or tt then the corresponding z{X XT)} has an 
J 0
ordinary (multivariate) normal distribution.
The condition Y  ||B(j)|| < 00 is not minimal but is simple and
convenient.
Besides having attractive asymptotic properties the ' s may be
rapidly computed using fast Fourier transform algorithms if T is highly 
composite.
Although mixed radix fast Fourier transform algorithms are now readily 
available (e.g. Singleton, 1969), many algorithms require that T be a 
power of 2 . To use these algorithms when T is not a power of 2 • the 
observations are mean corrected and zeroes added to the beginning and end of 
the observations to make a series of length T ' where now T r is a power 
of 2 . In addition the data may be multiplied by a taper (or fader) u(t)
so that x(t) is transformed to u(t)x(t) where u(t) increases smoothly
from 0 to 1 over, say, the first 10% of the observations and decreases
from 1 to 0 over the last 10% , remaining constant over the middle 80% .
The Fourier coefficients of the tapered data are then computed at the 
frequencies = 2tik/T’ .
This procedure has advantages beyond allowing the FFT algorithm to be 
used. Spectrum estimates computed from data which have been tapered, even
8when no zeroes have been added, tend to have smaller bias at the expense of 
a slight increase in variance. Bloomfield (1976) and Hannan (1970) have 
discussions of the properties of tapered estimates but they will not be 
considered further here.
Working from the "raw" Fourier transform of the data there are many 
methods of estimating spectral density matrices. A first estimate of
i-s 'the periodogram, (2tt) (go^ )X * where the * denotes the
complex conjugate transpose. As is well known, this is not a consistent
estimate since its variance does not converge to zero. The method of
estimation to be used here will be to choose a band of m neighbouring
frequencies up , the midband frequency being X , and to estimate 
K Li
4hJ
where £ denotes summation over the band of frequencies nearest to X 
u u
Asymptotic properties of this estimate, called the FFT estimate, are given 
by Hannan (1970, Chapter V). Other estimates certainly could be used but 
they will not be considered here.
If f h (X ) is the (a, 2?)th element of f (X ) and f (X ) is
OOCLl) U X  Li XCL Li
the (a, a)th element of f (X \ then it will sometimes be convenient toJ x y uJ
consider
h„h{\)/\LA O/wA,)}* = (2.3)xab ^ u  1J xa^ u'J xb^ ul J ^abv'u
a , fx ) being the estimated coherence and 0 . fX ] being the estimated abK uJ ab • w
phase difference between the series ar^ (t) and x-^ (t) for frequency X^ .
Note that y (t) will also be written v (t) .1xaa xa
Throughout it will be assumed that the observations are a series s(t) ,
9t = 0 , ..., T-l where
z(t) - y(t) + x(t) , (2.4)
y(t) representing the signal and x(t) the noise. A common model for the 
signal y{ t) is that it is a filtered form of some simpler process,
say, and so a brief discussion of linear filters will be given. A series 
y(t) will be'called a filtered form of a stationary series y (£) if
y(t) = Y, A(ü)y^ it-u) , tr A(u)e^U[^ F A ( u ) e ' UbS\ < <» (2.5)
where y(t) is an s dimensional process, yQ(t) is r dimensional with 
spectral distribution Fq (go) and {A(u) , -°° 5 u 5 00} is a set of s x r
matrices. The equation (2.5) will be abbreviated to y(t) = A(L)y (t)
where L is the lag operator so that Ly(t) = y(t-l) and
00
A(L) = £  A(u)LU .
u=-°°
Important subclasses of these filters are the realizable filters for which
A(u) = 0  for u < 0 and the filters B (^L)A(L) where B(L) is s x s , 
B(L) and A(L) represent realizable filters of finite degree and
det{5(L)} has no zeroes on the unit circle. The filter B (L)A(L) is 
itself realizable if all the zeroes of det{S(L)} be outside the unit 
circle.
If (2.4) and (2.5) both hold and yQ(t) is observed then an estimate
of / (A) may be obtained by computing an estimate of the partial spectrum 
of z(t) given 2/ (£) , namely
- 1 ./ „ ( A )  - ( A ) f  , ( A ) f  ( A )zy V
in an obvious notation.
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In C h a p t e r s  4 and 6 i t  w i l l  be  n e c e s s a r y  t o  e n s u r e  t h a t  c e r t a i n  
f u n c t i o n s  i n c l u d i n g  s p e c t r a  do n o t  v a r y  t o o  r a p i d l y  f o r  s m a l l  changes  in  
t h e i r  p a r a m e t e r s .  I t  w i l l  be  c o n v e n i e n t  t o  use  t h e  L i p s c h i t z  c l a s s e s  d e f i n e d  
irom t h e  modulus o f  c o n t i n u i t y  and from t h e  i n t e g r a l  modulus o f  c o n t i n u i t y  
(Zygmund, 1959 ,  pp .  42 ,  4 4 ) .  I f  g(x)  i s  a f u n c t i o n  d e f i n e d  on a c l o s e d  
i n t e r v a l  t h e n  g(x)  s a t i s f i e s  a L i p s c h i t z  c o n d i t i o n  o f  o r d e r  a  [g € A(a))  
i f
sup Ig(x+6) - g ( x )|  = 0 ( 6 a ) . 
x
I f  g(x)  i s  p e r i o d i c  and g(x)  € iP , p > 1 t h e n  g(x)  € A^(a)  i f
1 /p
sup
05/256
I -L/
2jr \ g( x+h) - g( x ) \ Pd x \  = o(öa) .
I f  g{x)  i s  a  m a t r i x  v a l u e d  f u n c t i o n  t h e n  g £ A(a)  (A^(oO) i f  
g ^  . € M a )  (A^(a))  f o r  e a c h  i ,  j  .
1.3 Simple models for t ransients
B e f o re  r e s t r i c t i n g  d i s c u s s i o n  t o  t h e  c a s e  o f  a s i g n a l  r e c e i v e d  a t  an 
a r r a y  o f  s e n s o r s ,  t h e  m ethods  o f  B r i l l i n g e r  (1973)  and o f  Box and T iao  
(1975)  w i l l  be b r i e f l y  d e s c r i b e d .
B r i l l i n g e r ' s  aim was t o  remove t h e  e f f e c t s  o f  a t r a n s i e n t  t o  o b t a i n  an 
e s t i m a t e  o f  t h e  power s p e c t r u m  o f  t h e  s t a t i o n a r y  n o i s e  p r o c e s s .  C o n s i d e r i n g  
o n l y  t h e  s c a l a r  c a s e ,  he s u g g e s t e d  t h a t  t h e  t r a n s i e n t  s i g n a l  c o u ld  be 
r e p r e s e n t e d  a s  i n  ( 2 . 5 )  w i t h
1 i f  t  = 0 ,
[0 o t h e r w i s e ,
so  t h a t  /  (A) c o u ld  be computed as  t h e  p a r t i a l  s p e c t r u m  o f  t h e  o b s e r v a t i o n s  
a f t e r  a l l o w i n g  f o r  ( l i n e a r  e f f e c t s  o f )  y (£ )  . Th is  may be shown t o  be
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equivalent to correcting the Fourier coefficients of z(t) by their mean 
over a narrow band of frequencies before multiplying the (corrected) Fourier 
coefficients to obtain the estimate of the spectrum. However Brillinger's 
prescription of the method is incomplete, as will be shown in Chapter 3.
Box and Tiao (1975) aimed to determine the form of the transients 
caused by policy changes (more generally referred to as interventions).
They allowed for several interventions but it suffices to discuss the case 
where there is just one. Their basic model was
y(t) = wmyoU)
and they allowed z/Q(t) to take one of two forms, either an impulse or a 
step function. In contrast to Brillinger however, they assumed that the 
time of the intervention was known and the impulse or the step occured at
that time. In addition they assumed x(t) was of the form
x(t) = m r e(t)
where e(t) is white noise, so that they estimated the degrees of ,4, B, C ,
and D and the coefficients of these filters. The polynomials A(L) and
C(L) were assumed to have all their zeroes outside or on the unit circle 
and B(L) and D(L) have their zeroes outside the unit circle. (Note that 
Box and Tiao mistakenly allow the roots to be on the unit circle for B 
and D .) All the parameters are then estimated simultaneously using the 
least squares method for transfer function models (Box and Jenkins, 1970) 
although other estimation methods could be used.
This method seems to be fairly general, but the case of the seismic 
signal is more complicated than this model allows. Firstly the arrival time 
of the signal at a sensor is unknown and must be estimated. Furthermore the 
different frequency components which constitute the signal travel at 
different speeds and along different paths so that the different components 
arrive at the sensor at different times. Some account must be taken of this 
and it will be discussed further in Chapter 2. Nonetheless, if the data are
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preprocessed to allow for these differences the techniques to be introduced 
here are related to those suggested by Brillinger and by Box and Tiao since 
they can be seen as being based on a simple filtered impulse model for the 
series. [It should be noted that the discussion of transient signals to be 
given does not include the case of the step function, as will be seen in 
Chapter 4.]
Although more complicated models for the transient signal may do better 
in special cases, the methods to be introduced in Chapter 3, which are based 
on simple models, lead to simple statistics and as will be seen in Chapter 
5 the estimates obtained compare favourably with estimates obtained by other
methods.
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CHAPTER 2
THE ANALYSIS OF A SIGNAL RECEIVED AT AN ARRAY 
2.1 Formulation of the problem
Suppose that a source, whose location may or may not be known, emits 
energy in the form of a wave motion which is received at an array of sensors. 
It is usually reasonable to assume that the wavefront is planar since the 
"aperture" which the array presents to the wavefront will usually be small 
compared with the distance between the source and the array. If this is not 
so then some corrections may need, to be applied. These corrections, whilst 
complicating the estimation of parameters, will not essentially alter the 
statistical techniques involved. In the same way it does not alter the 
statistical problem to assume that the array of sensors lies in a plane 
which for convenience is assumed orthogonal to the wavefront. Whilst in 
seismology the array will be at least approximately planar this is not 
necessarily so in other fields, but the generalization to higher dimensions 
is not difficult.
To formalize, suppose there is a planar array of s sensors, from each
of which is obtained a continuous record. Each of these records is sampled
at T equal time intervals and for simplicity this interval is chosen to be
the time unit. Thus from the jth sensor is obtained the sequence of
observations z Xt) , t - 0, ..., T-l . Whilst z Xt) could be a vector 
0 0
of measurements and the methods described here could be generalized to cope
with that possibility, only the case of a single measurement will be
considered to simplify the exposition. It will be assumed throughout that
the observations z Xt) may be decomposed as
0
z Xt) - y Xt) + x .(t)
0 3 0
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where y X t )  i s  t h e  form o f  th e  s i g n a l  a t  t h e  j t h  
J
r e p r e s e n t s  th e  n o i s e .  T hroughout a ( t ) ,  y ( t ) , x ( t )  
l e n g t h  s , t h e  j t h  components b e in g  r e s p e c t i v e l y
s e n s o r  and x  . ( t )
0
w i l l  be v e c t o r s  o f
2  X t ) , y X t ) ,  x  X t )  . 
0 0 0
S in c e  t h e  s i g n a l  h a s  been  assumed t o  be a wave m otion  i t  i s  n a t u r a l  t o  
c o n s i d e r  a n a l y s i s  in  t h e  f r e q u e n c y  dom ain. In  th e  same way as
d e f i n e d  from x ( t )  in  ( 1 . 2 . 2 ) ,  d e f i n e  Z (oj^ ) from z ( t )  and
was
from
y ( t )  .
The s e n s o r s  w i l l  be assumed th r o u g h o u t  t o  be i r r e g u l a r l y  s p a c e d .  When 
t h e y  a r e  r e g u l a r l y  s p a c e d ,  f o r  exam ple a t  t h e  v e r t i c e s  o f  a s q u a re  g r i d ,  
th e n  s p e c i a l  t e c h n i q u e s ,  su ch  as  s p a t i a l  F o u r i e r  t r a n s f o r m s ,  may be u se d  t o  
t a k e  a d v a n ta g e  o f  t h e  r e g u l a r i t y .
In  t h e  c a s e  w hich i s  o f  c e n t r a l  i n t e r e s t  h e r e , namely t h a t  w here  o n ly  
one s i g n a l  i s  p r e s e n t ,  su p p o se  t h a t  z/ (£ )  i s  t h e  s i g n a l  a t  i t s  s o u r c e .  As
th e  s i g n a l  t r a v e l s  t o  t h e  a r r a y  i t s  a m p l i tu d e  w i l l  be a t t e n u a t e d  and i t  w i l l  
a r r i v e  a t  t h e  d i f f e r e n t  s e n s o r s  d e la y e d  by t im e s  w hich depend  on th e  d i s t a n c e s  
from  th e  s o u rc e  t o  t h e  s e n s o r s  and on th e  v e l o c i t y  o f  t h e  s i g n a l  th ro u g h  th e  
i n t e r v e n i n g  medium o r  m ed ia .  I f  t h e  v e l o c i t y  o f  t h e  s i g n a l  depends on i t s  
f r e q u e n c y  th e  medium w i l l  be  c a l l e d  d is p e r s iv e  , o th e r w i s e  i t  i s  non- 
d i s p e r s i v e . The sp e ed  o f  t h e  component o f  t h e  s i g n a l  o f  f r e q u e n c y  w ( a l s o  
c a l l e d  t h e  p h a se  v e l o c i t y )  w i l l  be d e n o te d  c(w)  and t h e  s i g n a l ' s  d i r e c t i o n  
o f  p r o p a g a t io n  r e l a t i v e  t o  a  c o o r d i n a t e  sy s tem  which h a s  i t s  o r i g i n  a t  th e  
s o u rc e  o f  t h e  s i g n a l  w i l l  be g iv e n  by a u n i t  v e c t o r  <J> .
R e l a t i v e  t o  t h i s  c o o r d i n a t e  sy s tem  th e  l o c a t i o n  o f  t h e  j t h  s e n s o r  w i l l  
be d e n o te d  by u . , so  t h a t  t h e  t im e  r e q u i r e d  f o r  t h e  component o f  t h e
s i g n a l  o f  f re q u e n c y  (a)
be [u .. 4>) /c(d)) where
V
t o  t r a v e l  from th e  s o u rc e  t o  t h e  j ' th  s e n s o r  w i l l  
[u ..(j)) d e n o te s  t h e  i n n e r  p r o d u c t  o f  u .  and (j) .
T h is  t im e  i s  c a l l e d  t h e  ( p h a s e )  d e l a y .  O th e r  p a ra m e te r s  which a re  o f  i n t e r e s t
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tire the slowness vector <f>/c(üj) , the wavenumber vector k (o)) = uxj>/c(u)) , 
and the group delay and group velocity which are, respectively
2EJ { (“,-*(“))} and ~d ( M Y1~1\c(U))
The group velocity is the velocity at which energy is transmitted for a 
group of waves of similar frequencies whilst the phase velocity gives the 
velocity of an individual wave. See Halliday and Resnick (1962, p. 397) or 
Bullen (1963, pp. 62-65). If there is no attenuation or dispersion then
yAt) = j/0(*-e’.) and f -t0 .(0-,3 k
where 0 . is the phase delay at the jth recorder. In the dispersive case 
J
0 . becomes a function of frequency, and if there is attenuation the complex 
J
exponential must be modified by an amplitude factor which will also usually 
depend on frequency. Although this amplitude factor will be referred to as 
attenuation it may in practice be greater than unity if, for example, the 
sensors are not correctly calibrated. Attenuation can only be measured 
across the array and the attenuation from the source to the array can only 
be estimated by extrapolation. Therefore it may as well be assumed that 
there is no attenuation until the signal reaches the first sensor. The model 
to be used for the observations is expressed in terms of the Fourier 
coefficients and is
£ n (WZ/) > • •
io)7 0  . fco, 1 
k0 k
’1 Hfc-
q ( “ 0  = c •
(l.i)
and for one of the £.(*)’s which may as well be r , | £ • (ul ) | = 1 .
3 1 3 k
In general, C will depend on a vector T of d unknown parameters.
It will be assumed that T (: 0 , a compact subset of R If ( is
estimated for a single narrow frequency band over which it is assumed constant,
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T  will represent the wavenumber vector and perhaps some amplitude or 
attenuation parameters. Alternatively the velocity or amplitude of the 
signal may be modelled as a function of frequency depending on a small 
number of parameters. These parameters will be included in T and estimated 
by pooling the information from the Fourier coefficients for the frequencies 
b)k  e B where B is a finite union of intervals in (0, t t] together with
their reflections in the origin. When it is desired to emphasise the 
dependence of £ on T , C will be written C(w; x) .
It has been implicitly assumed that the source and the sensors are not 
in relative motion. If this is not the case then a Doppler effect is 
introduced and the observed frequency of the signal is different from the 
emitted frequency. If that is the case then the time scales at the different 
sensors must be expanded or contracted before methods such as those to be 
described here may be used. Some discussion of this problem is available in 
Knapp and Carter (1977).
To complete this general formulation of the model, the properties of 
the signal z/q (£) and the vector of noise processes x{ t) must be 
discussed.
The assumptions about the signal process which have been made in past 
studies have been quite diverse. Fundamental is the supposition that the 
data have been sampled sufficiently often that there is no aliasing of 
higher frequencies of the signal with those in the band |u)j < tt . Since the 
data will usually have been digitized from a continuous record, the sampling 
rate will, as a rule, be at the disposal of the data analyst, so that this 
is not a serious difficulty. The process y (i) has sometimes been assumed
to be a realization of a stationary process and at other times a sequence of 
unknown constants. Finite sample properties are virtually always impossible 
to obtain in these situations and the user of the various methods is forced
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t o  u se  a s y m p to t i c  r e s u l t s  and hope , p e rh a p s  f o r t i f i e d  by some s i m u l a t i o n s  , 
t h a t  h i s  sam ple  s i z e  i s  s u f f i c i e n t l y  l a r g e .  In  o r d e r  t o  o b t a i n  u s a b le  
a s y m p to t i c  r e s u l t s  some a s su m p t io n s  have  t o  be made a b o u t  t h e  " a v e r a g e "  
p r o p e r t i e s  o f  a d e t e r m i n i s t i c  s i g n a l .  T h is  h a s  n o t  a lw ays been  made c l e a r  
by a u th o r s  c la im in g  a s y m p t o t i c a l l y  n o rm a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  f o r  sam ple  s t a t i s t i c s .  
The a s s u m p t io n s  a b o u t  t h e  s i g n a l  w i l l  g e n e r a l l y  be o f  th e  ty p e  which have 
been  c a l l e d  " G r e n a n d e r ’s c o n d i t i o n s "  by Hannan. The c o n d i t i o n s  t o  be used  
h e re  a r e  (H annan , 1973a)
2
l im  max -------- —--------  = 0 ( 1 .2 a )
0 < t< T - l  1
T—u — 1 / ( rp')
l im  T Y, y \  ( t + u ) = p (u)  , u > 0 , ( 1 .2 b )
21-*» 0  U
where
p( u)  = f e ^ U^ F (du)
j _7T y
and F i s  a  s p e c t r a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f u n c t i o n .  N ote  t h a t  in  t h i s  f o r m u la t io n
y
t h e  form o f  t h e  s i g n a l  may depend  on th e  sam ple s i z e  and t h i s  w i l l  be 
r e q u i r e d  f o r  t r a n s i e n t  s i g n a l s .  T h is  w i l l  be  d i s c u s s e d  f u r t h e r  in  C h a p te rs  
3 and 4. A f i n a l  a s su m p t io n  w hich  seems t o  be e s s e n t i a l  y e t  s l i g h t l y  
u n r e a l i s t i c  i s  t h a t  t h e  s i g n a l  and n o i s e  s h o u ld  be i n c o h e r e n t .  T h is  i s  
u n r e a l i s t i c  b e c a u s e  t h e  s e n s o r  may r e c e i v e  n o t  o n ly  th e  s i g n a l  d i r e c t  from 
th e  s o u rc e  b u t  a l s o  s e v e r a l  o t h e r  v e r s i o n s  w hich may have been  r e f l e c t e d  and 
r e f r a c t e d  a lo n g  many d i f f e r e n t  p a th s  b e f o r e  f i n a l l y  r e a c h in g  th e  a r r a y  and 
a p p e a r in g  as  n o i s e  added  t o  t h e  main s i g n a l .  The o n ly  s o l u t i o n s  t h a t  seem 
t o  be a v a i l a b l e  a r e
( i )  m o d e l l in g  l a t e r  v e r s i o n s  o f  t h e  d i r e c t  s i g n a l  as e i t h e r
ec h o es  o r  s e p a r a t e  s i g n a l s  and u s in g  some form o f  m u l t i p l e  
s i g n a l  e s t i m a t o r  o r
( i i )  " s t a c k i n g "  t h e  r e s u l t s  from a number o f  d i f f e r e n t  e v e n ts
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whose signals arrive at the array from different directions
in the hope that the biases introduced by the signal
associated noise will "average out".
The noise processes will be much as described in Section 1.2. In
order to obtain an asymptotic theory in Chapter 4 it will be necessary to
add a continuity condition for / (X) and some further technical conditions.cc
For many models presented by other authors it is necessary that the 
noise at each sensor be incoherent with the noise at all other sensors, i.e.
= 0 if 0 * 3 ' ,
to ensure that parameters are identifiable. This will be discussed in the 
next section.
2.2  Id en t i f iab i l  i t y  of  parameters
Frequently, estimators are obtained by assuming that the asymptotic 
normality of Fourier coefficients given by Theorem 1.2.1 holds for finite 
samples and then using maximum likelihood methods. In the past when this 
approach has been taken an analogy has often been made with classical 
regression or analysis of variance. For example, in giving an apparently 
general approach to the problem of estimating signal parameters, Shumway and 
Dean (1969) worked by analogy with a fixed effects analysis of variance and 
as a result needed to assume that the phase delays at the sensors were 
known. If the phase delays are to be estimated, that is if the velocity of 
the signal is unknown, then the correct analogy is with functional relation­
ships if the signal is deterministic and with structural relationships if 
the signal is assumed to be a stationary process.
In the simplest classical case, n pairs of observations [Y ^ , Xh)
Y. = V. + e. , X. = U. + n • , V. - a + 3U.
are made where
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and where the e^ -’s, 9^ ’s have zero means and fixed variances and
covariances. If the £/.’s and F.'s are deterministic the model is called
a functional relationship and it is called a structural relationship if the 
t/Js are random variables with finite mean and variance. A survey of these
models is given by Moran (1971).
In these sorts of models, assuming normal distributions, not all the 
parameters can be sensibly estimated from the likelihood. For a functional
relationship the exponent in the likelihood is
— n —
Z {(Y.-a-eu.)2a2 *+(X.-U.)2a2-2(Y.-a-$U.)(X.-U.)a /a a }
2(o2a2-a2 ) e n £D i=l
if it is assumed that the vectors , p^) ' are independent, identically
distributed with mean 0 and covariance matrix
f ö2 O  ^e ep
a a2■ en P
Thus unless there is some additional information available there are
n + 5 parameters a, $, a , a , a ( 1 * 5 * n* 5 5 e9 ep9 p to be estimated from n
pairs of observations and this, not surprisingly, leads to poor estimates.
2 2 2In the structural case the model contains -si*? parameters 3, cr ,^
zand a where the LA.’s are assumed to be independent, identically
2distributed with mean y , and variance , yet the joint distribution of
X". and Yi depends on only 5 parameters namely e {x ]^ , e (y^), v a r ,
var(Y.) and cov(x^, Y^) . As a result, different sets of values of the
parameters specifying the model may give the same value of the likelihood.
Moran’s survey paper sets out the various additional assumptions that may be
made to overcome these problems.
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From the model (1.1) and Theorem 1.2.1 it can be seen that the 
estimation of the velocity of a signal, or more generally the estimation of 
C , is a complex form of either a functional or a structural relationship if 
£ is approximately constant over a narrow band of frequencies. If the 
Fourier coefficients of the stochastic variables have asymptotically 
Gaussian distributions, then additional assumptions, akin to those in the 
classical case, will need to be made if good estimates of all the parameters 
(or at least those of interest) are to be obtained.
The problem is similar to the classical case but there are variations 
because the observations and parameters are complex. In order to present 
the type of assumptions required the two sensor case will be considered.
The same types of assumptions will be made when there are more than two 
sensors but of course the discussion becomes more complicated.
Considering first the stationary signal case, the relationships between 
the parameters defining the distribution of the observations and the 
parameters of interest are
^ 1 (U)) = l^i(a3)|2^o(w) + £1
o(a)) = l M w ) l (2 .2 )
•/?sl2(w) = ^1(a))^ 2(u3)^ 0(a3) + ^ 1 2 (a)) 
where ^(w) is the spectrum of the signal and f the spectrum of the
observed process. If the noises are incoherent, that is f = t*ien
clearly arg{^(w)/^(co)} can be estimated. If, in addition,
I ^ (w) /C-^w) I = 1 then / -j_(w) and / may be estamated froTn (2*2)>
the estimates being
~ ^ s l ^  "  I? s l2 (' a3') l 5 ^ 2 ('a)') “  ? z 2 ^  ~ l^ s l2 ^ W^
where f denotes the sample estimate of f . Alternatively, if
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*^ cl2('a)') = ° and 4 2(w)/4 l (w) = ^ is knovm then C2(w)/^(w) = ß ,
/^(o)) and 2(w) may be estimated from (2.2). In this case,
arg ß = argj^^^^)} and |ß| is fhe positive root of
I 4 1 2 ( “ > l l e l 2  +  l e | { f e f s l ( ^ ) - / 3 2 ( « ) }  -  = o  ,
namely,
ig. 42(M)-fe4i(b))dt?c?zl(^ )-fa2to)}2^ l/2l2l2J%
2i V B)l
Also
4i(t0> = V u) - fW “)/g>
and
4 2(w) = fe4!(lJ) •
If the signal is stochastic but not stationary and its Fourier 
coefficients do not have an asymptotic Gaussian distribution,then by analogy 
with the classical case it would seem that the use of moments of higher 
order than the second would remove the identifiability problem (see Moran 
p. 235). Each case would have to be considered separately, however, and the 
matter will not be pursued.
In the classical functional relationship case it is often more 
difficult to obtain good estimates than in the structural case. For example, 
if a = 0 in (2.1) all parameters are identifiable and may be estimated 
using maximum likelihood in thre structural case, but in the functional 
relationship model Solari (1969) showed that the apparent "maximum likelihood 
solution" corresponds not to a maximum but to a saddlepoint of the likelihood 
surface.
For a deterministic signal the "Grenander conditions" (1.2) ensure that 
asymptotically the moment equations (2.2) will hold just as in the 
stationary case and so unless C may be estimated from the average values of
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th e  F o u r i e r  c o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  th e  d e t e r m i n i s t i c  s i g n a l  th e  i d e n t i f i a b i l i t y  
prob lem  w i l l  be  t h e  same a s  f o r  s t a t i o n a r y  s i g n a l s .  For a s t a t i o n a r y  s i g n a l  
t h e  e x p e c te d  v a lu e  o f  t h e  F o u r i e r  c o e f f i c i e n t s  i s  z e ro  ( e x c e p t  p e rh a p s  f o r  
(jOq ) and so  no i n f o r m a t io n  a b o u t  £ i s  o b t a in e d  from them. U n less  s p e c i a l
c o n d i t i o n s  a r e  p l a c e d  on th e  s i g n a l ,  t h e  same w i l l  be  t r u e  f o r  d e t e r m i n i s t i c  
s i g n a l s .  I f  t h e  s i g n a l  i s  t r a n s i e n t  i t  w i l l  be se e n  in  C h a p te r  3 t h a t  i t s  
F o u r i e r  c o e f f i c i e n t s  a r e  a p p ro x im a te ly  c o n s t a n t  o v e r  na rrow  bands  o f  
f r e q u e n c i e s .  T h is  a l lo w s  e s t i m a t e s  o f  th e  n o i s e  s p e c t r a  t o  be o b t a i n e d  
i n d e p e n d e n t ly  o f  an e s t i m a t e  o f  ^2 ^ 1  5 anc* c o r r e s Pon(^s t o  a f u n c t i o n a l
r e l a t i o n s h i p  f o r  w hich t h e r e  a r e  r e p l i c a t e d  o b s e r v a t i o n s .
2.3  Methods of estimation
To o b t a i n  e s t i m a t e s  o f  £ ( o r  T , t h e  v e c t o r  o f  p a ra m e te r s  on w hich 
£ d ep en d s)  , i t  i s  g e n e r a l l y  assumed t h a t  t h e  s i g n a l  and n o i s e  s p e c t r a  a r e  
c o n s t a n t  o v e r  bands  o f  m  fu n d a m e n ta l  f r e q u e n c i e s .  As m en t io n ed  
p r e v i o u s l y ,  e s t i m a t e s  o f  T a r e  th e n  o b t a i n e d  by m ax im iz ing  a G au ss ian  
l i k e l i h o o d  which i s  d e r i v e d  by a ssum ing  t h a t  t h e  a s y m p to t i c  n o r m a l i t y  and 
in d ep e n d e n c e  o f  t h e  F o u r i e r  c o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  a s t a t i o n a r y  p r o c e s s  e v a lu a t e d  
a t  t h e  fu n d a m e n ta l  f r e q u e n c i e s  h o ld s  f o r  t h e  f i n i t e  sam ple  s i z e  a v a i l a b l e .  
T h is  l i k e l i h o o d  may be computed f o r  one f re q u e n c y  band o r  f o r  a l l  f r e q u e n c ie s  
in  8 , t h e  u n ion  o f  some f i n i t e  number o f  i n t e r v a l s  , a s  d e f in e d  in  S e c t io n  
1 .
The form o f  t h e  l i k e l i h o o d  depends  on w h e th e r  t h e  s i g n a l  i s  assumed t o  
be a  s t a t i o n a r y  o r  a d e t e r m i n i s t i c  p r o c e s s .  Both s i t u a t i o n s  a r e  c o n s id e r e d  
h e r e .
For t h e  c a se  o f  a s i n g l e  band o f  m f r e q u e n c i e s ,  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  o f  
(1.1) shows t h a t  i f  t h e  s i g n a l  i s  d e t e r m i n i s t i c  th e n  (w )^ i s  some
unknown c o n s t a n t  and th e  e s t i m a t i o n  o f  C 5 which i s  assumed c o n s t a n t  o v e r
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the band, corresponds to the estimation of a functional relationship. The 
exponent in the approximate likelihood is
Maximizing this with respect to the m complex constants Y^  first ,
leads to
W  = d}'1^ ;  (3.1)
so that if T) is known, the average power of the estimated signal
over the band may be estimated by 
-1 p  d, ( \ I 2
K.'i'Awv')}
and maximizing the approximate likelihood reduces to maximizing
ä(aJ d} •
(3.2)
(3.3)
For estimation over B the function to be maximized is
 ^  ^X ;TX X X \ X  (XJc(X ;dR{ t ) = y R[x ) = Y ------------- -- --- ---------
B U B C(A idvdhJdA ;d (3.4)
So far, / has been assumed known and, as pointed out in Section 2, 
Solari (1969) showed that if / is not known then the maximum likelihood
"solution" does not correspond to a maximum of the likelihood. In general,
f is not known.J x
Some authors have assumed that £ is known and attempted only to 
estimate Y (go.) , thus reducing the problem to one of regression rather
than of estimating a functional relationship. The general solution is given 
by (3.1) and does correspond to the maximum of the likelihood, although the 
problem of not knowing (^) remains. Capon, Greenfield and Kolker
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( 1 9 6 7 ) ,  who were i n t e r e s t e d  in  e s t i m a t i n g  th e f o r  t h e  s i g n a l s
from m a jo r  s e i s m ic  e v e n t s  ( e a r th q u a k e s  and n u c l e a r  e x p lo s i o n s )  r e c e i v e d  a t  a 
l a r g e  a r r a y  o f  s e i s m o m e te r s ,  s u g g e s t e d  t h a t  t h e  n o i s e  sp e c tru m  be e s t i m a t e d  
from th e  r e c o r d s  im m e d ia te ly  b e f o r e  t h e  a r r i v a l  o f  th e  s i g n a l .  Shumway and 
Dean (1968)  c o n s id e r e d  s e v e r a l  s i g n a l  e s t i m a t i o n  p rob lem s which were r e d u c e d  
t o  r e g r e s s i o n  by a ssum ing  C known. In  some c a s e s  th e y  assumed th e  n o i s e  
s p e c t r a  were known and in  o t h e r  c a s e s  assumed t h a t  t h e  n o i s e s  a t  th e  
d i f f e r e n t  s e n s o r s  were i n c o h e r e n t  b u t  had t h e  same m a r g in a l  s p e c t ru m ,  t h a t  
i s  f  (w) = f  (oo)T , s a y ,  where f  (co) i s  a s c a l a r  and X i s  th e  s  x s
i d e n t i t y  m a t r i x .  Now /  (w) does n o t  a p p e a r  in  ( 3 . 1 )  and ( 3 . 2 )  and so
n eed  n o t  be e s t i m a t e d .  Again assum ing  t h a t  £ was known and 
co) = /  (ü))J 9 Shumway (1971) u sed
s £  Z. (o)J- s  £  Z - MA A J h
a s  an e s t i m a t e  o f  f  (u),) » by a n a lo g y  w i th  a n a l y s i s  o f  v a r i a n c e  p r o c e d u r e s
XU K.
in  o r d e r  t o  o b t a i n  an H o t e l l i n g  T s t a t i s t i c  t o  t e s t  f o r  t h e  p r e s e n c e  o f  a 
s i g n a l .
When £ i s  n o t  known and i s  t o  be e s t i m a t e d  t h e r e  a r e  two a p p ro a c h e s  
t h a t  have  been  u se d  w hich may be s e e n  a s  b e in g  d e r i v e d  from ( 3 . 1 ) ,  ( 3 . 2 ) ,  
( 3 . 3 ) ,  and ( 3 . 4 ) ,  nam ely  " d e la y  and sum beam fo rm in g "  and t h e  "h ig h  
r e s o l u t i o n  m ethod" due t o  Capon ( 1 9 6 9 ) .  These t e c h n i q u e s  a r e  m a in ly  u se d  
f o r  e s t i m a t i n g  th e  wavenumber v e c t o r  o v e r  na rrow  bands  r a t h e r  th a n  f o r  
o b t a i n i n g  e s t i m a t e s  o f  p a r a m e te r s  o v e r  b r o a d e r  f re q u e n c y  r a n g e s .  I n  b o th  
c a s e s  i t  i s  assumed t h a t  | £ | = 1  th ough  t h i s  i s  n o t  e s s e n t i a l .  Delay and 
sum beam fo rm ing  may be d e r i v e d  from ( 3 . 1 ) ,  ( 3 . 2 )  and ( 3 . 3 )  by assum ing  
a g a in  t h a t  f  (w) = f  n ( w ) J  . Thus t h e  maximum l i k e l i h o o d  e s t i m a t e  o f  T ,
which r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  wavenumber v e c t o r  i s  o b t a i n e d  u n d e r  th e  p r e c e d in g
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assumptions by maximizing (3.3), which is now
f0M  s-\(Xu, T)V2(ghV> t) .
with respect to T . Of course / (w) does not depend on t and may be
ignored so that the "maximum likelihood estimate" of T is also obtained, 
under the assumptions being used here, by maximizing (3.2), the average 
power of the estimated signal over the band, since it reduces to
-2» d\,s hVjx k(A„; t) (3.5)
70-
U' ' " 2  v U' ' v u
A special case of this was considered by Hinich and Shaman (1963).
They assumed Gaussian white noise (/ (oj) = constant) and for m - 1 , i.e.
A = 0), , obtained asymptotic distributions for the amplitude of the signal
(assuming no attenuation) and for the wavenumber vector as the size of the
array increased. claY > Hinich and Shaman (1973) extend these results to
estimation over a band of frequencies.
In (3.1), ((jo^ ) is sometimes said to have been obtained from Z (oo^ )
by using the maximum likelihood filter. Since Capon (1969) motivated his 
high resolution method by comparison with the maximum likelihood filter his 
method has been called the maximum likelihood method. However, his method 
is derived not by maximizing the likelihood (3.3) with respect to T but by 
maximizing the average power of the estimated signal over a band, assuming 
that
= x0w y  t0p o.e)
where k[\  ^ is a scalar and- t is the true value of x and leads to the v uJ 0
maximization of
{hV «}1 • (3-7)
Put another way, (3.7) is obtained from (3.2) by replacing with
/ (\ ) . Note that if this replacement is made in the likelihood (3.3),2 7A
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then (3.3) becomes constant and does not depend on T . Of course (3.6) is 
not correct for it implies that the noises at the different sensors are 
perfectly coherent, in which case they would be observed as part of the 
signal.
The use of likelihood methods only gives statistical optimality if the 
model used is applicable to the practical problem. The widespread use and 
success of the Capon estimator in seismology suggests a reconsideration of 
the model. The hypothesis in delay and sum beam forming that the noises at 
the different sensors are incoherent is probably as unrealistic as (3.6) 
and the truth probably lies somewhere between the two. Furthermore it seems 
likely that noise introduced by the seismometer itself will depend on the 
magnitude of the signal being received so that signal and noise are not 
independent. (If this is the case then perhaps some transformation should 
be applied to the data before analysis to try and reduce this problem.)
Capon’s method has several advantages over delay and sum beam forming 
and one of these is that it is sometimes possible for Capon's method to 
resolve two signals when the other method cannot. Furthermore, the high 
resolution method produces "sharper peaks". As presented by Capon (1969), 
(3.7) and (3.5) are computed for a single frequency A^ and contours are
plotted against orthogonal components of the wavenumber vector k (A ) •
Kantorovich's inequality (Marcus and Mine, 1964, p. 117) in essence states
S 7that the ratio of (3.7) to (3.5p) has a minimum value of 1 and a maximum 
value of
% %
where y^, y^ are the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of . Thus
S’ 7
(3.1) is never less than (3.^) and it may be shown that the two are equal if
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C (X^  ; t) is an eigenvector of / (X ) and the ratio of the two is
greatest if £ (X ; t) is the average of the eigenvectors corresponding to 
u \
the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of (X ) .
If the model is correct and if f (w) = f (w)J then £(X ; x ) will 
be an eigenvector of the true spectrum of the observations,
X A )  = A A  A  + A J  • If 7 A  is dias°nal but
not a multiple of the identity matrix then it is easily seen that the 
arguments of the components of x ) will be the arguments of the
components of an eigenvector of / fX ) . Finally, if the signal to noise
ratio is high then once again £(X^; x^) will be close to an eigenvector
of f [X ) . Thus in general the larger local maxima of (3.7), (3.5) may
tend to occur when £ (X ; x) is close to an eigenvector of an<^  then
the peaks will be of similar heights. As T) moves further from the
eigenvector the difference between the two heights will increase, resulting 
in (3.7) having sharper peaks and deeper troughs than (3.5). On the other 
hand, Seligson (1970) pointed out that if there is considerable attenuation 
at some sensors or if the hypothesised direction of propagation is far from 
the true direction then the gradient with respect to the components of X 
may be greater for (3.5) than for (3.7).
Although the two methods'may give similar estimates of x with similar 
variances, the estimate suggested by Capon will be more easily interpreted 
visually and will be better suited for computational use if maxima are to be 
found using a hill climbing technique. Although the variance of a maximum 
likelihood estimate depends on the curvature of the peak in the likelihood 
surface, these two estimators are not necessarily maximum likelihood and in 
the case of Capon's method the surface considered is not the likelihood
function, so that the higher resolution of Capon's method need not imply 
greater accuracy.
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For arbitrary values of T , Capon and Goodman (1970) indicated that
2has a central x distribution with 2m degrees of freedom and that
2has a central y distribution with 2(m-s+l) degrees of freedom. These 
are complex analogues of standard results (Rao, 1973, p. 538) and are derived
last assumption is true asymptotically if z(t) is stationary, that is if 
there is no signal or if the signal is generated by a stationary process 
rather than the deterministic process which led to the estimator in the 
first place.
When the signal is assumed stationary, so that the estimation corresponds 
to the estimation of a structural relationship then estimators of T may 
again be derived from the approximate likelihood. Asymptotic distribution 
theory for these estimates of parameters and some applications have been 
presented in Hamon and Hannan (1974), Hannan’(1975) and Goncz and Hannan 
(1975).
From Section 2, parameters defining phase differences between the 
different sensors are identifiable provided the noises at the different 
sensors are incoherent and that is the case that will be considered here.
If E(iJd; t ) is the diagonal matrix with C-(cü; x) in the jth place
t7
on the main diagonal then the true spectrum of the observations is
assuming that has a central complex Wishart distribution. This
f (od) = £(u); t ) {/Am) J+f' (w) }jF(oo; t )* u cc
where f (go) is such that E(u);x)f (oj)e (o);T)* = f (to) x x 5 x
(3.8)
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where J is the matrix of l's . A maximum likelihood procedure for 
estimating T commences from
Q(r) = - r 1 £  x)*zK)} (3.9)B
and T is estimated by maximizing Q{ r) . Of course J + / (ü)^ ) is
not known and will need to be estimated. It plays the role of a weight 
function and if replaced by J , a consistent estimator of t will be 
obtained but it will not make efficent use of the data and its accuracy 
(i.e. its large sample variance) will be difficult to determine. Hannan 
(1975) indicates two ways of estimating the weight function, either by 
using a preliminary estimate of T or by assuming i?(co • t) is
approximately constant over frequency bands and using the form of the 
theoretical weighting function. This second method leads to the quantity
S ^ J ^ ( A j c o s { e ^ X j - e ai(Au ; x)} (3.10)
+
/n cLD f \where B+ = Bn(0,TT] , a [A j is the (a, £>)th element of the inverse
of the matrix whose (a, b)th element is a 7 fX and 0 , fX ; tl is the
argument of the (a, b)th element of that in
this case signal parameters which do not depend on phase differences are not 
identifiable and nor are the noise spectra, but no assumptions need be made 
about them to ensure good estimates of the phase difference parameters. This 
is because the variances of the phase differences constitute the optimum 
weight function and they depend only on the coherences of the observed 
series.
If T is the value of T maximizing $(x) then the covariance matrix
A . -1 -1 of T is consistently estimated by T V where V is the matrix with
«(T) = - =  I  
a<b
elements
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ok f  I 1 'Qab[Xu'T] 30^ (x«;t]a<b B 3t 9t, (3.11)
In the case of two sensors (3.10) reduces to
±2
4 m - (x)V   ^uJ 
B 1-S2 (X )+ k UJ
c°s{e(x )-e(x ; t)} (3.12)
and (3.11) becomes
V
2 m
Ok T
39(Xu;h 36(Au;d
3t . 9t7J k
(3.13)
Goncz and Hannan (1975) point out that if several similar signals 
travel along the same path and so may be considered to have the same t , 
then the optimum method of combining the information contained in the 
different signals is to compute (3.10) for each signal, add these and 
maximize the sum. By analogy with analysis of variance methods, tests are 
then easily constructed for homogeneity of the signals and for different 
parametrizations of XL, .
If there are two or more signals present then $(t ) tends to show a 
maximum not in one of the directions of the signals but rather in some 
intermediate direction. However, the number of signals, p say, could be 
estimated by a principal component analysis of and then the model
(1.1) would be replaced by
i l o i K W v  T(l)) + • (3-14)
If the signals are stationary processes then (3.14) corresponds to a 
constrained form of the factor analysis model which is used in the social 
sciences. The methods for deterministic and for stationary signals derived 
using (1.1) may be generalized to cover the case (3.14), although further 
assumptions are required in order that the parameters be identifiable. The 
computations are also much more complicated.
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The model (1.1) was set down in terms of the Fourier coefficients and 
so the estimators considered so far have all been in the frequency domain. 
However the fitting of autoregressions to geophysical data has proved a very 
successful method of estimating spectra (Ulrych and Bishop, 1975) and so to 
complete this discussion of methods of estimation, two time domain approaches 
will be considered briefly.
Consider first the case of two sensors. A method of estimating the 
velocity of the signal would be to fit a bivariate autoregression to the 
records from the two sensors. The cross-spectrum of this autoregression 
could then be computed and the estimated velocity obtained from the phase 
difference curve of the cross-spectrum. However if there are three sensors 
then the trivariate autoregression would give three phase difference 
curves, 0 , 0,^ and 0 and this would lead to three different estimates-L Z -L ö Z ö
of velocity. Thus to get one estimate rather than three, a constrained 
autoregression would need to be fitted and the constraints seem rather 
difficult to determine.
A second time domain approach which might be used for transient 
signals could be based on the model of Box and Tiao (1975) described in 
Chapter 1. Before estimating £ it would be necessary to model the signal 
at, say, the first sensor. If the signal were dispersed then because the 
different frequency bands arrive at different times, each band for which the 
signal was present would need to be modelled as a separate impulse 
intervention passed through a -separate filter, B-^ (L)A^ (L) say, and the
time of occurrence of each intervention would need to be estimated. In the 
data discussed in Chapter 5, 16 frequency bands are used, so that if a
time domain transient signal model were to be used, 16 arrival times and 
at least 32 filter coefficients would need to be estimated, as well as
parameters defining the noise, before C could be estimated. Clearly the 
choice of the degrees of the various filters used to describe signal and 
noise would also be difficult so that the method seems impractical.
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CHAPTER 3
ESTIMATION WHEN THE SIGNAL IS TRANSIENT
3.1 Introduction
As was mentioned in Chapter 1, a signal which begins during the time of 
observation and dies away to the level of background noise by the end of the 
observations will be called transient. An example is given in Figure 1.1. 
This is a 1024 second record of a Rayleigh wave from an earthquake which 
occurred in the Tasman Sea close to the great circle passing through Hobart 
and Adelaide. Figure 1.1 shows the record of the wave which was obtained in 
Hobart. This data is a portion of that analysed by Goncz and Hannan (1975) 
and will be referred to again in Chapter 5. The periodogram of this data 
is given in Figure 1.2 for the frequencies = 2iTk/1024 , 1 5 k 5 134 .
The approximate independence of the Fourier coefficients of a stationary 
process would lead the periodogram to be quite jagged if the earthquake wave 
were a realization from a stationary process. Examples of periodograms of 
realizations of stationary processes are given by Bloomfield (1976, Chapter 
V) and they exhibit this characteristic jaggedness. However, the periodogram 
in Figure 1.2 is quite smooth, particularly over the first half of the range 
presented, and is inconsistent with the signal being stationary.
Figure 1.3 is a plot of the coherence of this series with observations 
of the same wave in Adelaide and plotted over the same frequency range. The 
frequency bands each contain eight fundamental frequencies and begin at 
0)^ . It is clear that the signal is mainly present over the first half of
the range and a reasonable hypothesis would appear to be that the smooth 
part of the periodogram is due to the signal and the jagged part super­
imposed is due to stationary noise. The hypothesis concerning the signal is
34
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Lims LliüL | y  (tu) | ( and  noL j u s t  i t s  e x p e c t a t i o n )  i s  a smooth f u n c t i o n  o f
f r e q u e n c y .  An a t t r a c t i v e  f u r t h e r  a s s u m p t io n ,  whose v a l i d i t y  w i l l  be 
c o n s id e r e d  in  t h e  n e x t  s e c t i o n ,  i s  t h a t  o v e r  a na rrow  band o f  m f r e q u e n c ie s
, n o t  o n ly  a r e  and |Yq (ü)^ ) |  a p p ro x im a te ly  c o n s t a n t  b u t  so  a l s o
i s  l K )  •o nc-
To s i m p l i f y  n o t a t i o n ,  l e t
< z > ( g  = z K )
where t h e  summation i s  o v e r  t h e  m f u n d a m e n ta l  f r e q u e n c i e s  n e a r e s t  t o
X , and l e t  <Y>(X ) and < X)  (X ) be s i m i l a r l y  d e f i n e d .  I f  f o r  t h e  
moment i t  i s  assumed t h a t  Y^ and (oa^) a r e  c o n s t a n t  o v e r  bands  and
f u r t h e r  t h a t  th e  X ( u ^ ) ' s a r e  i n d e p e n d e n t ,  i d e n t i c a l l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  complex 
G a u ss ia n  random v a r i a b l e s  w i th  mean z e ro  and c o v a r i a n c e  m a t r ix  2tt/  (X ) 
f o r  each  U)^  in  th e  band  o f  m f r e q u e n c i e s  th e n
= gg^cg +<V(0
and th e  v a r i a n c e  o f  <Y. ) ( X ) i s  2ttt77 . (X ) . I f  £ i s  p a r a m e t e r i s e d
Vi X J  14-
t o  depend on T which i s  t o  be e s t i m a t e d  u s in g  t h e  f r e q u e n c ie s  in  ß , th en  
a ssum ing  th e  Y^ ( X^ ) ’ s t o  be a s e t  o f  unknown c o n s t a n t s  an a p p ro x im a te
l i k e l i h o o d  may be com puted , and t o  e s t i m a t e  t ,
z i<z > tg -*0 (g 5 k  > d i *C(g f< z > (g -y0 (g? ; d i
m ust be m in im iz ed .  To do t h i s  an e s t i m a t e  o f  7 fx 1 i s  f i r s t  o b t a i n e d  f o r0 v w
e a ch  X by a ssum ing  ^(X ^; x) t o  be known and m in im iz in g  w i th  r e s p e c t  t o
Yrt(X . T h is  l e a d s  t o
0  ^ uJ
W  - {dy dyhgdy df'Vy dv;lbu)<z>(Aj .
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Inserting this estimate in the expression above and minimizing with respect 
to T leads to maximizing
,n T 8c(x ;Tpf_1(X )c(x ;hy U J J X v U J K U '
(1.1)
where the normalizing factor m/T will be required later when the 
asymptotic behaviour of the estimate of T is considered.
Now (2^ (t ) has been obtained assuming that X) is known. Although
it is not known, a considerable benefit of the present approach is that an 
independent estimate of is available. This is
?*(XJ = {zK)-<2>bJH2K)-<z>bJh • d-2>
Provided this estimate is a good one - and a slight modification of it will 
be shown in Theorem 4.3.3 to be almost surely consistent - no assumption 
that the noises are incoherent will be required and there will be no 
difficulty with the identifiability of parameters. The estimate of t 
obtained by maximizing Q (t ) and the estimate (1.2) of / (X ) will be
TTl CO 1A.
referred to as ”transient signal estimators".
Of course the assumptions used to form the likelihood and to obtain 
t ) are only approximations to the truth and have been used to derive 
relatively simple estimators which, it is hoped, retain good properties under 
less restrictive assumptions.
In Chapter 4, asymptotic _theory will be developed for the transient 
signal estimators under very much weaker assumptions than have been used to 
obtain the estimators. In that chapter conditions will be given for y(t) 
which ensure that the behaviour of (co^ ) is "close enough" to that
assumed above. However, as mentioned in Chapter 2, in order to obtain
(T)asymptotic theory, yit) must depend on T and it will be written y (t) 
to emphasise this. In addition C(^ '5 t) will depend on T . The
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( T)
dependence  o f  Y " ( t )  on T o c c u r s  b e c a u s e  t h e  s i g n a l  d i e s  away t o  th e  
l e v e l  o f  n o i s e  f o r  each  T . C l e a r l y  e i t h e r  t h e  a m p l i tu d e  o f  t h e  s i g n a l  
w h i le  i t  i s  p r e s e n t  m ust i n c r e a s e  w i th  T o r  t h e  number o f  o b s e r v a t i o n s  
d u r in g  w hich th e  s i g n a l  i s  p red o m in a n t  must i n c r e a s e ,  o th e r w i s e  t h e  t o t a l  
power due to  t h e  s i g n a l  w i l l  become a n e g l i g i b l e  p r o p o r t i o n  o f  t h e  t o t a l  
power o f  t h e  o b s e r v a t i o n s ,  and th e  p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  e s t i m a t i n g  t c o n s i s t e n t l y  
w i l l  e v a p o r a t e .
( T )In  t h e  n e x t  s e c t i o n  th e  v a l i d i t y  o f  t h e  a s su m p tio n  t h a t  Y^ ' ( g o )  i s
a p p r o x im a te ly  c o n s t a n t  o v e r  a band  i s  d i s c u s s e d .  S e c t i o n  3 d e a l s  w i th  th e  
e s t i m a t i o n  o f  £ f o r  a s i n g l e  band  o f  f r e q u e n c i e s  and g iv e s  a method f o r  
o b t a i n i n g  c o n f id e n c e  r e g i o n s  in  some c i r c u m s t a n c e s .  The c h a p te r  ends in  
S e c t i o n  4 w i th  a b r i e f  d i s c u s s i o n  o f  th e  e f f e c t s  on th e  p ro p o se d  p r o c e d u re  
o f  m ethods o f  s p e c t ru m  e s t i m a t i o n  o t h e r  th a n  th e  FFT p r o c e d u re  u se d  h e r e .
3.2 Estimating the Fourier coeff icients  of t rans ient  signals
The e s t i m a t e  ( 1 . 2 )  o f  t h e  n o i s e  sp e c t ru m  has  p r e v i o u s l y  been  s u g g e s te d  
by B r i l l i n g e r  (1973)  f o r  e s t i m a t i n g  th e  s p e c t ru m  o f  an u n d e r l y i n g  s t a t i o n a r y  
p r o c e s s  when an unknown t r a n s i e n t  s i g n a l  i s  su p e r im p o se d .  He a l s o  p o i n te d  
o u t  t h a t  t h e  c o m p u ta t io n  c o u ld  be p e rfo rm e d  u s in g  a s t a n d a r d  m u l t i v a r i a t e  
sp e c t ru m  a n a l y s i s  p rogram .
To show t h i s ,  su p p o se  t h a t  f o r  t  -  0 ,  . . . ,  T - l  ,
z ( t )  = I  $( j ) yU- j )  + *($) ( 2*1)
J  =  - ° °
where z ( t )  , z / ( t )  a r e  b o th  o b s e rv e d .  For f r e q u e n c y  , t h e  p a r t i a l
s p e c t r a l  d e n s i t y  m a t r ix  o f  z ( t )  a f t e r  rem oving  l i n e a r  e f f e c t s  o f  y ( t )  i s  
e s t i m a t e d  by
1
2tt(W7—1)
( 2 . 2 )
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If the model (2.1) is correct, (2.2) is an estimate of the spectral density
kmatrix of x(t) . If z/( •) is scalar and y(t) = T2 for t - 0 and is 
zero otherwise then = ^ ^or aH  and (2.2) reduces to (1.2).
Thus the use of (1.1) and (1.2) would also be suggested by using a simple 
pulse for the unobserved transient as was mentioned in Chapter 1.
Conceiving of the computation of (1.2) as a partial spectrum suggests a 
practical difficulty which is known to occur when partial spectra are 
estimated and which must be overcome if (1.1) and (1.2) are to be used.
This difficulty was first indicated to Professor E.J. Hannan by Professor 
P. Bloomfield but was not mentioned by Brillinger. In fact the example 
presented by Brillinger cannot have been as he described it and will be 
discussed further in Chapter 5.
The difficulty is the following. If there is a large lag L between 
two series then the estimate of the coherence between them is biased down­
wards because the phase difference at frequency 0)^  is approximately
and this will change rapidly over a band of frequencies so that the average
of the cross-spectrum across the band may be very small.
To illustrate the problem for transient signals, suppose that T - 512
v
and that the observed series z(t) is T2 if t - 256 and zero otherwise
and suppose that for simplicity there is no noise. For this case there is a
lag of 256 between z(t) and the y(t) described below (2.2) and the
estimate f fl 1 would be inflated. To see this more directly, if (1.2) is J xy U' _ J
used, Z (uu) = exp(t/CTT) , (Z>(X ) = 0 or ±m  ^ depending on whether m
K .'
is even or odd and the estimate of the noise spectrum is approximately
-1 ^(2tt) instead of 0 so that as expected / is seriously inflated.
A first solution is to align the single pulse used to model the 
transient with the onset of the transient signal and to do this an estimate 
of t must be obtained. If the computations are to be done directly then
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z M k' must be multiplied by exp(-itoa)fe) before and f (\ ) are
computed. This operation of multiplying a Fourier coefficient by a complex 
exponential will be termed rephasing. If (2.2) is to be used then the
lx' / \
simplest method is to let y(t) be T2 for the t nearest to and be
zero otherwise. The difference between the result of this procedure and the 
direct method above will be negligible, but may be eliminated if 7 (00^ ) is
generated directly as exp (it Ub) rather than indirectly as the FourierU K
transform of a dummy variable. Of course (Z>(X ) is just the complex 
regression coefficient obtained when Z (co^ ) is regressed on Y (co^ ) over 
the band of m frequencies centred on Au
When the transient signal is relatively simple, for example a pulse of
short duration, the estimation of t may pose few difficulties since it is
only required to put the pulse at the start of the series. For a signal 
such as that illustrated in Figure 1.1 the problem is more difficult. Here 
the original signal has been dispersed in the process of transmission over a 
long distance before arrival at the array of sensors so that the signal will 
be spread over a much longer time (generally the period of observation, T ) 
with the low frequencies arriving first and the high frequencies later.
This dispersion will have transformed y (w) at the source to
Y (o))exp{ii|;((A))} at, say, the centre of the array. It is easily seen that
ip(uj) = co <? 1(o where d is the distance from the source to the
centre of the array and t is the first arrival time of the signal. If
the frequencies are well spread over the period of observation then dispersion 
must have occurred over a large distance, d/e{oo) will be large and ijj(co) 
will vary rapidly with oo , particularly for higher values of co so that 
the hypothesis that the y(co)'s observed at the array are approximately
constant over a band will not hold. Unless iKw) is accounted for, the 
contribution from the signal to (Z.)(X ) will be approximately
m~ Th “ 'oW'/V hf" ^ e '}
and the last factor may be very small.
If (1.1) and (1.2) are to be used the various frequencies must first be 
rephased so that, in effect, each frequency component begins close to the 
beginning of the record. Put another way, before the analysis is performed 
the data must be rephased so that the source of the signal is apparently 
close to the centre of the array and so that the signal begins near the 
start of the record.
Of course exact rephasing will not be achieved but it is sufficient to 
reduce the variation of ip(0)) for the rephased signal to be small (less 
than tt/2 , say) across a frequency band so that the factor
exp{i^ }
2
will not be much less than 1 . There are many
methods which will provide a preliminary estimate of i|K(jo) . Some of these
will be discussed in Chapter 5, but one ad hoc procedure will be mentioned
here and its asymptotic consistency will be considered in Chapter 4. This
procedure assumes that \p (op) = s + 2irkt over an interval B containing/v U Id- Ist'
several bands each of m frequencies. Only t need be estimated and it 
is estimated by maximizing
0 < t < l ,
u
with respect to t , where the jth sensor is close to the centre of the
array or is the sensor closest to the source. The observations at all the
sensors may be combined to obtain better estimates of the t fs onceu
preliminary estimates of the phase delays between the sensors have been
obtained.
4 3
Although the estimation of T , the vector of parameters defining 
t ) , and the estimation of the rephasing could be considered simul­
taneously the problem would become very complicated and no further insight 
into the estimation of either set of parameters is likely to be gained. 
Furthermore it seems that in practice, since only approximate 
estimates are required for the rephasing parameters, they will be estimated 
separately. Therefore it will be assumed from now on that rephasing has 
already been adequately performed unless it is explicitly stated otherwise.
3.3 Estimation for a single frequency band
Because the signal is not observed at its source, only the ratios of
the C-'s can be estimated so that one of them may as well be set to unity. 
3
For definiteness this will be chosen to be . If estimation is performed
for a single band of m frequencies then in the simplest case the £.’s
3
will not be parameterised to depend on T but will be assumed to be 
arbitrary complex constants. If the band has midband frequency X then
If there are only two sensors then this is the only possibility. When 
there are more than two sensors, t, may be parameterised. For example T 
may contain the wavenumber vector together with parameters describing the 
attenuation of the signal over the array. Note that when there are only two 
sensors the wavenumber vector cannot be estimated and either the velocity or 
the direction of propagation of the signal must be known if the other is to 
be estimated. The seismic event illustrated in Section 1 was selected 
because it occurred close to the great circle joining the two sensors.
u
J  ISl LA, _L IA- ,
suggested by Clay and Hinich (1970/*A similar estimate was
Therefore its direction is known (approximately) and any error in the assumed 
direction has only a small effect on the estimation of the velocity of the signal. 
When t is to be estimated from a single band then the discussion
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which led to (1.1) remains valid, though B is now a single band of m 
frequencies and its width in radians now depends on T so that it will be 
denoted B . As T increases, the joint distribution of the x[u^ )'s for
which at 6 B gets closer to that of m independent, identically
/v A
distributed complex Gaussian variables (Theorem 1.2.1). Furthermore, as the
(T)width of 6^ decreases, the assumption that YQ (w) is approximately
constant over a band will become closer to the truth for any reasonable
(T)model of the y (t) process. This is true if, for example
(T )Yq '(go) € A(a) , a > 0 , uniformly in T .
(T)If these assumptions about X(u) and YQ (o>) were exactly true for
some T rather than just asymptotically true, then an exact confidence 
region could be obtained for £ (X ) . Of course the assumptions will not be
exactly true but the confidence region will presumably remain approximately
correct for sufficiently large, but finite, T . The regions are
particularly useful if there are just two sensors or if the C's are not
parametrized, but when there are more than two sensors, usable confidence
regions for x will only be obtained if the mapping from x to C is
invertible. The regions will be presented for an arbitrary number of sensors
and then considered in more detail for the particular case of just two
sensors since the confidence regions in that case will be used in Chapter 5.
The confidence intervals are based on the following theorem. As has
been mentioned, the form of the transient signal must depend on T . In the
—1 (TO 2following theorem, the only restrictions are that T Z  ^  converges
(T)to a finite limit and that Yq (go) € A(a) , a > 0 , uniformly in T .
Furthermore, because the underlying continuous time process is being 
approximated by a process in discrete time, the Fourier coefficients of the
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s i g n a l  a t  t h e  j t h  r e c o r d e r  w i l l  o n ly  be a p p ro x im a te d  by £ . (on ) Y (on )<7 K. U K
and t o  a l lo w  f o r  t h i s  th e  form o f  Z, i s  a l lo w e d  t o  v a ry  w i th  T . For th e
(T)f o l l o w i n g  theo rem  a r a t e  o f  c o n v e rg e n c e  o f  Z, (to) t o  C(o)) i s  r e q u i r e d  
and in  a d d i t i o n  some r e s t r i c t i o n  i s  needed  in  t h e  v a r i a t i o n  o f  C(u)) o v e r  a 
band o f  m f r e q u e n c i e s .  These r e q u i r e m e n ts  a r e  e n c a p s u l a t e d  in  th e  
c o n d i t i o n  t h a t
t ( r ) (<v x0) = c ( y  x0) + o(r-ß) . B > * ,
where op i s  in  t h e  band o f  m f r e q u e n c i e s  c e n t r e d  on X 
K. U
Let t h e  v e c t o r s  Z, (A ; t ) , < Z > (X ) , <Y>(X ) and th e  m a t r ix  f be
p a r t i t i o n e d  co n fo rm ab ly  so t h a t
d y  d  = fl. Z ( 2 ) [ X U , T)1 ' . <Z>(Au) = (<Z(1))(Au), <Z(2)>(aJ
< * > ( A j  = <X( 1 ) > ( A j ,  (A )
( 2 )
and
4 b  J  =
4 l x ) 4 j  4 1 2 ) 4 j
/ (21 )  (A ) fKZZ) ( x  )J x v uJ J x v uJ
4 2 2 )
THEOREM 3 . 1 .  Let
t\ o  = w < z > ( x j * 4 X 4 J  -
dTbJdyddyd
d y d
<z>b J
Then
T2 ( ^ )  = mZ* 1/ ( 2 - 1 )  1Z ^ 2 . 1 Jx 2 . 1 ( 3 . 1 )
where
z2.i = {<z<2)>4 « H <2)( y  d<z(1)>bd}
and
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f,
( 2 .1 ) 0. (22)= ) - t^(A ; - ?121)(\>,(2)4 ; t)(2) (X t ) / (12)X U' U 1 X v U J "X v U J
f(11) (A )c(2)(A ; tU (2)(A ; t) * .
J X V U } y U ' V M ;
If x(t) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.2.1, if T ^
(T)converges to a finite constant and Y^ (co) £ A(a) , a > 0 , and if
t q) = c(XM.; t q) + 0{t~^ ) , 3 > % , for 0)^  in the band of m
2
frequencies about A^ , then (m-s+l)/{(m-l)(s-l)}T has,
asymptotically, an F distribution with 2(s-l) and 2(m-s+l) degrees of 
freedom where is the true value of t, .
Proof. The proof that (3.1) holds is purely algebraic and does not 
depend on any model. Omitting the arguments A^, t , it follows using
standard least squares theory that
-2T CO = min m(<Z>-Ioq v ;  (<Z>-yQd  ■ 
Y0
Let B - -C(2) : I8-1 be an (s-1) x s matrix with I , thes-1
(s-1) x (s-1) identity matrix. Then B^  - 0 so that Z?(<Z>-Y c) 3 Z2.1 *
/N_l
Suppose that A is a vector such that Bf‘ A = 0 . Such an A always
exists since B is of rank s - 1 . Following, for example, Rao (1952, 
p. 53), the transformation
^2.1 B
^2.2 A*_
(< Z)-I„c)
leads to
T (£) = min 
Y„
d s / s q - h ,  Jat J ) ' 1?-1.2.1" Jx' 2.1 2.2" J x '2.2
Now Yq only occurs in this expression in ^2 2 ’ Pos;"t:"ve an<^
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Z = n if A*( Z) = Y  A*Z, so that T 2(£) = m Z *  [b J" #*) ^Z0 and a 2.2 0 2.1v .c ' 2.1
 ^ ^(2.1)simple calculation shows that B f  B* = f  ' , as was required.cc cc
To obtain the distribution of T (c ) note that
ZK )  = yon K b (r)K ;  T ) + q g
= ror)K H c(b ; To>+°h‘6)} + *K)
so that
z2.1 = +<y(2)d g  - C(2)g ; T0)<X(1)>(XJ + 0 ( 0
Now
*on (<g| = \r~h ly(0T)(t)ek\ < (t'1 I^!’)<*)2.2’}‘ = Jo ' &
so that, since (3 > % ,
= < f 2)>(Aj - C ^ q x u; x0)<x'i')(Aj +0(1). ( 2) -(1)2.1
and thus, from Theorem 1.2.1, has, asymptotically a complex Gaussian
distribution with mean zero and covariance matrix 2n>7? ^(2.1)/^ 1 . Also
x  K u J
X X X  ^ X X X X  To)
yor) ( g  +0 O )  }{c (xu ; T0) + o ( 0  }-{^r) (Au) +0 0 ) } { c  v t „) +o (r'6)}
= o(l)
so that again using Theorem 1.2.1 and the definition of the complex Wishart
2.1) / Ndistribution, 27r(m-l)/ ' ) has a complex Wishart distribution which
is independent of ^2 1 * Therefore, following, for example, Rao (1973, 
p. 541)
z* W 2-1^
T2(r 1 -  22.1 (2.D-1^ Tq^TYTt ^ 2.1
2.1
and
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has asymptotically a chi-squared distribution with 2m - 2s + 2 degrees of
a chi-squared distribution with 2s - 2 degrees of freedom. The theorem 
now follows by forming the appropriate F statistic from the ratio of
in an obvious notation and this latter form has some appeal computationally 
since many computer algorithms are available for minimizing sums of squares 
using algorithms of Gauss-Newton type (see Osborne, 1976, for example).
Also, the proof that (3.1) holds demonstrates the equivalence of the 
generalized least squares and maximum likelihood estimators for linear 
functional relationships with replicated observations. This was conjectured 
by Sprent (1969, p. 53) and was previously proved by Dolby (1972) using a 
more complicated method.
2The distribution of T } is the complex analogue of the distribution
of a statistic used in tests for an assigned mean in standard multivariate 
analysis.
If C is (m-l)(s-l)/(m-s+l) times the a% point of a
2F(2s-2, 2m-2s+2) then the confidence region obtained from T (£) 5 is
freedom independently of Z^  ^ whilst m Z * .(2.D-1Z^  ^ has asymptotically
these independent chi-squared variables. □
As a consequence of (3.1), the value of T maximizing Q (t ) is a'lso
the value of T minimizing
< o
>PV 0.2)
where the inequality is < if : < Z) > Ca and is > if
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T7 < C . If Tr. - C then the confidence region is the whole plane. In u a  z cl
most cases Tn > . This is because T is the appropriate statistic for
testing that there is indeed a signal present and it is a complex Hotelling's 
2
T statistic. Thus (m-s)T{s(m-1)} has an F distribution with 2s 
and 2m - 2s degrees of freedom and has a central or non-central 
distribution according as the signal is absent or present. Now even under 
the null hypothesis of no signal the probability that T^  > C^ is larger
than a% . If a 95% confidence region is to be found and s - 2 , m - 8 ,
then Pr(T„ > C ) ^0.25 under the null hypothesis. Thus T7 < C is u cl Z/ a
equivalent to not rejecting the hypothesis that there is no signal present
at a significance level which is much greater than a% . Whilst the level
of the "test" based on T7 will not necessarily differ so much from a , it
LJ
will generally be true that if T7 < C then the "confidence" invested in
Z  CL
the confidence region for £ assuming the signal is present is greater than 
the "confidence" that the signal is even present - an unsatisfactory 
situation which, not surprisingly, leads to unusual confidence regions.
To simplify further description of the confidence regions, only the 
case of two sensors will be considered, although the discussion will 
generally carry over to higher dimensions.
After some tedious manipulation the confidence region becomes
A|c<2--i4_1F| 2 S a^\ b \2 - C
A - Kzpf - »'V,! »
B = ( zpCzp - •
C = |<Z2>|2 - m - \ f x2 .
where
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__ 1 ^
Writing A = A '\b \ - C , if A/4 > 0 and A / 0 then the boundary
of the region is a circle in the complex plane with centre B/A and radius 
k(AM) . It is easily seen that
a CA a
A 2.2 m A det U TZ-Ca)
so that from the earlier discussion A/A > 0 provided that there is evidence 
of the signal at both sensors at approximately the a% level of 
significance. When this is so the confidence region is the interior or 
exterior of the circle according as A > 0 or A < 0 . Since
m|<Z^>| // has an F distribution with 2 and 2m - 2 degrees of
freedom which is central or non-central according as the signal is absent or 
present, A > 0 provided that the signal to noise ratio at the first sensor 
is significantly large at the a% level of significance. A similar 
condition ensures that C > 0 .
If A/A < 0 and /I/O the confidence region is null or the whole 
plane according as /I > 0 or 4 < 0 . If .4=0 the confidence region is 
a straight line. If it is assumed that there is no coherence between the 
noise at the two sensors then either A/4 > 0  or 4 < 0 ,  C < 0 , A > 0
so that there is always a non null confidence region which will, however, be 
the whole plane in the second case.
The usual tests and confidence regions for coherence and phase (Hannan,
1970, pp. 253-263) may be applied to the estimated noise spectra, f ,
provided adjustment is made for the degrees of freedom lost in rephasing and 
in estimating (Z) .
The above analysis of the confidence intervals assumes that there are 
no restrictions on the form of £ . If there are a large number of sensors 
and only one or two parameters or if, for example, the restriction
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(2) I
| ^ ' | = 1  is applied, then there may be complications in the form of null
confidence regions if the data do not support the model. In the case
already considered examples of this occur when the signal to noise ratio is
too small so that either A < 0 or T 7 < C . If the signal to noise
Z ot
,^(2)Iratio is large then unless |C | is close to unity null regions may
I (2) Iresult if they are computed using the restriction that ]£ | = 1 .
Apart from the conclusion that the data probably do not adequately 
support the model, null confidence regions are difficult to interpret. See, 
for example, Cox and Hinkley (1974, p. 224).
3.4 Other methods of spectrum estimation
The procedure described in this chapter is based on the discrete 
Fourier transform of the complete set of data and the procedure will not be 
substantially altered if slightly different methods of smoothing (different 
spectral windows) are used. However in many branches of geophysics, for 
reasons of computational efficiency, spectra are often estimated from 
possibly overlapping subsets of the data. That is the T observations are 
divided into M  segments each containing m observations (Mm > T) . The
periodogram is now computed for each of the M segments and the spectrum at 
a given frequency is obtained as an average of the M  periodogram 
ordinates at that frequency. A discussion of this method is given in Groves 
and Hannan (1968).
A similar procedure might also be considered for obtaining the transient 
signal estimators obtained in this chapter. Thus the M  segments might be 
Fourier transformed separately and then (Z>(X ) computed by averaging the
Z for the same over different segments instead of over
neighbouring frequencies. Leaving aside the problem of rephasing the data,
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this method should give results similar to those obtained by averaging over 
neighbouring frequencies. In fact, if the signal were really received over 
a time segment of length M then this may be observed more readily using a 
segment approach. By excluding the segments where the signal was not 
present the noise level would be reduced. On the other hand, if the signal 
is emitted over a short period but effectively received over [0, T~] 
because of dispersion then the fact that the fundamental frequency bands 
are now of width 2i\/M »  2i\/T may make it very difficult to allow for the 
rapid variation in ip(oa) .
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CHAPTER 4
SOME ASYMPTOTIC THEORY FOR TRANSIENT SIGNALS 
4.1 A model for transient signals
In this chapter some asymptotic theory for transient signals is 
presented. A mathematical model for a transient signal is described in this 
section and used in later sections to determine asymptotic properties of 
estimates of parameters describing the rephasing and the velocity and 
attenuation of a signal.
Firstly, the problem previously discussed of rephasing at one sensor is 
treated more formally in the next section and one estimate is shown to be 
consistent. The main aim of this chapter is, however, to provide asymptotic 
theory for the estimate of T , the vector of parameters defining £(w; t ) 
obtained by maximizing (3.1.1) when the signal is transient. The estimate 
is shown to be strongly consistent in Section 3 and in Section 4 a central 
limit theorem is proved.
In Chapter 2 the signal was assumed to be either stationary or 
deterministic, but a transient signal could be stochastic. For example, if an 
autoregressive series is generated and the starting values are far from the mean 
of the autoregression then the first observations will exhibit transient behaviour 
before the series damps down to stationarity. Again , if a stationary process is 
multiplied by a window function .which decreases to zero along the period of 
observation then the process will be transient. Clearly there are many other ways of 
choosing models for stochastic transients. However , in the present context the 
precise form of the transient signal is of no account, and so the estimate 
of T will be obtained from the likelihood conditional on a fixed 
realization of the signal process.
For each T it is required that the signal has died away by the end of 
the period of observation and so, as explained in the previous chapter, the
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signal itself must depend on T . Tn order that the model for the 
observations be realistic, £(w; t ) will also be assumed to depend on T . 
In applying the asymptotic theory which is developed in this chapter it must 
be assumed that T is sufficiently large for the signal to be sufficiently 
far along some infinite sequence of signal processes so that the asymptotic 
theory is relevant. Chapter 5 includes some simulations for checking this 
assumption for synthetic data similar to the earthquake data which was 
introduced in Chapter 3 and which will be used in Chapter 5 to exemplify the 
transient signal estimators.
The property of transient signals which differentiates the estimators 
suggested in Chapter 3 from estimators for other deterministic or stochastic 
signals is the smoothness of the Fourier coefficients and so the model will 
be based on those coefficients. For the moment it will be assumed that the 
source of the signal is close to the centre of the array (i.e. no rephasing 
is necessary).
Suppose that the signal received at the jth sensor is
 ^K ’ TJYn K)y^\t) = T~^  Y  e kAT) ( sAT)L . (on : t _ 1 Y0 k 3 (1.1)V cf o  ^kj
where a superscript has been introduced to emphasise the dependence on T .
The sum is over < k < %T and may be regarded as a discrete approximation
to
%
2tt -7T
e T0)Y^)(a))Jw
and it is being assumed that the observed signal has negligible power outside 
this frequency band.
The smoothness of the Fourier coefficients of the signal will be 
assured by assuming that
XT) (T)
k+1- = o (1.2)T+°° k
This condition seems to be close to the weakest possible and is related to
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but weaker than the Lipschitz conditions defined in terms of the integral
modulus of continuity given in Section 1.2. A stronger condition which is
(T)sufficient for (1.2) to hold is Y^ (to) € A(a) uniformly in T . For
0 < t < T , let the signal at its source be given by
-itb)
, , < » < * > K )  .
(T) (T)For later purposes it will be convenient to put y  ^ (t±T) = y^  it)
Now
(1.3)
-1 (y) (t)t I bo K+i)-y0 K)
- 2 „  ^  (jO,., (T) , . . , l W  - « V- T E I U)i/0 (t')e
k tit'
(e
= r_1 Sj/or)(t)
t
2. i2e -1 on summing over k
4  v  • 2  T T t
(t) sin T1 t
(1.4)
(T) 2and consequently if (1.2) holds then the large values of y (t) must
correspond to £ near 0 or T ■ Hence, if the Fourier coefficients of 
the signal are to be approximately constant over a band of frequencies then 
the observations must be rephased so that the signal begins near the start 
(or end) of the record.
A simple example of a signal which satisfies (1.4) is given by
'f' , 0 < t < T1_2a ,(T)(, _ (t) -
0 , otherwise,
-1 (m) 2for 0 < a < % . Then T £  yQ (t) ~ 1 and
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4 v  (7' ) .  2 . 2  'll i
T L  V0 ( * )  s i n  ~ f
~ts
47,2a ri\T
,-2a
s i n  OdO
S T2a
~  71
rltf - 2a
02d0
f  7T - 4 a
(T)To o b t a i n  an  a s y m p t o t i c  t h e o r y ,  i t  w i l l  be n e c e s s a r y  t h a t  y ( t )
s a t i s f y  G r e n a n d e r ’ s c o n d i t i o n s  ( 2 . 1 . 2 ) .  In  p a r t i c u l a r  i t  w i l l  be  assumed 
t h a t
( T ) 2
»0l im  'max ------ —------ = 0 ( 1 . 5 )
T-+°° 0 5 t 5 T - l
and a l s o  t h a t ,  f o r  each  i n t e g e r  s  ,
l im  T 1 y (' J \ t ) y (nT \ t + s ) =
y-x» £=0
(do )
y
( 1 . 6 )
where F (co) i s  a  n o n d e c r e a s i n g  f u n c t i o n  o f  f i n i t e  t o t a l  v a r i a t i o n .  The
c o n d i t i o n  ( 1 . 5 )  i s  j u s t  a  " u n i f o rm  a s y m p t o t i c  n e g l i g i b i l i t y "  c o n d i t i o n  t h a t  
i s  r e q u i r e d  f o r  t h e  c e n t r a l  l i m i t  theo rem  s o  t h a t  t h e  a s y m p t o t i c  d i s t r i b u t i o n  
i s  n o t  dom ina ted  by a s m a l l  f r a c t i o n  o f  t h e  o b s e r v a t i o n s  and which a l s o  
e n s u r e s  t h a t  t h e  l e f t  hand s i d e  o f  ( 1 . 6 )  i s  f r e e  f rom end e f f e c t s .  Note  t h a t  
t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  t h e  l i m i t  o f  t h e  l e f t  hand s i d e  o f  ( 1 . 6 )  e n s u r e s  t h e  
e x i s t e n c e  o f  t h e  F o u r i e r - S t i e l t j e s  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  on t h e  r i g h t .  See Hannan
( 1 9 7 0 ,  p.  7 8 ) .
To o b t a i n  t h e  a s y m p t o t i c  t h e o r y  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  a s s u m p t io n s  w i l l  be 
r e q u i r e d .
T1 . Suppose t h a t  t h e r e  e x i s t  f u n c t i o n s  x)  € A(a)  , a  > 0 , and
u n i f o r m l y  i n  x f o r  x i n  some known compact  s e t  0 which a r e  c o n t i n u o u s  
i n  x and f o r  which
sup 
k ,x
A T ) , h -q (v  t) = op-q ( 1 . 7 )
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T2 . Suppose that
C(üj;t) Y j,1(w )c (o3;T0)
(1.8)
B £(ü);X) Y ^ 1(w)2;((jO;T) ^
has a unique maximum for t 6 0 at x = x^ .
Since a signal in continuous time is being observed in discrete time,
(1.1) is an approximation to an integral, t(u); x) is allowed to depend on 
T to allow for the averaging effect of summing over intervals of width
frequency bands. For the central limit theorem it will be required that £ 
have continuous second derivatives with respect to the elements of x .
Condition T2 is an identifiability condition.
It will be assumed throughout that T is divisible by m . For 
simplicity, if (1.1), (1.2), (1.3), (1.5), (1.6) and T1 all hold then it 
will be said that Condition S holds.
Before proceeding to the results for particular estimators, some lemmas 
that are to be used later will be given. The words "almost surely" will be 
omitted below when there is no ambiguity.
LEMMA 1.1. If y ^\t) satisfies Condition s and x(t) satisfies 
Condition Nl of Chapter 1 then
2ttT  ^ and condition T1 controls the variation of £(u); x) over narrow
~ 1 (T )lim T £  x (£)w ' (t+j) = o a.s. uniformly in j .
T**> t-o ° 0
Proof. Choose e > 0 . Then
(1.9)
where is the sum over eT < t < T-eT and is the sum over the
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O 4- it 0remaining t , 0 'S t < T . For £?' < t < T-cT , sin > sin (gtt) so
that
i Vi < ___i_T L y0 '■t> - 2
Ts.in ctt
, (T). .2 . 2 tu. 2/0 (*) sin -Jr
and this converges to zero as T -+ 00 by (1.4). In addition 
— 1 9lim T Y' x (£) = (l-2e)y (0) by the ergodic theorem so that the first
21-*» XCL
term on the right hand side of (1.9) converges to zero. Furthermore, in the
— 1 2second term, lim T Y" x (£) = 2ey (0) by the ergodic theorem, while
m s. & OCd^-KX)
t'1 1" y[T\t)2 s r “1 £  y(0T\t)2
-7T
F (dus) < 00
y
and so the lemma is proved. □
LEMMA 1.2. If x(t) satisfies Condition N1 then almost surely and 
uniformly in k 3
itb)
lin, r 1 l x (t)x (t+k+lT/m)e ° = 6 6^ y ^ U O
^-KO £ 5 ’
(1 .10)
where 0 St, t+k+lT/m < T .
Proof. If e = 0  and 1 = 0  the result follows immediately from the 
theorem on the uniform convergence of autocovariances in Hannan (1974) while 
for o = 0  and 1 ^ 0  the result follows from that theorem and the 
Riemann-Lebesgue lemma. For c -±. 0 , choose an integer n and let
0 = P0 < P1 < * * * Pn = 2lTC Pj ~ Pj-1 = 27Tc/n for 311 *
Let 5 . = \t : p . , 5 2tttc/T < p .} and write J 1 J-l 0
itw itu ip lV a.
= \e G-e  ^ ’*’} + e ^ ^ , noting that 
itd) ip .
\e G-e  ^ I < 2 1 sin( Trc/n) | < 2i\\c\/n .
Using again the uniform convergence of autocovariances, for any £ > 0 ,
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I r f
3
< £ a .s. for T
sufficiently large so that in (1.10), exp [itoo ) may be replaced by
exp(i£wj - exp (ip . Now
{?£ x ^ x ^ U U l T m - 1) - ^ oJyxabV<)}[
itb) ip . , ö J-lj-e
S .
3
{?£ Xa( t ) 2 Xbiuk+lTm-1)2 + i
 ^3
S .-  «7
2 t t c
Now, summing over J it follows that
T'1 I {xa(t)xfc(t+ferirm-1)-S0)ZYxai,(fe)}e
< £ +
2tt c W fe)+{r_1^ a(t)V15 V t)2}J£ £
As !T -> oo the last term in the above expression converges to
2uc SI
xab ' ' 1 ra:av w '1 xb'
This may now be made arbitrarily small by a suitable choice of n and the 
lemma is proved. □
LEMMA 1.3. If y^T\t) satisfies Condition S then 
, . 1 v  ( 2 0 , ( 2 0 ,  . 7„, V Ztb)dlim m l  yn (*)*/„ ^t+n+iT^ e
T-+CO 1 £ r 9
rTT 
J - T T
= 0 otherwise
£ (w; x foo; x '|e^ nüV  (dw) if l - 0 (mod m) p y 0 J q K 0' y
Proof. From (1.1),
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^ Z  y( n (t)y(T\t+n+lT/m)e d T “ p q
4z z e
T t 3,k
-itui . i(t+n+lT/m)w^
clr;K ; ( T) XT)
itw<£
j ’ H!c’ V o  ^  0 V
1 v < M s t e " 1)«fc_(JI)
T *y e ' t  U ( T ) (ü>7,; t _) yJ;T) (od7 .) Y*;T) (oo7) .^p  ^k+d O'q v k9 0J 0 ■ fc+d; 0 ^ (1.11)
Now
HN”hj -^ ,w }?7w
1 v VM(. T V(T) f a 1 y' v(T)f > 
t ^  ^k+d) ~^0 t £  (w wT V '0 k k> T t*°
and it follows from (1.2), since d is fixed, that
r- 1 Z
,(T) 
0
(T)
fc-hi' Jo Hfc' •* 0
while
r " 1 !  £ « > >
which converges, from (1.6), to
-TT
F (dm)
y
and since F (m) is of finite total variation the error in replacing
y
by y(T)0
may substitute C fo>-
(1.11) and the error
we
T ] (u), ; T 'p 1 fc+a 0' p  ^fe5 0y
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CT) r T ) T) r T1  _  ^ [m • T ] ^  ("m . x
p v k+d 5 0 J q v k 0J y K k ’ o' q ■ /<’ C P
i ^^fu)7 t_)-£ fw7 j; + C fw7 p t^ V c (w7 ; t 1 \ C^ f^co, : t 1\ p 1 k+d 0J p v k+d 0J p^ k+d O  p { k 0J j q { k 0'
; (w7 ; O  ; 0 ~ C  (w7 ; Tp K k' 0; q  ^fe’ 0' q y k' 0
*{br)(v v>i+Mv To)iKa
and r’1 ^  •" (o>feiXT) converges
For brevity write r)(u)) = ^p(w » . To complete the proof,
r](u)) is approximated by a trigonometric polynomial of some finite degree. 
This may be done directly if ri(co) is continuous and periodic with period 
2tt . By assumption, p(o)) is continuous, but it will be periodic only if 
P(tt) = p (-tt) . If this is the case, write rj(oo) = p(o)) , but if it is not 
the case suppose C = (iT-e, tt] u (-tt, -tt+c ) and let rj(u)) = n(w) on £ . 
Also let rj(Tr) = rj(-TT) = %{r](tt)a-r)(— tt) } and let p be continuous on 
(-tt, tt] . Now p(oo) and | p(oo)-p(u)) | are both continuous and periodic. 
Consider first
i [n+lTm 
e (T)0 ( 1 . 12)
From the above, given e > 0 there is a finite P(e) such that if
P > P(e) ,
n(o)) - £ A(j>0^^ 
-P
< e uniformly in oo .
If p(w) is replaced by this trigonometric polynomial in (1.12) then, as
before the error is arbitrarily small since T ^ Y, J [at )r(T) 1^ 70 ' k' converges
Therefore, making the substitution and expanding *oT ) K ) , (1.12)
becomes
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2 i[n-\-lTm 1)o)^
k
I y
-it 'w,
0 M '
Summing over k , this converges to zero unless m divides l in which 
case it becomes,
T 1 E A(j) £  ^ Q?)(t)|i/^T)(t+n+j)+zy^)(t+n+j±T)| (1.13)
(y)where z/ (t+n+j±T) is included only for 0 5 t+n+j±T < T-1 and thus it
appears in at most |n+j| terms so that its effect converges to zero. 
Therefore, (1.13) converges to
S  A(J) 
J -TT
I (n+J')WF (do)
y
and as P increases this converges to
-TT
rj(o ))e^nwP (dor) .
y
Likewise, if n(u)) is replaced by | n ( a j ) - n ( ( A ) )  | in (1.12) then (1.12) 
converges to
•TT
I n(o))-n(w)\elm)F^ (dw) .
■ -TT y
The integrand is zero except on a set of length 2e on which it is bounded 
so that the integral may be made arbitrarily small and thus the lemma is 
proved. □
The following simple but useful result is stated here for completeness.
It will be used in Section 4 and in Chapter 6.
LEMMA 1.4 (Hannan and Nicholls (1977)). If x(t) is wide sense 
stationary with absolutely continuous spectral distribution function having densiti 
f (ijo) 6A(a)j 0 < a < l j  then
E{x[w.)x{wk)*} - 6jk2tt/ J u k ) = 0(T~a) 3 0 < a < 1 3
= ö (t _1 log r) , a = 1 .
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4.2 Dispersion between the source and the array
It was shown in Chapter 3 that if the estimation of parameters is to be 
carried out using the properties of transient signals then the data must be 
preprocessed so that the signal begins near the start of the observations 
and so that the dispersion of the signal between the source and the array 
has been removed. The preprocessing, which has been called rephasing, 
consists of determining a function ip(cjO) and forming
Z(u k) = Z (u k) exp{ -ilp (opy) }
where Z (go .] denotes the Fourier coefficients of the observations before 
J-
/ \rephasing. If (0)) denotes the true function and if ip(oj) denotes an
estimate of it then, as was explained in Chapter 3,
^q(go) = G o j e  1(u)d-tQ
where £ is the first arrival time of the signal relative to the time
origin of the observations and d is the distance which the signal has 
travelled.
Although the estimation of ^ (go) has been described here as a
difficulty, in other situations it may be an advantage. If only one sensor
/\
is available then if £ is known and d is known then ijj(oo) gives an
estimate of c (go) ; alternatively, if £Q and c (go) are known then d
may be estimated. This aspect will not be pursued further here.
/\
To obtain an estimate, iJKoo) ? it will be assumed that the interval 
[0, tt] is divided into M intervals, each of width 7T/M . Suppose that 
over the uth such interval,
iK g o) = s + Got u u
is an adequate approximation, where t is to be estimated, being
incidental to the present problem.
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As will be demonstrated in the next chapter there are many ways of 
estimating ip(a)) . The aim here is not to give a definitive discussion of 
the parametrisation and estimation of i|>(a)) but rather to demonstrate that 
one approach which seems to be reasonable will give estimates of which
/\
converge to the true value sufficiently quickly. If t is an estimate of 
t then the variation in the argument of the Fourier coefficients of the
rephased signal over a band of m frequencies due to inaccurate rephasing
will be e(u) = [t -t 1 2tt77i/T where, as before, m is the number of v u uJ
/\
frequencies in a band over which ( Z) is calculated. For Q (t) to
produce good estimates of T it is necessary that |e(w)| be small. In 
practice a value of %tt would probably be acceptable.
In order to produce an asymptotic treatment for the estimation of the 
rephasing, not only must the signal process depend on T but so must ij .
(T)If X is the midband frequency for the wth band then t will denote u u
(T)the first arrival time of the component of y (t) of frequency X . It
will be assumed that
a constant independent of T . If t
XT)
u +
T u
(T) itself is assumed independent of
T then the problem disappears since as T increases all frequencies will 
eventually arrive arbitrarily soon after the start of the record.
Roughly speaking, the dependence of on T amounts to assuming that 
as T increases the distance between the array of sensors and the source of 
the signal increases so that a given frequency band always arrives for the 
first time after the same proportion of the observations has passed.
Further we are assuming, approximately, that c?(oj) does not depend on T 
and is approximately constant over bands of width ir/Af .
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For the band of m frequencies u)^  closest to X^ , the function to 
be estimated is
V = 2tt kt , 0 < t  < 1-6 < 1 ,U K U U
and the convergence of will be considered. The estimator of
that is to be used is that which is obtained in the usual way from a 
Gaussian likelihood for the Fourier coefficients assuming that / (X) is
constant over the intervals of width tt/M . Only the case of one sensor is
considered here. For simplicity this may as well be the one closest to the
source, and for simplicity the subscripts on the z's and x's will be
omitted. Suppose that some fixed frequency, X^ say, is chosen and let
BQ = {a) : Xq-%7T/M < w < X0 +%tt/Af} , BQ c (0, it) ,
with M fixed, and for some fixed m , let
Rrp (0) = S IT,n, T fg
u 0
-1 Xu zbh -i2T\ kQ
where, as usual, ^  denotes summation over the m frequencies
closest to X and Z (up) is the Fourier coefficient of the observed series 
Li K
before rephasing. Suppose that, for u)^  6 ,
2ttt k + s(T)0
(T)and since is constant over the band it need not be estimated and for
A
convenience will be omitted. Then will be estimated by the value 6
of 0 , 0 5 0 S 1-6 < 1 , at which Rm (0) takes its maximum value.5 T ,m
Note that Rm (0) is closely related to the criterion which is T,m J
maximized in order to estimate the frequency of a sinusoidal oscillation
which is observed together with noise and the properties of 6 to be obtained 
here are analogous to properties obtained by Hannan (1973b) in that case.
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(T )THEOREM 2.1. If y (L) satisfies (1.2), (1.3), (1.5) and (1.6) and
if x(t) satisfies Condition N1 then for M, m fixed3
s i n ^ m  ( t n - 6 )  7T I*
f (u)dtxx
0
almost surely and uniformly in 6 .
Proof. Write
where now u runs over the integers -T/m < u 5 T/m such that
A^ £ ( -7T, tt] and Xg (') is the indicator function for . Of course
Xg (*) is not a continuous function but for the proof it will be
approximated by a continuous function T(*) which has period 2 tt and it
will be shown later that the error in this approximation can be made 
arbitrarily small.
Since Y ( ( j o )  is continuous on ( - it, tt] with period 2tt it may be 
approximated by a trigonometric polynomial of finite degree, P say, so 
that
for P > P(e) . Now consider P_ (0) , which is. Rm (0) with XrT ,m T ,m ^
replaced by this trigonometric polynomial. Then
]T A( l )e^^W-T((jo) < e uniformly in w
-P
u l
-i2mkQ 2
where
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That is A has been replaced by w = 2ttmu/T and the error, |n (0)|
Li mhi j.
converges to zero as T increases as a special case of the proof below.
Since Z may be decomposed as signal plus noise, R^ ^(0) - r\^ (Q) may be
written as the sum of four terms, containing the signal by signal, signal by
 ^ 2noise, noise by signal and noise by noise components of \z\ . Rewrite
k as mu + k where the range of k is now 0, ..., m-1 instead of
mu, ..., mu+m-1 and consider the contribution of the signal by noise term
to Rm (0) - nm(0) . This may be written T ,m T
. ilusY Z UDe mu I Z
mT u l j,k t,t'
(T)(t)x(t+t' )e
i2Mmu+j) (t0-e) i27l(mu+fe)0
^^ü) . 7 'us 7 n-k mu+k.x e ° e (2.1)
Summing over u ,
ius (l-tr) i2nmut
Z e
u
mu
7tTs m  —  
0 = K ---- m
lm t'm 
T ~ T
sinTT Lm t *m
+ -J
+ mt.
If t = n/m for some integer n , this sum is o[Tm M if
l - t '  - vTm  ^ for some integer v , but if f n/m the sum is (7(1) . 
Consider the case = n/m . Since 0 5 t, t+t' < T and since P is
finite, v can only take a finite number of values and (2.1) reduces to
-1>
m2T l 3 > k t, r
This converges to zero uniformly in 0 as a consequence of Lemma 1.1 and 
the fact that l, j, k and r all have fixed finite ranges. Clearly this
convergence continues to hold when t t n/m and also for the noise by
signal term.
For the signal by signal and noise by noise terms the summation over u 
does not involve t and so the analysis is simplified. Consider first the
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n o i s e  by n o i s e  t e rm .  A f t e r  summing o v e r  u t h i s  r e d u c e s  t o
— X A(Z-) Y, X x ( t ) x ( t+ l +r T m  1) e   ^
m T I j 9k t , r
and from Lemma 1 .2  t h i s  c o n v e rg e s ,  u n i fo r m ly  in  0 , t o
( t  -OVfcd [l+rTm j
J  K ( 2 . 2 )
The s i g n a l  by s i g n a l  te rm  r e d u c e s  t o  an e x p r e s s io n  s i m i l a r  t o  ( 2 . 2 )  and 
c o n v e rg e s  to
2s i n  -0)
0 ' £ a
j ^ s i n ^ T T l -TT
J ' ^ F  (dm)
y
u n i fo r m ly  in  0 u s in g  a s i m p l i f i e d  form o f  Lemma 1 . 3 .
F u r th e rm o re  t h e  e r r o r  i n  r e p l a c i n g  ¥ by t h e  t r i g o n o m e t r i c  p o ly n o m ia l  
c o n v e rg e s  t o  z e ro  as  a s p e c i a l  c a se  o f  t h e  a rg u m en ts  j u s t  g iv e n  and th u s
l im  % I  V.(X ) — Y z[m.)e —i  2ttj 0
2
s i n  7T77?(to - 0 )  C7T
m s i n  T\[t -0 )  ■'-TT
T((jo)F (dm) + — 
y rn -TT
xH m ) f x (m)dm ( 2 . 3 )
u n i fo r m ly  in  0 .
L e t  C be t h e  u n ion  o f  open i n t e r v a l s  o f  t o t a l  l e n g t h  e > 0 c o v e r in g  
th e  end p o i n t s  o f  8^ and l e t  T (a)) be a n o n - n e g a t i v e ,  c o n t in u o u s  p e r i o d i c
f u n c t i o n  w hich i s  1 on C and goes  t o  z e ro  on Ü . S u b s t i t u t i n g  t h i s  i n t o  
( 2 . 3 )  i t  i s  e a s i l y  s e en  t h a t  t h e  r i g h t  hand s i d e  may be made a r b i t r a r i l y  
s m a l l .  Now d e f i n e  a s eco n d  f u n c t i o n  ^^(m)  t o  be H,^((i)) on B” and
Xg (m) on 8 q . S in c e  t h i s  i s  c o n t i n u o u s ,  ( 2 . 3 )  h o ld s  f o r  T = ^  • In
a d d i t i o n
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^ ^ 2(Au)-Xb
u 0 1
a).) e—'t-2'TTJ 0 ^ 1 » ,  ( U - T  Z(us.)e m K qj
-i 2 tt j0
and as was shown previously, this converges to zero so that the theorem 
holds. □
/NTHEOREM 2.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1, if 0 is the value
of 0, 0 5 0 5 1-6 < 1 , maximizing R^ (^0) then, for fixed m
/\0 -► t 3 almost surely as T . Further3 if m increases at a
sufficiently slow rate, relative to T , then
lim m (§-£ ) = 0  a.s. 
nr*30
Proof. Since R (0) has a unique maximum at 0 = t , for T m 0
sufficiently large, given some e > 0 ,
Rm (0) < R (0) + e 5 R ft.) + e . (2.4)T ,m m m K 0J
Also, from the definition of 0 and the uniformity of the convergence 
proved in Theorem 2.1,
R ft 1 - e < Rm ft 1 - %e m 1 Cr T ,mv 0J 5 R_ (0) - %e < R (0) T ,m m (2.5)
Combining the inequalities (2.4), (2.5) thus shows that, for fixed m ,
:oRyyS^ n) ~ c < ^(0) < ftn) + £ and so 0 converges to tn almost surely.m 0J ~'m' ~' ‘ m K 0j
To prove the second part of the theorem, note that
0 < Rm (6) - Rm (t_) and that R (0) - RT (t ) converges, uniformly —  T,m T,m U 1 #  ± ,m u
in 0, to
sin2TTwft -0) f
R (9) - R (tn1 = m my 0 ' - 2 2
m sin Tr(t -0)
- 1 F idjj) 5 0 .
s y
Thus given e > 0 and given m there is a Tim, e) such that if 
T > Tim, e) then
sin2TTwft_-§„______ -l 0 T ,m
2 . 2 , Ä 
m sin tt (t —Qm1 0 T 9m-
- 1 < Ke
where K is a fixed constant not depending on • T, m or £ . Now Tim, £)
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may be made an i n c r e a s i n g  f u n c t i o n  o f  m f o r  each  f i x e d  C and t h u s ,  g iv en  
T t h e r e  w i l l  be an m(T9 e) such  t h a t  p ro v id e d  m < m(T, £) ,
4 . 3  A strong law o f  large  numbers
For t h e  r e m a in d e r  o f  t h i s  c h a p t e r  i t  w i l l  be assumed t h a t  th e  s i g n a l  
r e p h a s i n g  h a s  been  p e rfo rm e d  e x a c t l y  and i t  i s  now shown t h a t ,  w i th  th i 's  
a s s u m p t io n ,  t h e  t r a n s i e n t  s i g n a l  e s t i m a t o r  T o b t a i n e d  by m ax im iz ing  
( 3 . 1 . 1 )  i s  s t r o n g l y  c o n s i s t e n t .  R e c a l l  t h a t
S in c e  t h e  n o i s e  sp e c tru m  w i l l  o n ly  be known in  r a r e  c i r c u m s ta n c e s  a
< e .
C o n s e q u e n t ly ,
and t h i s  can o n ly  o c c u r  i f a .  s . □
2
where
=
c o n s i s t e n t  e s t i m a t e  o f  f w i l l  be r e q u i r e d  and may be b a s e d  on ( 3 . 1 . 2 ) .
D iv ide  ( - it, tt] i n t o  2M e q u a l  i n t e r v a l s ,  each  c o n t a i n i n g  mrn^
f r e q u e n c i e s  03^  , so  t h a t  2Mmm^ = T . Then f o r  t h e  t y p i c a l  band o f
s e t s  o f  m f r e q u e n c i e s ,  form
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W  = { Z K ) - ( Z > M { Z K ) - <Z> M *  ( 3 a )1 v
where the outer sum is over the m bands of m frequencies each and X1 u
is one of the m  ^ frequencies Xy . Now, let
em(T) =^ltr{i(xj<z>(xj<z>(xjq
where $ is obtained by replacing with (l^ ) as defined above.
An alternative to (3.1) would be to fit an autoregression or an autoregress­
ive moving average model to (3.1.2) using spectral methods. A description 
of such methods is given by Hannan (1970, p. 377 et seq) although the 
asymptotic theory given there is not applicable in the present case. Since 
these models have been successful both in time domain studies of many kinds 
of data and in estimating spectra for geophysical data this approach could 
be expected to give good estimates of / , but the possibility will not be
pursued further here.
The proof that T converges almost surely to the true value, , is
established in a similar manner to that used in the previous section to 
prove the convergence of the estimates of the rephasing parameters. It is 
first shown that $ (t ) converges uniformly in T and then that the
A Aconvergence is not affected by replacing f by / , that is Q (T) alsoco co m
converges uniformly. Finally, as in the first part of Theorem 2.2 the 
uniform convergence of Q^  (or Q ) implies the convergence of T to
Tq . Since
V T) = f X x8(*J M * ( v  d<z>(xj<z>(xjq
u
and as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, when proving the convergence of 
problems arise because no’t a continuous function. It will be
convenient to prove a preliminary result to obviate this difficulty. Thus a
convergence result is first obtained for
i1'™ t)< Z>(XJ< Z>(X )*}
u
where ¥ is a function which is continuous in both parameters and periodic 
in Xu
LEMMA 3.1. If y^T\t) satisfies Condition S and x(t) satisfies 
Condition N1 then if T(qj; t ) is a continuous function of both parameters3
Urn <3(1)(t ) =
r*o m
f TT
-TT
t0)^( o); t )c (w ; rQ)F^ (du)) + i
rir
-TT
trp(w; T)f (üjfldü)
uniformly in t .
Proof. If (^-TT; x)  ^T ( tt; x) then ¥ must first be replaced by a 
periodic function which is continuous. As in the proof of Lemma 1.3, for 
some £ > 0 let C = (tt-£, tt] u  (- tt, - tt+e ) and let Y(w; t ) = 'Kco; x) on 
Ü . Also, let ? ( 7 T ,  t ) =  $ ( - T T ;  l) =  % { T ( tt; x )+T(-tt; t )} and let Y(a); x) 
be continuous on (-tt, it] . Of course, if (— xr; x) = Y ( tt; x ) then let 
5(W ; x) = H'(o)*, x) on (-it, tt] .
For any X , x ,
< Z >*Y <Z > = < Z>*?<Z> + < Z>*(Y-?)< Z>
and
Now T and 
on ( - tt , tt] for 
¥ and thus also 
made arbitrarily 
there is a P(e )
|< Z> *(¥-¥)< Z>| < |< Z)| ||M|| .
||H'-'F|| are both continuous and periodic functions of w 
any x . The lemma is proved by showing that it holds for 
for H'E-'Efl and that the limit in this latter case may be 
small, so that the lemma holds for T also. Given £ > 0 
such that for P > P(e ) ,
T(oo; t ) - Y, A(£; t)e 
-P
ild) < £
uniformly in u) and x Denote by <3(1)(t )m the function obtained by
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replacing 'l with ^ in Q ^ \ t ) . Then the error in replacing T with 
the above trigonometric polynomial in Q ^ \ t ) is less than
cm £<Z>(xJ*<Z>(xJ —
t
and z(t)*z(t) converges to
r TT 2
m
-TT
5 (u ; T 0 ) F (dm) +y  J
flT
-7T
}dm (3.2)
using Lemmas 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. Write
il\
§i1>(x) = £ £ £ «  Wtr[A(U T)<Z>(X )<Z>(X )*]
and as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, exp(fZ-X^) may be replaced by
exp(fZ-U) 1 and the error has an arbitrarily small effect on .r v muJ J m
Again this follows from (3.2). Expanding and rearranging terms,
= z i y n  -) \ xfei i ImmuZ, (u)  ^Z [w ,b y mu+oJ a y mu+dJ (3.3)ab 1 m^ c ,d ' u
where a , b - 1, ..., s and c and d each run over m integers so that
(a) runs over the frequencies in the uth band. Nowmu+c
z{m ) = y[T) (w k (?7)((x) ; tj + x[m ) ^mu+oJ 0 v mu+o- y mu+o 0' v mu+cJ
and therefore the expression in braces in (3.3) may be decomposed into four 
terms of the form signal by signal, signal by noise, noise by signal and 
noise by noise and these will be considered in turn. The signal by signal 
term is
t Z - t O  / m \  'IsisLl) j ~ ~ t f  (A) jm v mu v ,,(r).,N \T), c-d mu+d
~ Y L e L (*>*/„ U + t ’)e e
T u  a
iico _ , -i [1+kTm
f  I I  y^T\t)y(aT) [t+l+kTm x)e 
/c is
-ly c-d
and from Lemma 1 .3  t h i s  c o n v e rg e s  t o
nr
-7T
iZ-oo.
T0La(“; V>e Fjdu )  .
A l )T h e r e f o r e  th e  c o n L r ib u L io n  o f  t h e  s i g n a l  by s i g n a l  te rm  t o  Q ( t ) 
c o n v e rg e s  t o
-7T
C(w; t0) * ? ( üj; t ) c (w ; tQ) l ^ ( d o )
and t h e  c o n v e rg e n c e  i s  u n ifo rm  in  t .
The c o n t r i b u t i o n  o f  t h e  s i g n a l  by n o i s e  te rm  t o  t h e  q u a n t i t y  in  b r a c e s  
in  ( 3 . 3 )  i s
iZ-OJm
i f L e
u
mu A T )
^b ^mu+o ’ L 0 ; 'L 0 ^ mu+oJ “a ^ mu+d} ( 3 . 4 )
S i n c e ,
0 v rrtu-ic1
2
U  (w T0 mu+c' mu+d1
< m y' 
u u
m
T
and s i n c e  t h e s e  c o n v e rg e  t o  f i n i t e  l i m i t s ,  in  th e  same way as  in  th e  p r o o f  
(T)
o f  Lemma 1 . 3 ,  ^  may be r e p l a c e d  by w i th  an a r b i t r a r i l y  s m a l l
e r r o r .  F u r t h e r  i f  i s  r e p l a c e d  by a p e r i o d i c  f u n c t i o n  th e n  i t  f o l lo w s
from t h e  p r o o f  below t h a t  th e  e r r o r  may be made s m a l l .  A gain , t h i s  p e r i o d i c  
f u n c t i o n  may be r e p l a c e d  by a t r i g o n o m e t r i c  p o ly n o m ia l  and th e  e r r o r  ca u se d  
by t h i s  a p p ro x im a t io n  i s  a l s o  s m a l l .  I f  t h e  t r i g o n o m e t r i c  p o ly n o m ia l  i s
L ihü
X  n (k)e  
-L
mu+c
th e n  ( 3 . 4 )  becomes
fZw ikb) , f tu )  j  - i t ’a) ,m sr v" / 7 . \ mu mu+c 1 ^  ( r ) . , .  , . , c-a  mu+d
r n L L  n( f e)e  e T L  Vn e
1 u k  1 t,'  0 a
iku) , itb) , -i[k+l+jTm  la)-,
T T  y ^ 1 J^t x^a i t+k+l+oTm ) e ° e
3 t
o 1
= I n f t ) c  o
(? )
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a f t e r  summing o v e r  u , where j  r u n s  o v e r  t h e  f i n i t e  number o f  i n t e g e r s
such  t h a t 0 < t+k+l+jTm 1 < T ,
and t h i s  c o n v e rg e s  t o  z e ro  u s in g  Lemma 1 .1 .  Of c o u rs e  th e  n o i s e  by s i g n a l  
te rm  c o n v e rg e s  t o  z e ro  in  t h e  same way and i t  re m a in s  t o  c o n s i d e r  th e  n o i s e  
by n o i s e  te rm .  In  p a r t i c u l a r ,
i lm  . itu> , - i t ’0) ,
f i e  “  [  ° - de mu+d
u t 9t r
it iß j  -i{k+yTm
= ^  Z  x^ ( t )x^ [ t+ l+ jTm  }e  °  e
c a
where j  r u n s  o v e r  t h e  f i n i t e  number o f  i n t e g e r s  such  t h a t  
0 < t+l+jTm_1 < T .
From Lemma 1 .2  t h i s  c o n v e rg e s  t o  dxap ( l )  i f  c - d  and t o  z e ro  
o t h e r w i s e .  C o n s e q u e n t ly  t h e  c o n t r i b u t i o n  o f  t h e  n o i s e  by n o i s e  te rm  t o  
}( t ) c o n v e rg e s  t o
t r [ 5 ( w ;  i ) f  (ui)]diii
and th e  c o n v e rg e n c e  i s  u n ifo rm  in  T .
F i n a l l y ,  n o t e  t h a t  i f  Y i s  r e p l a c e d  by th e n  r e s u l t s  s i m i l a r
t o  th o s e  above s t i l l  h o ld .  However ||VF--VI|| i s  z e ro  e x c e p t  on a s e t  o f  
l e n g t h  2e and s i n c e  t h e  i n t e g r a n d s  a r e  c o n t in u o u s  and t h e r e f o r e  bounded
th e  i n t e g r a l s  can be made a r b i t r a r i l y  s m a l l ,  l im
’J ’-H X )
< £ f o r
( T )
any £ and so t h e  lemma i s  p ro v e d .  □
LEMMA 3 . 2 .  Under the assumptions o f  Lemma 3 .1  f o r  x ( t ) 9 z/v_w( t )  and 
V(X; T) ,  i f
V T) - mT L  M * ( V >  T)<z>(XM) < z > ( x ttW
u£o
then
7G
1 i in Q ( T )
2 *4.00 m
L (go; X ) * xF(go; t ) c [w ; t ) F  (dw) + m
J ß d ' ” £7
t r [ vF((i); x ) /  (Go)]dw ,
u n i fo r m ly  i n  t .
Proof. The lemma i s  p ro v ed  u s in g  a m ethod s i m i l a r  t o  t h a t  u sed  in  th e  
p r o o f  o f  Theorem 2 .1  below  ( 2 . 3 ) .
S in c e  B i s  a f i n i t e  u n ion  o f  i n t e r v a l s  t h e r e  i s  a s e t  C o f  t o t a l  
l e n g t h  £ > 0 such  t h a t  C i s  a f i n i t e  un io n  o f  open i n t e r v a l s  c o n t a i n i n g  
a l l  t h e  p o i n t s  o f  d i s c o n t i n u i t y  o f  Xß(w) • L e t  ^ ( go; T) be a c o n t i n u o u s ,
n o n - n e g a t iv e  d e f i n i t e  f u n c t i o n  w hich  i s  e q u a l  t o  T(co; x) on C and whose 
e le m e n ts  become s m a l l  on Ü" . A lso  l e t  ^ ( ü ) ;  x) be T(oo; x) on B and
¥ ( go; x) on F  . U sing  Lemma 3 . 1 ,  Q^(x) c o n v e rg e s  when T in  t h a t  lemma
i s  r e p l a c e d  by o r  . F u r th e r m o r e ,  by an a p p r o p r i a t e  c h o ic e  o f  ,
- T T
C(w; x Q) ^ ( go; x ) c (go; Tq^F  (dw) + m 1
rxr
- T T
t r [ f  ( go) /  (go) ] tAjo
can be made a r b i t r a r i l y  s m a l l  s i n c e  T and /  a r e  c o n t in u o u s  f u n c t i o n s
and th u s  bounded w h i le  F i s  o f  f i n i t e  t o t a l  v a r i a t i o n .  F i n a l l y ,  f o r  each
y
a) and X , (oo; x)  , Xg(wW w » T) and . ^ ( w ;  x) a r e  a l l  n o n - n e g a t i v e
d e f i n i t e  m a t r i c e s ,  a s  i s  V _ ( go ; x) -  Xt?(w> t ) • T h e r e f o r e ,Z o
b - x B h uW Vu
^ Z < Z > ( A j ^ 1 ( Xu ; x ) < Z > ( X J  
u
and as was shown above t h i s  can  be made a r b i t r a r i l y  s m a l l  so  t h a t  th e  
lemma f o l l o w s . □
THEOREM 3.3. I f  y ^ \ t )  s a t i s f i e s  C ond i t ion  S and i f  x ( t )  s a t i s f i e s  
Condi t ion  N1 then f o r  m, M f i x e d ,
l im  T n r ;  y  (A ) = [ f  (ix)dod^  2M Jx ^  u J 2tt Jg Jx
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where3 as b e fo re > B^ i s  the in te r v a l  o f  w id th  tr/M co n ta in in g  . 
Proof. We may w r i t e ,  from ( 3 . 1 ) ,
4 P J  = 2 Ä r ^ xB P j f c  z K ) z K ) ^ <z>(g<z>(xu)2M
V U
and a s l i g h t  m o d i f i c a t i o n  o f  Lemma 3 .2  shows t h a t
J2
l imm 2Tr(m-l)T ^  /vö v v I1*’0 v u
2tt( h7-1) ?(o,; T0)C(U; T0) <FJ/(AJ) + 2 i I ^ I T f  (w>)dw x
A lso ,  b e c a u s e  T I  |z(to^)|  < Z1 £  \ z ( t ) \  which c o n v e rg e s ,  th e
V
same a rgum en ts  a s  were used  in  Lemma 3 .2  w i l l  a l lo w  Xß t o  be
' u
a p p ro x im a te d  a r b i t r a r i l y  c l o s e l y  by a c o n t in u o u s  p e r i o d i c  f u n c t i o n  w hich in  
t u r n  may be a p p ro x im a te d  by a t r i g o n o m e t r i c  p o ly n o m ia l  o f  f i n i t e  d e g re e  so 
t h a t  t h e  p rob lem  r e d u c e s  t o  c o n s i d e r i n g
i lb).
2i \(m-±)T I I  A(Z)e z M z ( o ) > ( 3 . 5 )k l
w hich decomposes i n t o  f o u r  te rm s  c o r r e s p o n d in g  t o  s i g n a l  by s i g n a l ,  s i g n a l  
by n o i s e ,  n o i s e  by s i g n a l  and  n o i s e  by n o i s e .  C o n s id e r  f i r s t  t h e  s i g n a l  by 
s i g n a l  t e r m ,
iZu), (T)
-------- ----- ö I l A ( Z ) e < _  . „
2 i r (m - l )T2 k  l  t , t '  p q
- i t  V
I  y K1 \ t ) y K1 \ t + t ' ) e
By summing o v e r  k and th e n  u s in g  Lemma 1 . 3 ,  t h i s  c o n v e r g e s ,  as  
T 00 , t o
r TT i t  QJ
f 1.. I  M l )  e £ fw; xn1 C (w; t IF (dw)2tt(/77-1) y  J_^ ipv O' q v 0; y
and s o ,  as  T ■+ °° t h e  c o n t r i b u t i o n  o f  t h e  s i g n a l  by s i g n a l  te rm  t o  ( 3 . 5 )  i s
c (w ; t q1 c (w ; t q) * F  (dw) .2tt( w-1 )
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The signal by noise term is
ilw
2m(m-l)T IlMDe V r) K)C(T)k; ln)lK)<
k I
and as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 after several steps may be
replaced by a trigonometric polynomial Y  n( J )exp (ijut) of finite degree,
Q , say. Therefore only the term
i(j+l)w
1 1  I  AU)nO')e k E  ' k
2i\(m-l)T  ^k l c t,tf
need be considered, and summing over k and then using Lemma 1.1, this term 
converges to zero since Z , Z f take only a finite number of values.
In the same way the noise by noise term reduces to
6^ u
and using Lemma 1.2 this converges to
2Tf(m-l) 8
f (w)dud .
Collecting together the various pieces, the theorem is proved. □
THEOREM 3.4. If y ^ \ t )  satisfies Condition S and if x(t) 
satisfies Condition N1 and / (go) E A(a) , a > 0 3 then
, 2
dw +lim Q (t) = m
T^o m
-1
8 8 1(u))£(ü);t)
F (dw)
.V
uniformly for t E 0 . If3 in addition3 / (co) ds estimated using (3.1)
then3 provided M increases at a sufficiently slow rate relative to T 3 
/\
Q ( t ) converges to the same limit as Q^(t ) and a<3atn the convergence is 
uniform in t .
Proof. The convergence of £^(t ) follows immediately from Lemma 3.2.
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To p ro v e  th e  c o n v e rg en ce  o f  $ ^ (x )  » f i r s t  n o t e  t h a t  f o r  any e > 0 ,
t h e r e  i s  an Af such  t h a t  i f  M > AT and i f  B i s  t h e  i n t e r v a l  o f  w id th0 0 u
tt/ A /  c o n t a i n i n g  A ^  ,
1
2M £ t r { * ( y  d  J c(w; T0) ? ( “ ; t 0^ K (A,)
t r{ $ (ü J ;  T )c (w ; t q) *}f  ( da) < %e . ( 3 . 6 )
For t h a t  M , u s in g  Lemma 3 . 2 ,
J  Z  t r h ( X  ; x) X <2>(AU)<Z>(X ) 4  
J A £8 *■ u A €8 y y J
r  w
c o n v e rg e s  t o  
-1
dü) + d  ( b C(«>! t0) c (w; t0)*}py (A.) ,
a lm o s t  s u r e l y .
Suppose A (t  ) i s  th e  s e t  on w hich i s  bounded and has
d e t e r m i n a n t  bounded away from z e r o  f o r  a l l  T > TQ . Then on A ,
$(A ; x) -  $ (A ; t) can be e x p r e s s e d  as  a f i n i t e  sum o f  te rm s  o f  t h e  form
f  V 1la:, x
C/jAee*f  1~ f 1| c+c*/ 1c.x J X J J x   ^ J X
and t h e s e  can be  made s m a l l ,  u n i f o r m ly  in  x and A^ . Now
j $ ( A u ;  d-*(V d} Zy < z>dJ< z>d„)*
S  s u p  I I * ( X  5 j  T ) | | f e x < Z > ( A j * < Z > ( A j }  .
\  ^ 7  J J
V T) - Sm(T) =
The te rm  in  b r a c e s  c o n v e rg e s  t o  a f i n i t e  q u a n t i t y ,  from Lemma 3 . 1 ,  and 
on A [t  ) th e  o t h e r  te rm  can be  made a r b i t r a r i l y  s m a l l .  But by E g o ro v ’s
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theorem (hoove, 1077, p. 140), the probability of Ä can be made 
arbitrarily small. Thus given e > 0 , A/ (e) can be chosen so that (3.6) 
holds and then given M > A/ (e) , T^iM, e) can be chosen so that 
?{\Qm(T)-Qri(T)\ > £ for some T > TQ(M9 e)} < e .
Therefore, given e > 0 and provided T  ^ [M^ , e) there is an
M [T^ , e) such that
P{ IQ (t )-Q (t )I > £ for any T > T_ and for M (e) < M < Af(T, e)} < e 
and the theorem is proved. □
ASo far anc* have depended on T but for simplicity,
this has not been expressed in the notation. However for the proof of the 
next theorem it will be convenient to denote these sample quantities by 
(T) *(T)0 (t ), 0 (t ) and to use Q (t ) to denote their common limit, whichm m m
was given in Theorem 3.4. The estimate of found by maximizing
rn\
Q (t ) will be denoted T . m
THEOREM 3.5. If M increases at a sufficiently slow rate relative to 
T then3 under Condition T2 and the conditions of Theorem 3.4^ t -+
almost surely.
Proof. Except on a set whose probability converges to zero, given 
£ > 0 there is an M and a T^(M, e) such that if T > , for that M ,
Q(nf C )  £ QmO )  + e s Qm (T0) + e (3.7)
the first inequality following from Theorem 3.4 and the second from the 
identifiability condition, T2. Further,
the first inequality coming from Theorem 3.3 and the second from the
öl
d e f i n i t i o n  o f  T . The th eo rem  now f o l l o w s ,  f o r ,  com bin ing  ( 3 . 7 )  and ( 3 . 8 ) ,
Q (t ) - £ 5 $ ( t ) + £ < Q  (t ) + e m K 0J m 0J
and Q ( t ) i s  a c o n t in u o u s  f u n c t io n  o f  x . □m
4.4 A central limit theorem
A
As i s  u s u a l  in  t im e  s e r i e s  a n a l y s i s ,  i n f e r e n c e s  a b o u t  X w i l l  be 
b a se d  on a s y m p to t i c  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  r a t h e r  th a n  on e x a c t  f i n i t e  sam ple  r e s u l t s .
A
In  t h i s  s e c t i o n  th e  a s y m p to t i c  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  T i s  c o n s id e r e d .  Theorem 
4 .3  g iv e s  a c e n t r a l  l i m i t  theorem  when th e  n o i s e  sp e c tru m  i s  assumed known 
and a f t e r  a p r e l i m i n a r y  lemma, Theorem 4 .5  shows t h a t  t h e  r e s u l t  c o n t in u e s  
t o  h o ld  when th e  n o i s e  s p e c tru m  i s  e s t i m a t e d .  In  Theorem 4 .6  i t  i s  shown 
t h a t  a c o n s i s t e n t  e s t i m a t e  f o r  th e  c o v a r i a n c e  m a t r ix  may be found  in  th e  
G au ss ian  c a s e .  When th e  n o i s e  i s  n o t  G au ss ian  t h e  c o v a r i a n c e  i n c l u d e s  a 
te rm  i n v o lv i n g  t h e  f o u r t h  cum ulan ts  o f  t h e  n o i s e  p r o c e s s .
To p ro v e  t h e  th e o r e m s ,  a s su m p t io n s  a d d i t i o n a l  t o  th o s e  r e q u i r e d  f o r  
th e  th eo rem s  o f  S e c t io n  3 w i l l  be n e e d e d .  I t  w i l l  be assumed t h a t
OO 00
x ( t )  = £  i 4 ( . j ) e ( £ - j )  , £  | | 4 ( j ) | |2 < oo
0 0
where t h e  e ( t ) ' s  a r e  g e n e r a te d  by a s t a t i o n a r y  m a r t i n g a l e  d i f f e r e n c e  
p r o c e s s  such  t h a t
£’{e( t ) }  = 0 , f f {e ( s ) e ( t ) ' }  = 6 ,
e\ c ( £ )  I M , }  ,  Z ? { £  ( £ ) e , ( £ )  I M ,  , }  ,  e{e ( t ) z A t ) e  ( t )  | M ,  , }1 a 1 i - l J 1 a d 1 £ - l J 1 a b c  1 t - l J
/
and
E{ z a ( t ) z b ( t ) e o ( t ) e d ( t )  I Mt _ p
a r e  a l l  c o n s t a n t s  f o r  l S a , b , c , d < s  , where M, i s  t h e  a - a l g e b r a
is
g e n e r a te d  by x ( t ' )  , -°° 5 t 1 < t  . The f o u r t h  cum ulan t  o f  £ ( i ) ,  £ ^ ( t ) ,
£ ( t )  , and £ j ( t )  w i l l  be d e n o te d  K , , . I f<3 a abed
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H u s )  = Y
0
it will be required that h(w) £ A(a) . For the central limit theorem all 
conditions involving A(a) will require a > % . Finally it is required 
that the second derivatives of £(w; t ) with respect to the elements of T 
should all be continuous functions of oo . For brevity the conditions 
of this paragraph shall be referred to as Condition N2.
Before stating and proving the main theorems of this section it will bo 
useful to state and prove two lemmas which are central to the proofs of the 
later results. The lemmas give central limit theorems for terms of the form 
signal by noise and noise by noise. The first is related to theorems which 
arise in time series regressions and is proved using these known theorems. 
The second is not so related to other results and so the proof is longer and 
more complicated. The conditions on x(t) could certainly be weakened for 
the proof of Lemma 4.1 (see Hannan, 1973a) and it seems likely that they 
could be weakened for Lemma 4.2 at the expense of making the proof even 
longer.
L E M M A  4.1. Let { ( ^ ( w ) }  * k = l 9 ...9 d 3 be a set of continuous3
-periodic Heivnitian matrix valued functions on (— tt, tt] . Suppose that 
(T)y (t) satisfies Condition S with a  > %  and that x(t) satisfies 
Conditions N1 and N2. Then for k - 1, ..., d the statistics
have asymptotically a multivariate normal distribution with mean zero and 
covariance matrix whose (k, l)th element is
(4.1)
rTT
2 tt
-TT
C(a); T0) ^ ( ü)) V^(u))4)^ (üj)C (ü); T^F^dw) .
Proof. The multivariate normality is proved by proving normality for 
an arbitrary linear combination S = Y, anc  ^ s o  -'-e t  < Kw ) = £  p^(w)
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f o r  any l  , . . . ,  I^ .
The e le m e n ts  o f  (j)(co) may be a p p ro x im a te d  by t r i g o n o m e t r i c  p o ly n o m ia l s ,  
so  t h a t  f o r  th e  ( p ,  q ) t h  e le m e n t ,
<j> ( oj) = Y A ( Z )e a “  + e  ( 00)
p<7 j t p  p<7 p<7
where |e  (w) |  < e u n i fo r m ly  in  go f o r  P s u f f i c i e n t l y  l a r g e .  The e r r o r  
i n  r e p l a c i n g  4>( u)) w i th  t h e  t r i g o n o m e t r i c  p o ly n o m ia ls  in  £  c l e a r l y
has  mean z e r o .  F u r th e r m o r e ,  s i n c e
S{< *>(*„)< * > (* „ )* }
1
I  l
m T £ ,£  ' =1 a a ' 
t h e  v a r i a n c e  o f  t h e  e r r o r  i s
h d\,+“J ' (v+vdu a r7T
-7T
£( t ’ - £ ) ( j ü /  (u)düj
Z M * f  ( o o ) £ ( g o M co
r  J - it
( 4 . 2 )
where
t u  a
U sing  th e  C auchy-Schw arz i n e q u a l i t y ,
£<ta)) * f x M Z M  £  1 5 ( i o ) I £ x | 5 ( u ) | 2
where P d e n o te s  a f i n i t e  c o n s t a n t  s i n c e  f  (co) i s  c o n t in u o u s .  T hus ,
x
u s in g  t h i s  i n e q u a l i t y  in  ( 4 . 2 )  and i n t e g r a t i n g ,  an u p p e r  bound f o r  th e  
v a r i a n c e  o f  t h e  e r r o r  i s
2
2  it K
T2 £
I
/ fm\\  +0) )
2i\Km
T 1  (Yor)) 4 J  d y  u h d y M y d y  t0)
£ 2*Kmz7{r-1 Y | ( f  r ) )(Au) | 2} •
The lerni in  b r a c e s  c o n v e rg e s  t o  a f i n i t e  l i m i t ,  as  was shown in  th e
p r o o f  o f  Lemma 3 .1  so  t h a t  th e  v a r i a n c e  o f  t h e  e r r o r  may be made a r b i t r a r i l y  
s m a l l  and t h e  c e n t r a l  l i m i t  theorem  f o r  th e  signa .l  by n o i s e  te rm  w i l l  ho ld  
i f  i t  h o ld s  when (j) (A ) i s  r e p l a c e d  by th e  m a t r ix  o f  t r i g o n o m e t r i c
p o ly n o m ia l s .  A lso the t r i g o n o m e t r i c  p o ly n o m ia ls  may bo e s t i m a t e d  a t  
A = 2wiu/T  = go b e c a u s e  | e x p ( £ 0 ) - l |  2 |o |  and so  the e r r o r  w i l l  be
U Tffisl
bounded above by 
171 2 TT777 Z-
L  L  f  
T u l
tr{A (Z)<Z>(X )<Z>(X p ( |  5 - ^ Z ( Z ) ( X J * ( Z ) ( 03/ 2
w hich c o n v e rg e s  t o  z e ro  u s in g  Lemma 3 .1
C o n s id e r
P i l u
1
l - - v
ihi)
m v'
1 t r
u
Y  A (l)emu<Y( T ) > L  ) <X>L  ) *
V mu K r™1'mu-
1 1 1 1 1  A «)« ( T )
mT3^2 u ab l  qp qp
I  y K1\ t ' ) x  W e
t f t '  p q
i  [t o -too , mu+a mu+b
Summing o v e r  u , t h e  e x p r e s s io n  becomes
j  1  1  1  \ P{1)  l l x q ( t ) y p ) e
m T ab l  qp C t
(T) r. ,  .„ -1>
P
-1where j  i s  such  t h a t  0 < t - t+ jTm  < T . The e x p r e s s io n  i s  a f i n i t e  
l i n e a r  c o m b in a t io n  o f  te rm s  o f  t h e  form
t  too
T k 1  xqU ) y ' * ’
t
( T) - 1 ' a-b ( 4 . 3 )
and from Hannan ( 1 9 7 3 a ) ,  ( 4 . 3 )  w i l l  have an a s y m p to t i c  no rm al  d i s t r i b u t i o n
ttoo
i f  y ^ ^  [ t- l+jTm 1)e■1' a-b s a t i s f i e s  complex v e r s i o n s  o f  G re n a n d e r ’ s 
c o n d i t i o n s ,  w h ic h ,  in  t h e  p r e s e n t  c a s e ,  become
-1 ( T )l im  max T
T - ^ °  o<t<r-i
yp ( t ) = 0 ( 4 . 4 a )
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T-1 (rp, ( . -irm ,
lim T y y (t)y [t+n-l+jTm \e ° = p (n-l) if j = 0
= 0  if j t 0 . (4.4b)
Now (4.4a) holds by assumption (1.5) while (4.4b) follows from Lemma 1.3.
Thus the central limit theorem holds by Theorem 1 of Hannan (1973a). □
Let f , .[A.,, A_, A . A.) be the Fourier transform of 
p q p q 1 2’ 3 4'
k , ,(k, Z-, k\ Z-') , the fourth cumulant of x (k) , x (l), x ,(kr) andppp fq ' 5 p q P
x^,(lr) . Then from Hannan (1970, p. 91) and Brillinger (1975, p. 39),
Jpqp'q'(Xl’ V  X3’ 1( 2 tt)3 a ß y S  aßYl5 p a  1 <?ß 2 P 'y  3 t ö '"4 ’
LEMMA 4.2. Let cj)^(u)) , /c =. 1, ..., d 3 he a set of continuous3
periodic Hermitian matrix valued functions on ( - tt, it] . Suppose that x{t) 
satisfies Conditions Nl, N2. Then for k = 1 , ..., d the statistics
S k = 2: i- [■♦fc fX„){C X>(Xj< X »(XJ  X> ( X X> ( X J  }]
T u
have asymptotically a multivariate normal distribution with mean zero and 
covariance matrix whose (k, l)th element is
4 tt
m -TT
tr{<|>7 (A)/ (A)<MX )f (A)}dA
K 0C Is CC
2 tt+ —  ) m L'. ,pqp ’q'
<t>, (A)<|>, , ,(A ’)/ , ,(A, -A, -A', A .kqp Iq 'p ' J qpq 'p '
Remark. In the case ?77 = 1 this lemma provides the basis for a 
central limit theorem which complements a theorem of Hannan (1973c, Theorem 
3) albeit under stronger assumptions.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4.1, the multivariate normality of the
Sj^ 's is proved by considering «S = £  and tp this end let
<j)(w) = y ly^k W^ ) * Again the elements of cj)(00) may be approximated by 
trigonometric polynomials so that for the (p, p)th element,
8b
4> (w) = £  A ( l  ) e l lh i  + e  (10)
P7 7 b p  P'7 P7
w here |e  ( w) |  < e u n i fo r m ly  in  U) f o r  P s u f f i c i e n t l y  l a r g e .  The e r r o r  
E i n  r e p l a c i n g  (j)(oo) w i th  t h e  t r i g o n o m e t r i c  p o ly n o m ia ls  in  ^  c l e a r l y
h a s  mean z e ro .
B e fo re  e v a l u a t i n g  v a r (E )  , r e c a l l  t h a t  (H annan , 1970 , p .  23) 
e \ x (k ) x  ( l ) x  A k ’ )x , ( Z-')}
P q P q
= Y ( l - k ) y  , t a ’- k ' )  + y  , ( k ’- k ) y  +.xpq x p ' q  ]x p p r ' xqq'
Y , { V - k )Y ,(fc'-Z) t  fc , ,(fc# Z, fc', l ’ ) ocpq’ x q p r pqp ' q '  9 9  9
J 1 + J 2 + J 3 + J 4 ( 4 . 5 )
w here k , , ( k ,  l ,  k '  * l ' )  i s  t h e  f o u r t h  c u m u la n t . The f o u r t h  moment may pqp rq r i  J
a l s o  be e x p r e s s e d  in  te rm s  o f  t h e  s p e c t r u m ,  so  t h a t
I .
i { a - k ) \ - a ' - k ’ ) \ \
W X1) V « ' lX2 )‘V X2
- I T
w i th  c o r r e s p o n d in g  e x p r e s s i o n s  f o r  I  ^  and I ^  , and
f  j fcX, +Z-X +?cf X +Z f X }„  1 1 2 3 4 JI . f  r , (X19 X0 , XoS X ] d \  d \  d \  dX Jpqp q v 1 2 3 4 ; 1 2 3 4
Yx .=o
^  0
I f  th e  te rm s  ( X) ( X ) a r e  expanded as
, i t  fx  tco 1
-±V  £  x i t ) e  u a '
mT2 - a , t
and so on th e n  th e  v a r i a n c e  o f  E may be w r i t t e n  v a r ( E )  = J  - J  + J  + J.
where J  , J  , J  a r e  l i n e a r  c o m b in a t io n s  o f  te rm s  o f  t h e  form o fo *4
1 2 , J 3 , r e s p e c t i v e l y .  The te rm  c o r r e s p o n d in g  t o  d i s a p p e a r s  s in c e
2
i t  i s  (P (E )}  which o f  c o u r s e  v a n i s h e s  when com puting  t h e  v a r i a n c e .  The
te rm s  J^  and J ^ w i l l  be t r e a t e d  h e r e ,  t h e  t r e a t m e n t  o f  ,J  ^ b e in g  th e
07
same as that of J^ . For J , suppose
V ^ Al’ X2^ = £ egV^i)eqp klabu qp u
-l fX„-H0;,-X J }b "2
Then
Jh =
m2T3 -IT
7  f , 0 0 7 "  TPTT^ fx, , X.U f AX, , \n)d\.d\n
p q p t q  I xpp 1 %qq v i qpy ^  q p v i 2; i 2
2„3 m T -7T
E , \ % { \ -  h)HVp'(ai> A2b<VA2pqp ’q’ L^  ^ r
2„3 m T pqEl I V (A1’ A2]l dAldA2 ’-TT
where # denotes a finite constant which is not necessarily the same one at 
different appearances. Now
TT
IX'ophi» = 41,2 E E E E e f J O v T
qp 1 z 1 1 uu' aa' bb' kl &  u qp u
i{k (X -HO -X ,-u ,) -l {\™b-\,-uh ,) } 
x e
-TT
= 4tt t £  \e (A ) I 
abu qp u
„ , 2 3 2 2< 4tt T m e
and so can t>e ™ade arbitrarily small, as can . Consider finally
\  ;
J4 2 3m T Yx .-0^ J
y  \p fxn , x_)ip . ,fx., x Y, y<7p ^ 1 2 J yq rp ' K 4 3-ppp 'q n r
X fpqp'q’^l* ^2’ X3’ X4)^A1^ 2^X3^X4
Now make the transformation y = X , p = X + X , y = X + X + XJL _L Z _L Z O _L Z o
and write <7 , , fy, , y_, p Y  = / , . (X, , X„, X_, X.,') . The Jacobian of*pqp q K 1 2 3J Jpqp'q'K 1 2 3
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the transformation is unity so that 
1
J4 2 3m T £  , 9 V q p ' q ' ^ V  V VT '^p^ 'V VU2^
X d\i1d\i2dv3
12m3 , lm T pqp ’q 1 ! % > ! ’ V ^ V p. ' ^ V  .
Now
 ^ 2 o
1^  (y^ , I d]i1d\i2d\i3 < Ke so that may be shown to be
arbitrarily small in the same way as J  ^ was. Thus the error in replacing
(j)(o)) with the trigonometric polynomial converges in probability to zero.
As earlier, the trigonometric polynomial may as well be evaluated at
A = U) since T ]T ( X) (A ) * (X> (A ) converges to zero as a consequence
Isi / TllA. U U
of Lemma 3.1. It thus remains to prove the asymptotic normality of 
P ihx)
ST - J  E t  * ",Utr[A(Z){< X> (<oJ< X> (a, ) *-f[< X> (u>J< *> (ooj *] }]
T u 1--P
1 S/9
- - m- 1T 3/2 I  H I  e ™
t ,t' u l a ,b
x tr[A(Z){:c(£)a:(£ ') r- y (£'-t)}]g
i[tu> -fix A  v mu+a mu+bJ
Now x(t) - Y, A(k)z(t-k) and suppose that x(t) - x ^ \ t )  + xK Z\t)
k-0
(2)
where
m  - 1x ft) = X  A(k)eCt-k) 
k=0
where v is some fixed number which is to be chosen. In an obvious notation 
write S^ =. + 5 ^ ^  + <5^^ + with y (t'-t) also decomposed as
q - \ (11),,, (12). , . (21). , . (22). , vY (t'-t) - y (t'-t) + y (t'-t) + y (t'-t) + y (t'-t) ,1 /y» ' ry* ' ry* 1 ry% ' /y*•A/ it «t it it
y^J^it'-t) - E[xKtJ J (t)xKKJ ( f )'] , j, k - l, 2 ,S Ö \  4.\ 4- t \ t
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( jfc)
so  t h a t  E S '  - 0 f o r  a l l  j ,  k -  1 ,  2 . The p r o o f  o f  th e  a s y m p to t i c  
n o r m a l i t y  o f  S^  i s  now a c h ie v e d  by p r o v in g  th e  a s y m p to t i c  n o r m a l i t y  o f
, ( 11 ) and show ing t h a t  t h e  o t h e r  t h r e e  te rm s  conve rge  in  p r o b a b i l i t y  t o
z e ro .  I t  w i l l  h e re  o n ly  be shown t h a t  v a r L ( 1 2 ) lr c o n v e rg e s  t o  z e ro  s in c e
th e  o t h e r  two te rm s  re s p o n d  t o  th e  same t r e a t m e n t
, ( 1 2 ) '
To compute v a r , ( 4 . 5 )  i s  a g a in  used  so  t h a t  t h e  v a r i a n c e  may
be w r i t t e n  as  + J  + , J  ^ b e in g  th e  term  c o n t a i n i n g  I ^  and so  on
as  b e f o r e .  Suppose
V A ’ *2) = I  E A
qp 1 z u l s t  ab qp
i\lu> +s feu -X-.'j-tfo) j - X . ' ) }1 mu v mu+a  ^ mu+b 2J J
th e n
J n =2 2 3m T J iq. V (X1’ X2)VpA . *1*2
w here / ^ ^ ( X )  d e n o te s  t h e  c r o s s  s p e c t r a l  d e n s i t y  o f  x ^ ^  and x ^ ^  .
I f  t h e  sum m ations o v e r  p and p '  and th e n  q and q '  a r e  p e rfo rm e d  
t h e n ,  u s in g  th e  C auchy-Schw arz i n e q u a l i t y
j 2 -  -t t  E jfm V  q q '  )> Z
^  1 - T T
x |E V V  x2^l2 ' V p A -  h ) i 2 E, | ^ - h 2)
2
d ^ j d \  2
m2T3
f I E  / 2 2 ] ( U  2 I  T E  l<l> ( h -  U l X ^ o  .1 u , xqq ’ v 2J t-*. x p p ' v V  u  1 q p x 1 2} 1 1 2
J_; W  PP  ^ j PP ^
A g a in ,  t r  /  (X) i s  bounded and
( 4 . 6 )
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k  X2) I ’^A, = 2 it £ A„„('i% - r,rrir7Tn(i, 4', a,)
- I T qp q p
where
is fa) -ü) , .) i[lu> -I'b) .1(i 1 t \ \ mu+a mu’+a J mu mu 1r\[l, I 1, A,) = i  1 1  2- L e e
w u' s tt' aa' bb'
X e mu'+b' 2 ■
= T m  l  l
u tt’ bb'
i( l-l '-t+t ' ~i{t (co^ tA^ ) '+^o) 1mu b' 2'
since on summing over s , r) = 0 unless w = w , , . If the0 mu+a mu'+a'
summation with respect to u is now performed then p = 0 unless
l - f  - t + t '  - kTm ^ where k can run over only a finite number of 
values since l, i' have a fixed finite range so that
|n(l, V, X2)| S 3
for 1,1' in any finite range where K denotes some constant which is not
always the same one. Thus, since £  |A^(Z)| < 00 ,
J2 < K k icMT*- tt -qq
r TT
q - tt ^
dX,
and it remains to show that this last integral may be made arbitrarily small 
by choosing P sufficiently large. Now let
Y* • ou
h(1)M  = t A(k)evka , to) = Y. + k)e
k- 0 k-r+l
iku>
(22)Since / (w) is a linear combination of expressions of the form
( 2) ( 2)h j (Co)hqk it is only necessary to show that for r appropriately
large
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( I T
h(V(a)
- 7 T
db)
may be made arbitrarily small. Now h(b)) C A(a) so that h .(b)) £ L and
qc 4
since the Fourier series of a function in L  ^ converges in the L  ^ norm 
(Zygmund, 1959, p. 266) the result now follows. In a similar way J may
vj
be shown to be arbitrarily small.
The fourth cumulant of (s )x^  ^ (t )x^  V  (s ' )x^  (t ') is
p q v q
i
aßyö 'aßyö
i (sA +tX +s 'A +t ’X )
£x -=0^ J
x hl«(\Kz,[xiK'y[xiK'6[xJdxi
(2) (1) (2) d\,
so that
t74 2 3 I I
r r
aßyö p,yptgr
Yx .=o
^ 3
V ( 4 r  V ' V p ' b , ,  - K ) d x , ••• d K  •4’ 1
Now the technique is to perform the transformation u = X, , y^ = X + X^ ,1 1 2 1 2 *
h3 - X + X2 + X3 so that
J4 „2m3 Kaßyö ^ t \ \  \ a  ^2 yi^p'y ^ 3 y4^p'ö( y3^
c H l  H
I
aßyö
x ij f-y_ , y -vO^ , f[y -y^, Vd\i d\i d\i^  . 
qpy 1 2 1 J q p y 3 2 3J 1 2 3
If the summations over p, q, p' and q' are performed using the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality and then the Cnuchy-Schwnrz inequality is applied to the
integration over y^ » the consideration of J  ^ reduces to consideration of
the two terms 
1
mT3/2
{ j K a ' M  f‘£  K f P & V ^ I  I  I v 4 y i . u 2-y1) l 24 i 2} ,dM
and
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mT3/2 £ 2;q '  p
(l) K - n 0)p ’y y 3 2-
>,%
^<7'P'^J3_1V  P3^ dp2J ^ 3  ‘ (4*7)
p q
Again using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the square of the first term 
is less than or equal to
2„3 m T
1  fc(1)(iO^  pa v 1-p r
d\i. z ri^ V^ I 1 lV -1Vq  ^ pq u
where the first integral is bounded. The double integral is equal to
I  I  I t J - h , X,)| 2d x y xqpK 1 2J 1 2
and this is now treated in exactly the same way as J  ^ was treated after
(4.6) and may be made arbitrarily small by appropriate choice of v . 
Again, (4.7) can be similarly treated so that J itself may be made
arbitrarily small. Thus var 
with the same techniques var
4 1
4 1
can be made arbitrarily small and
, (22)1and var s: arc also shown to be
small so that is asymptotically normal provided it may be shown that
,(11)
’T is asymptotically normal. Now
;<u )  = m - V 3/2 E E E E  «
u ab l st
too (l+s-t) mu
- » ' V *  Y l.le
ab Ij s
i fso) -tag ] v a bJ .x e tr
isu>a_b {l+jTm
A(Z)-{a;^1^ (s)a;^1 ^( t) ' - y ^ ^ t t - s )  j
x tr h(l)lx^\s)x^^ [s+l+jTm ' - y ^ [l+jTm 1)
where j may take a finite number of values such that 0 5 s+l+jTm-1 < T .
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S in c e  a ,  b 9 1 and j  a l l  t a k e  o n l y  a f i n i t e  number o f  v a l u e s  and s i n c e
a ^ ^ ( t )  may be e x p r e s s e d  as  a l i n e a r  c o m b i n a t i o n  o f  a f i n i t e  number o f
. ( I De ( t )  ' s  , t h e  a s y m p t o t i c  n o r m a l i t y  o f  S^
f o r  t e r m s  o f  t h e  form
w i l l  be p roved  i f  i t  i s  p roved
, T-n-1 itui i
T 2 Y  {e(t)e(t-m) '-6 G}e a 
t =0 ,n
The r a n g e  o f  t  i n  t h i s  e x p r e s s i o n  may be  made 0 ,  . .  
t h i s  o n l y  adds  a f i x e d  f i n i t e  number o f  t e r m s .  W r i t e
V 4 ) = { ep ( t ) £ q ( t m ) ~&0,n9pq}  cos  > n ~ 0 >
( 4 . 8 )
T - l  s i n c e
and u ( t )  = E
t   ^ :
£  n r ( i ) }
«7=1 J
Then | = 0 and
, ( T )  = £  COS JGO c o s  j 'go
J J  '
E{e ( j ) e  ( j + n ) e  ( j  ' )e ( j r+n)-S_ a  .p q p q 0 9n*pq)_
= Y  c o s  jgo c o s  j  ' go 6 . . ,•< g  a  +<5 
•7 r e  \  pp qqoo
T - 1 ijoo
= I «
J=0
0 ,n <7 +krpp pqpq
q q +6 «vpp qq 0 ,n
2
(7 +K
lP<7 PPPPJ
= r6 _ ■{ g g +60 , c [ Jpp^qq 0 ,n
f 2 1
(7 +K
rp p  p^ppJ
( 4 . 9 )
Thus a c e n t r a l  l i m i t  theo rem f o r  ( 4 . 8 )  need  o n ly  be  c o n s i d e r e d  f o r  t h e  c a se
_ p
c - a - b - 0 . The a s y m p t o t i c  n o r m a l i t y  o f  T 2 Y  b y ( ^ )  may now p ro v ed
u s i n g  a c e n t r a l  l i m i t  theo rem  f o r  m a r t i n g a l e s  o f  S c o t t  ( 1 973 ,  Theorem 2 ) .
The f o l l o w i n g  two c o n d i t i o n s  must' be  v e r i f i e d .
T
I
t = i
( a )  v J T ) ~ 2t  eI <1 ( t ) 2 t - 1 -+ 1 i n  p r o b a b i l i t y  as  T ■+
(b )  v J T ) ~ 2Y,E
T I-
nS t )  i{ | n j t )  I > &v (T) }
t = i  - T- l
0 i n  p r o b a b i l i t y
as  T ■+ 00 f o r  any 6 > 0 , where ! ( • )  i s  t h e  i n d i c a t o r  f u n c t i o n .
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C o n d i t i o n  ( a )  f o l l o w s  i m m e d ia te ly  from ( 4 . 9 ) .  S in c e  t h e  te rm s  in  t h e  
sum i n  (b )  a r e  a l l  p o s i t i v e ,  i t  i s  s u f f i c i e n t  t o  show t h a t
9 T
(b  ’ ) v  (T)  X E 
t - 1
V * )  i {  | n j £ ) |  > 6i9_(T)}
F i r s t l y ,  n o t e  t h a t  
1TP { | n 7l( t ) |  > a ; )  5 P { I e ( t ) e  ( t +n)  \ > x }r H
S ?{e  ( t ) 2+e ( t + n ) 2 > 2x
p q
P-J c ( t ) 2 > x'j + p j e ^ ( t ) 2 > x 
S e c o n d l y ,  u s i n g  i n t e g r a t i o n  by p a r t s ,
nTU ) 24  |nT( t )  I > Si^On}
( 4 . 1 0 )
= 2
&vt (T)
I n^,( £) I > %}dx + &2v T( T ) 2?\ \x}T( t ) \  > 6vt ( T) }
< 2
S v t ( T)
P { e ^ ( t ) 2 > x | + p | e ^ ( t ) 2 > x dx
t  S 2v t ( T ) 2 P{£ i t ) 2 > 6 o „ ( r ) | + p { e  ( t ) 2 > <Sv J T )  o T ) \  q T
( 4 . 1 1 )
7^
u s i n g  ( 4 . 1 0 ) .  Now V S T )  = 0 [ T S) f rom ( 4 . 9 )  and s i n c e  e ^ ( t ) ,  C^( £)  have f i n i t e
f o u r t h  moments t h e  i n t e g r a l  i n  ( 4 . 1 1 )  c o n v e r g e s  t o  z e ro  u s i n g  a w e l l  known 
r e s u l t  ( s e e  F e l l e r ,  1971,  p .  150 ,  f o r  e x a m p le ) .  F i n a l l y ,
00 4
x  F (dx)
{&vT(T)p
where F i s  t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f u n c t i o n  o f  e ( t )  and t h u s  as  T -> 00 t h e  
C p
r e m a i n i n g  t e rm s  i n  ( 4 . 1 1 )  c o n v e rg e  t o  z e ro  s i n c e  t h e  e ( * ) ' s  have f i n i t e
f o u r t h  moments and c o n d i t i o n  ( b ’ ) now f o l l o w s  e a s i l y .
The a s y m p t o t i c  c o v a r i a n c e  m a t r i x  may be c a l c u l a t e d  u s i n g  t e c h n i q u e s
s i m i l a r  t o  t h o s e  u s e d  e a r l i e r  t o  o b t a i n  t h e  a s y m p t o t i c  n o r m a l i t y ,  t h e
P v J T p P U  ( t ) 2 > ( D [  £
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e s s e n t i a l  d i f f e r e n c e  b e i n g  t h a t  t h e  s p e c t r a l  d e n s i t i e s  and t h e  F o u r i e r  
t r a n s f o r m  o f  t h e  f o u r t h  cumulant  f u n c t i o n  a r e  r e p l a c e d  by t r i g o n o m e t r i c  
p o l y n o m i a l s  w hereas  p r e v i o u s l y  i t  has  been  t h e  w e i g h t  f u n c t i o n s  t h a t  were so 
r e p l a c e d .
C o n s i d e r  t h e  c o v a r i a n c e  o f  S7 w i t h  S t  and d e n o te  t h i s  c o v a r i a n c ek I
by 3 •  Expanding  ( X)  (X^) and u s i n g  ( 4 . 5 ) ,  3 ,^7 i s  t h e  sum o f  t h r e e
t e r m s , namely
3 ( 1 ) 1k l  2 3 m T
X  ip( k )  ( A .  ,  X j i p { , ( X .  ,  A )^  . qp  v 1 2JYq ,p ,v 1 ’ 2 Jpqp q ^ ^ r
( l )
-IT
* f * p p ' N f Xqq' ^ dXl dX2 • ( 4 ' 1 2 )
, ( 2 ) 1
k l  2 3m T I  C (xr  b K 'P ' (V  »-TT
>(3) _ 1
TcZ " 2™3m T JJJ p p p V  V  1 2 J V p  1 3 4'
y x  .=0
^  J
x /* r / (A , A , A , A j d \  . . .  dA , ( 4 . 1 3 )pqp q v 1 2 3 4- 1 4
where
y y yu s  a , b
d s 4 u % - \ ) - 4 \ % - A 2)}
C o n s i d e r  f i r s t  3^ j^  and r e p l a c e  A) w i t h  a m a t r i x  o f
t r i g o n o m e t r i c  p o l y n o m i a l s  , t h e  e r r o r  in  t h e  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  t o  t h e  e l e m e n t s  o f  
f  ( A) b e i n g  l e s s  t h a n  e , u n i f o r m l y  in  A . Us ing  t h e  Cauchy-Schwarz 
i n e q u a l i t y ,  t h e  e r r o r  i n  3 i s  e a s i l y  shown to  be l e s s  th a n
Kz
r n T 3 -TT
i  k p V  Mp q  ^ dX1d \ 2
I
( A |< p V r  b)
PQ-TT
2
dX±dX2 j
and i t  i s  r e a d i l y  s e e n ,  a s  b e f o r e ,  t h a t  t h i s  e x p r e s s i o n  can be bounded by
2 . ( 1 )Ke , f o r  K some c o n s t a n t ,  so  t h a t  t h e  e r r o r  i n  $ ^ can be made
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n r b i t r n r i l y  sinn.l 1 .. Suppose t h a t  th e  t r ig o n o m e t r i c  p o ly n o m ia l  a p p r o x im a t in g
f  , { K)  i sJ x p p ' v 1 )J xqq v 2J
P < (»  X i «  X )
nv n 2
Y  A A n )  A , (n ) e  
/-/ -_ p  PP PP 2
( 1 )s u b s t i t u t e  t h i s  in  t h e  e x p r e s s io n  f o r  3 ^  and i n t e g r a t e  w i th  r e s p e c t  to
A , A  ^ . The r e s u l t  i s
2 3 Z Z Z Anp ' ' ^2^ Z k^qp (X^  l^q 'p r ^  *mZT3 *S pq p ' q ’ n 1n 2 PP 1 qq Z u u ' Kqp u Lq P U
V- V v  A s p  +« ) - t (A  -Hop} - i { ( s - n p p  -H0a , ) - ( t - n 2)(Au ,n ,)}
x Z Z Z e e
s , t  ab a ' b ’
Summations o v e r  s and t  show t h a t  A = A , , u) = U) , andu u '  a a
(j o ,  =^  oo^, so  t h a t  t h e  e x p r e s s i o n  becomes
m2T av » £ _  V d n i ) V (n2) A I ,
l {"l(Au+a)a ) -” 2 ( V “Z>b
1 2
x e
T his  c o n v e rg e s  t o
2 ttnr tr{(J>^( A ) / ’JC( A)(j)^( A ) /a.( A)}^A
-7T
( 2 )The same m ethods r e d u c e  3 ^  t o  t h e  same q u a n t i t y .  In  c o n s i d e r i n g
( 3 )  “3 th e  f i r s t  s t e p ,  a s  b e f o r e  in  t r e a t i n g  f o u r t h  cum ulan t  t e r m s ,  i s  to
/ v  is
make th e  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n
y i  X1 ’ y 2 A!  + X2 5 M3 X1 + X2 + X3
which has  u n i t  J a c o b i a n .  Again th e  F o u r i e r  t r a n s f o r m  o f  t h e  f o u r t h  cum ulan t 
term  i s  c o n t in u o u s  ( s i n c e  h(u>) £ A(a) ) and p e r i o d i c  and may be r e p l a c e d  by 
a t r i g o n o m e t r i c  p o ly n o m ia l ,  t h e  e r r o r  b e in g  a r b i t r a r i l y  s m a l l .  With t h i s
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r e p l a c e m e n t ,  ( 4 .1 3 )  becomes
1
m2T3 J J £  l , V ^ K ' ' p  - ( V y2 » ^q p q p
Try
ni n2n3
i(n  y,+rc y +n y )
£ Vf'p'K* V n3)8 W V
and a f t e r  i n t e g r a t i o n  t h i s  becomes
2 3 ^  S  ^  ^  fD ' [n i  5 n 2 5 n 3^ ^  f D f £m V  qpcj'p' n1n2n3 qPq P 1 u
H® - (»y-a) (Xu+o)y - ( n 1+n2+S) 4 U, %  -) + 0^,+W j,)}
A? P ? ' P ' ^ 1 ’ ” 2 ’ n 3^  J j ,  k p k k q ' p ' k ' )
i{n +n2 k  'V ') -ns K  - V  'i 1
* 5 >
s
2 2 m T qpq 'p
x Z e
aa 'b
T his  c o n v e rg e s  t o
TT
2 tt
Z
pqp'q' <V (X)V p ' a ' )W ' a ’ - A’ - A’ ’ A' WAdA'-TT
t h u s  c o m p le t in g  th e  p r o o f .  □
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose tha t y ^ \ t )  s a t is f ie s  Condition s with a > % , 
that x( t )  s a t is f ie s  Conditions N1 and N2* tha t t l ie s  in a compact se t  0
/s P a,
and tha t T2 holds. I f  t i s  obtained by maximizing # ^ ( t ) then T 2 (t- to)
is  asym ptotically normally d is tr ib u ted  with mean zero and covariance matrix
.-1 - 1, - 1.
where
! - J_
Kl ~ 2tt
5\ l  2tt
3 ? (w; t ) *
B dTk
{ i p W - K w ;  t 0) }
3c(w;t0)
8 V
c 1i 
X
(B+K)A 1
9^(w’t 0) F ((h)
y3tz
3c(w;t0)
| c p ;
V 0J J x
-1
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and
1 y
3$(M;Tor 9$(-y ;xQr
8 71 abed J3
9 X7 k ab
---1
H<ro__
1
^abcd(w’ -a)’ ~u’ Vi)dad\i
and fapccf^ -> _(A)i -y 5 u) is the Fourier transform of the fourth cumulant of 
the noise processes.
Remarks. Here and elsewhere, 9c(w; x )/9x. will mean 9c(oo; x)/9x.
d J J
evaluated at x^ and 9$ (go; and other terms will be defined
similarly. Note that K is null if e(n) is a Gaussian process.
Proof. Since x is the value of x at which Q (x) takes itsm
maximum value
9£ (x) m
9x7 = 0
where the notation means the derivative of Q (x) evaluated at x .777
Expanding this derivative in a Taylor series about the true value of x = x^
yields T^(x-xq) = 1T^D1 (xq) , |x-xQ | - I^ -ToI where D^(Q) is the
array of Z-th derivatives of Q (x) with respect to the elements of x 
evaluated at the point x = 0 . It follows from Lemma 3.2 and the almost
/ssure convergence of x that
2
lim [0 2<t )]w  = jR c(ü>; X)k{äpTF 7  T0)}c(w; T0) y * > ) .
k l
Omitting the arguments oo and x temporarily, since
$ = f  1t , z*f 1x x
it is easily calculated that
-lr9$
9xk
cfx\ -1 9C* L -1^x C 9x
-1 9C -1r*f
9Tk Jx
(4.14)
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Taking a further derivative and using the fact that
1=00 f 1-$>J x 0 (4.15)
where the zero subscript denotes evaluation at the point x = ,
29 9c (w ;t \*
•0 9t 9t 0^ 
k l
9x_ {/^ («»-«(us t0)} 9t .
{/^ (-üO-h-on t0)J 9t„
so that
lin, [D2(T)],7 = -2
T+co K-1'
= -4ttA.
3c(“ ;Tn)'t
9x. { / ;1(u))-<S.P; T0) }
3<;(u;Tn)
9x F ( )y
kl
Thus to prove the theorem it is sufficient to prove a central limit
v
theorem for T2D^[t )^ . Write
3$ (oo;t J
♦*<“ > = 3t>
so that
, 9Q (x )
n h 0J
9t, xidAJT u
>(xj{<y(r)>(xj+a>(xj}{<y(r)>(xu)+a >(xj}] . o.ie)x tr
To prove the central limit theorem the signal by signal, signal by 
noise, nose by signal and noise by noise contributions to (4.16) will be 
considered individually. It will first be shown that, asymptotically the 
signal by signal term contributes nothing and then that, using Lemmas 4.1, 
4.2 the remaining terms each have a normal distribution asymptotically. 
Furthermore they have a joint normal distribution since the asymptotic 
covariance between the signal by noise and noise by noise terms is zero.
Since
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(T) r..  ^ (T)
,r 3 '■ 3
- m-1 y0T)h){?(Xu^
and s i n c e  a  > % th e  e r r o r  i n  r e p l a c i n g  ( ^ >(X ) by
£ (X^; in  (4--16) c o n v e rg e s  t o  z e ro  as  T -* 00 as  a consequence
o f  Lemma 3 .1 .  T h e r e f o r e  th e  c o n t r i b u t i o n  o f  th e  s i g n a l  by s i g n a l  te rm  in  
( 4 .1 6 )  i s  a r b i t r a r i l y  c lo s e  t o
2
T B5 W>u) ^  To To)
f o r  T s u f f i c i e n t l y  l a r g e  and from ( 4 .1 5 )  t h i s  i s  i d e n t i c a l l y  z e ro .
To p rove  t h e  c e n t r a l  l i m i t  theo rem  f o r  t h e  s i g n a l  by n o i s e  term  (w hich  
i s  e q u a l  t o  t h e  n o i s e  by s i g n a l  te rm  s i n c e  B i s  sym m etr ic  a b o u t  th e  o r i g i n )  
Lemma 4 .1  i s  u s e d .  I f  B = (-7T, tt] and (K(ü)) i s  Per,i ° d i c ,  th e n  th e
r e s u l t  i s  p ro v e d .  O th e rw is e ,  l e t  C be a f i n i t e  u n ion  o f  open i n t e r v a l s  o f  
t o t a l  l e n g t h  e > 0 and suppose  t h a t  C c o n t a i n s  a l l  t h e  p o i n t s  o f  
d i s c o n t i n u i t y  o f  B w ith  { tt} ci C o n ly  i f  ( tt) c  B . I f  { tt} cz C th e n  
(J)^(o)) m ust be r e p l a c e d  by a f u n c t i o n  ^ ( oj) w hich i s  c o n t in u o u s  on
( - tt, tt] , w hich  i s  e q u a l t o  e x c e p t  on th e  i n t e r v a l  in  C w hich
c o n t a i n s  tt and f o r  which = (f)^ -7r) -  % {^ ( tt)+ (|)^ ( - tt) } . Now th e
f u n c t i o n  which i s  j|(J) (^ co) — ( cu) ||Xg(w) s a t i s f i e s  t h e  c o n d i t i o n s  o f  Lemma 4 .1
s in c e  Xg i s  n° t  d i s c o n t in u o u s  a t  tt , so  t h a t  a c e n t r a l  l i m i t  theo rem  
h o ld s  f o r
J Z  x6(Au)H ^ (x j4 jA j | | t r{<y(r)>(xJ<x>(xu)*} ,
T u  K J
b u t  s in c e  ||$^(w)-(j)^((jü)|| i s  z e ro  e x c e p t  on a s e t  o f  t o t a l  l e n g t h  e > 0 ,
th e  e le m e n ts  o f  th e  c o v a r i a n c e  m a t r ix  may be made a r b i t r a r i l y  s m a l l .
Now l e t  T (w) be a c o n t in u o u s  n o n - n e g a t iv e  d e f i n i t e  ( m a t r i x  v a lu e d )
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function which is equal to (to) on C and goes to zero on (7 . Also let
T (go) be <L(id) on B and T (to) on B . Then using Lemma 4.1, central 2 K -L
limit theorems hold for these weight functions and the elements of the 
covariance matrix in the case of can be made arbitrarily small.
Finally, since
(^(tf) = Xg(w)^(w ) + ^(w)
and since (j)^(0)) = (J)^(oo) + - (j)^ (w) the central limit theorem for the
signal by noise contribution to (4.16) holds using Bernstein's lemma 
(Hannan, 1970, p. 242) and the (/c, l)th element of the asymptotic 
covariance matrix is
2tt B t ) *(t)k(u))*fju)(p7(u))?;((ß; tn]F^ (du))0J y
Using (4.14), (4.15) this reduces to
B
T V 3t . F (<7(jo) = 4ttl4kl •i ■»
Consider now the noise by noise contribution to (4.16). Firstly, 
using Lemma 1.4, if a ^ 1 ,
2?{<x>(A)< z>(A j q  = m-2 1
a 9b
- m~2i 4M«)+a
= + 0(T-a)
and T a is replaced by T  ^ log T if a = 1 . Also,
trM J 4 M  = u 0-9t, y)}c(Au; T0)
+ 5(v bbfcXbby T0)} 3gM 0)3x,
0
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so that using Lemma 4.2 and the methods that were used above with the signal 
by noise term, the contribution of the noise by noise term in (4.16) is 
asymptotically normally distributed with mean zero and covariance matrix 
whose (/<, Z)th element is 
4tt
B
2tt y  T  (f>2, (X)<(>7 , ,(X')f , ,(X, -X, -X', X')dXdX>
pq Prq' kqP lq P qp
Since
b)} = To^
the integrand in the first integral reduces to
2 3c (io;t0)*
d “;T0) V ~ 1(ioK(u>;t0) 8t, To^ } 3tl
so that the asymptotic covariance matrix of the noise by noise component is 
2 -116tt m (B+K) . Collecting together the various terms, the theorem is proved 
provided it can be shown that the signal by noise and noise by noise terms 
are asymptotically uncorrelated.
To evaluate the covariance of the signal by noise and noise by noise 
terms a finite sum of terms of the form 
2 I . Xr ( O  Xr (X ,) (x . , ( x , h ( X r)) (X ) < x > ( x)T ^ . AB k uJAB k u,J kpqy uJ Ip' q ,k u u,u' r ^ u' p v uJ
*'<X , >(X ,)< I ,)(X ,) (4.17)
q K u ' p K u
must be evaluated. For convenience, write for • Then (4.17) is
“3 X ’a '  ^ X X ^ a  r(s ' )x .(t')Tö uu’ u up q u 0+0r+t H P q Vaba ’b ' sts 't 
i{(s-t)X -(s'-t')X ,} i (so) -top-s'w ,)
v  u w J ' a d ax e e b
Now signal and noise are assumed independent and also
. (4.18)
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E{x  ( t ) x  ' , (ß  ' ) x  , ( £ ' ) }  = [ [ [
P <7 P J J
i  ( tX 1 +s 'A?+ t  fA.})
f  . , (A , A„, A„ | d \ , d \ „ d \ ^  J p q ' p '  v 1 2 3- 1 2 3
VA .-0 
0
where f  , , (A , A , A ) i s  t h e  F o u r i e r  t r a n s f o r m  o f  t h e  t h i r d  cumulan t  jp  ^ A.. A o
f u n c t i o n  f o r  x ( t )  . Now, as  b e f o r e ,  l e t  y^ = A^ , y^ = A^ + A  ^ ,
P 3 = ^1 + + A3 = 0 and a p p r o x i m a t e  , (A, , A j  by
i ( n r i . , .2 . 2
t r i g o n o m e t r i c  p o l y n o m i a l  £  A(n 5 n oJe
p q ' p ,v 1 ’ 2 ’ 3j
 p +n u )
T h e r e f o r e  ( 4 . 1 8 )
becomes ,  a f t e r  i n t e g r a t i n g  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  y ^ ,  y^ ,
1  Z Ey (aT)(s)  V a (m , n 1
KP1 U t,p q u cfoa'b' s s ' q - - 1 ^7 ww n i  ,n2
i f  ( s - s  , +n1) \  +n0\ i t ,} i s o ^ - s  (s (s  ' t n j u ^ ,
x £
and summing o f  s ' r e d u c e s  t h i s  t o
T7 n h J f h '  £  %*?K'-2>-a'),JV (?4V J £ AK ’ n 2) ZT aba  ' b
n i n 2
isua , , , . i n noa, +nyjo7 ,+n_A .
X e a - a ' - b + b ' e l b  2 b '  ( 4 1 g )
F i n a l l y ,
l v  ( D  2 i 8 “ d  - i s “
s h .  (s)e = r  z e Z e
J S  “7 s  A <7
‘ C ’ t - V
= T - \ ^ [ ^ i Q) l y p \ t )e
( T )
Now i s  c o n t i n u o u s  and he nc e  bounded a n d ,  u s i n g  t h e  method o f  Lemma
1 . 1 ,
„-1 r  Or) itoo
d s  h - 2( r - 2 r e ) Z  M 2 e r _ i r » n x4 «
( T) / j .n2 % (J1) / , >>2
r rr
where d e n o t e s  summation o v e r  t h e  r a n g e  eT < i  5 T-eT and £  d e n o te s
t h e  r a n g e  t  S Te o r  £ > T-Te . Thus t h e  second  t e rm  can be made
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Furthermore,
sin c'ir
1 2 ft_
T ~
which converges to zero and it thus follows that (4.19) does also and the
then the central limit holds provided M increases at a sufficiently slow 
rate (Theorem 4.5) the following lemma is required. The result is given in 
Hannan (1970, p. 280) under the assumption that £  ||/l(j)|| < 00 , an assumption
that is not required here because of the other assumptions of Theorem 4.3.
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that x(t) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 
4.3. Let
theorem is proved. □
Theorem 4.3 assumes that the noise spectrum is known although this is
unlikely to be the case. To prove that if / (A) is replaced by / (A)
where the summation is over the mm^ = T/2M fundamental frequencies in
8 . Thenu
var
and
(4.20)
Proof.
var =
and
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cov{x>_7. )^nr,
—  y [e {x (s)x,(s+t)x (s’)x,(s'+t’)} 2 L 1 a b a b J
1 sts rt'
-i (to) -t 'OL )
-£’{xß(s )x^ (s+t) }b’{x^ (s 1 )xh(s '+t ') }]e ^
1
9 I  t W 8 '-8 ) W ^ ,- t + e , - 8 ) n x a b < e '-e + t , ) W 8 ’-8 - t)^ sts
t(tV-t03 )
+ a^bab^ s ’ s+t> s'> s '+*')}e J
where as before, ^abab^S 9 s+^’ s', s f+tf) is the fourth cumulant of
£ (s), xAt) , a; (s'), ah(s'+t') . Now a  9 Z? 5 a  5 Z?
12 I Yxaa(s'-SK b b (t'-t+S'-s)e
T . sts't'
+ ° ^  if = *
[o(r“2a)
from Lemma 1.4, and in the same way
i{(t’-t)uk+tuk_ .}
\  I ^xab{s,-SJvt,)y{xba{s,-S-t)e T ss*tt’
if J  ^k ,
= Ofy unless j = .
Since
a: (s )as, (s+t)a: (s ' )ac, (s f+t') = Y Y A (u)e (s-u)A, (v)c (s+t-v) a b  a b ~i , m -f . an p bq qpqp’q’ uvu v r r i a
x A r(u')£ .(s'-w'M, ,(y')e As'+t'-v') ap' p’ bq q’
then, using the properties of the e(n)'s ,
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k a b a b ^  ’ 0 + 't » ö r+ t f ) = X £  d ^ ( u ) / l ^ ( y  ) / l ^ , ( w ' , (y  ' )
pqp ^ uyy ;y ' ^  a^ bq
x S 6 , . , , ,  6 , ,t , v - u  t , v ’- u r s ' tS + u '-u
so t h a t  
m-2 i p ' u . - i W  )
I  4 , fc„k( s > s + t > s '> s ' + i ' ) e  J
s t s V  a M )
= r ' 2 £  k , , y  y
pqp'q' ^ s uvu
i { ( v ' - u r )iti,-(v-u)to . }
x A («M, (vM , ( u ' )A, , ( .y ')e * 0ap bq a p r b q '
= 1 ) .
Now
vad W xJ}
2
f) w + 4  [£ - ijcoviz^^^tnr, ^ K i w i
(O^M1 from t h e  above r e s u l t s .
F i n a l l y ,  ( 4 . 2 0 )  f o l l o w s  from Lemma 1 . 4  s i n c e ,  u s i n g  t h a t  r e s u l t ,
E^ h j  - f  I
0 €B„
= f ^ A \ )  + 0 ( Oxab k u
s ince f  (w) £ A(a) . D J a;
I f  t h e  c o n t r i b u t i o n  o f  t-he s i g n a l  t o  t h e  e s t i m a t e  o f  t h e  n o i s e  spec t rum  
i s  i g n o r e d  t h e n ,  f rom ( 3 . 1 ) ,
U XJ  -- m £ ^  • ( 4 . 2 1 )1 v
T h i s  may be o b t a i n e d  from hy Pr e  an<  ^ p o s t  m u l t i p l i c a t i o n  by an
o r t h o g o n a l  m a t r i x  and so t h e  lemma h o l d s  f o r  a l s o .
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THEOREM 4.5. If t is obtained by maximizing §^( t ) and if M ->■ °°
2at least sufficiently slotily for M /T ■+ 0 then under the conditions of 
Theorem 4.3, T2[t:-t ) has the same asymptotic distribution as in that
theorem.
/ \Proof. The theorem is proved by showing that replacing f^  with /
in the various components (matrix of second derivatives, signal by noise,
noise by noise) in the proof of Theorem 4.3 has no effect, asymptotically.
The matrix of second derivatives is easily handled using the method of
proof of Theorem 3.4. Now f [X ) - f [A ] + q {X ] where q fX 1 consists r J x K uJ J x K uJ * y K uJ * y v uJ
of three terms - corresponding to signal by signal, signal by noise and
noise by signal - of the form of (4.21). For each fixed M the elements of
9y[X^ ) converge to zero from Theorem 3.3 and so a T^ can be chosen so
that they are less than some given e > 0 for T > except on a set
whose probability converges to zero.
As in the proof of Theorem 3.4, let be the set on which
is bounded and has determinant bounded away from zero for all T > T^ ,
uniformly in A . On A [T ) ,
3 = 1
I * E aXfx
where the elements of G (A ) are all 0(e) .
e v uJ
(4.22)
For any k , from (4.14),
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4>*(üO
r)$ (fü; t )
9t ,
t n) ~ - i ,  w f  , 35^ ;To>4 (ü))5U; V T f;— ?a;1 (“ ) ' * ( “ '  T0)
+ T0)}
9o (w ,Tq)
t Q)*fx M9t-,
w here  o f  c o u r s e ,
*(“•» O
? ~ 1 ( “ >C(kj; t 0) C (u ; t 0) *f~x 1 M
S u b s t i t u t i n g  ( 4 . 2 2 )  i n t o  t h e  e x p r e s s i o n  f o r  (£^(go) i t  i s  e a s i l y  s e e n  t h a t
/ s  ~
p ro v id e d  t h e  theo rem  h o ld s  when /  (go) i s  r e p l a c e d  by /^(o>) i t  w i l l  a l s o
h o ld  f o r  (go) , b e c a u s e  A(Tq] h a s  p r o b a b i l i t y  c o n v e rg in g  t o  one . Let
(j) 7 (go) d e n o te  (£7, ( 0 0 ) w i th  /  (00) r e p l a c i n g  /  (00) . Then t h e  theorem  w i l l  
K K X CC
h o ld  p r o v id e d  t h a t
m T ' h  I  t-8 4 (g -^b j}<  z>(xj< z>(xjt
c o n v e rg e s  in  p r o b a b i l i t y  t o  z e ro  on A \T  ) . U sing  t h e  Cauchy-Schwarz
i n e q u a l i t y  t h i s  l a s t  e x p r e s s io n  i s  l e s s  th a n
2  \h> [
< Z > ( A j ‘< Z > ( A j ]
B ob
and a s  b e f o r e  t h e  f i r s t  te rm  c o n v e rg e s  a lm o s t  s u r e l y  u s in g  Lemma 3 . 2 .  I f  
a l l  a rg u m e n ts  a r e  o m i t te d  t e m p o r a r i l y  f o r  c o n v e n ie n c e ,
*  ry% •> yy* •» ry> *  ry% *  'Y* "  <V* «V* *' «V» ^  O'* ** 'V*
■ *Ay vty tO  cAy «Ay «A/ «Ay «Ay «Ay «Ay
4  = -------- -------------------------- ^  +
z * f ~ b s * f x \
w here A = £ 9 ^9t, and B = X *  • Only The f i r s t  two need  be c o n s id e r e d ,  t h e
o t h e r  two b e in g  t r e a t e d  i n  t h e  same way. As i n  t h e  p r o o f  o f  Theorem 3 . 5 ,
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-1 , - l . -1 1 , - i L L ^ - i
-1
= (w;1?) (?*?;/)- l
and th u s  on A [T } ,
l?%1?) 1 - ( ^ )  1 s * I I4 .Ä *
where X i s ,  a s  u s u a l ,  some f i n i t e  c o n s t a n t .  A ls o ,
= f _1A If ~ 1- f ~ 1} + I f ” 1- / ” 1'' ar x  x  x  x  r  x  x  e x  x Af
-1
/:V;h?-/j/;1 + f^ih-OK^'c; - l ^ - l
so  t h a t
4 44  J -14 ^aZ? a: a: a£> - K l  \r„u-f.a , Z > xab xab
and
- 1  - l  ~ - l  ~ - l  f  A f  1 f  A f  1 { n
— U -----------r z i —  = 4  Af x
t * f  c c ' f  t  1J X J X
, - l . I “1 (
? * 4 h  -  ^ 4  ?
+  | s % 4
-1
/  W  1- f  1A f  1
•* /y» "  <y% *  ry \ *> ry%
%Aj %Aj %Aj «A/
~ K \  \f xab-'f m b  I • a  ,Z?
The te rm s  o f  t h e  form |C * /^ 1^
-2
/  15 f  1 r e s p o n d  t o  t h e  same t r e a t m e n t
"  ry% •> ry \ *  ry% -L
•Ay lAy lAy
t o  p roduce  t h e  same r e s u l t  so  t h a t
\ a b  ^kab\ ~ K „ h - ^ v ^ h \ 2  -  K  I  l4,w,-t ' 2a  ,b
2 ^ r .^ .- l ' i
a22& J x a b '
From Lemma 4 . 4 ,  ^ \ ^ Xab~^xccb^ = ) and s i n c e  t h e r e  a r e  a t  m ost M
X 's  i n  8 , 
u
1 2 sl*te*(xJ-W xJI2B aZ?
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and t h i s  c o n v e rg e s  t o  z e r o  by h y p o t h e s i s .  Thus
c o n v e rg e s  i n  p r o b a b i l i t y  t o  z e ro  on A \T ) and t h e  theorem  i s  p ro v e d .
To c o m p le te  t h e  a s y m p to t i c  t h e o r y  c o n s i s t e n t  e s t i m a t o r s  o f  A and B 
w i l l  be g iv e n  and  some exam ples  o f  t h e i r  fo rm s i n  s im p le  s i t u a t i o n s  w i l l  be 
g iv e n .  Of c o u r s e ,  i f  t h e  d a t a  i s  n o t  G a u ss ia n  t h e n  th e  f o u r t h  cum ulan t 
te rm  s h o u ld  a l s o  be e s t i m a t e d .  However i f  m i s  l a r g e  o r  t h e  d a t a  i s  c l o s e  
t o  G a u ss ia n  th e n  t h i s  te rm  w i l l  u s u a l l y  be ig n o r e d .
THEOREM 4 . 6 .  Under the con d ition s  o f  Theorem 4 . 5 ,  s tro n g ly  c o n s is te n t  
es t im a tes  o f  A ^ , B’ are given by
9£[X ;t) *
_ m_y K u J~ m L,
B 9t . C
f - \ A  ) - * ( A  ; t)x K uJ K u J 9t 7.
3? (X ; t ) " r Ä „ ,1
l " 3x. - f x x)}9t . 
J
-  777 1 5
3c (XuTt)
9t
P r o o f .  I f  f  ( go) and t a r e  known t h e n  B I s  j u s t  an a p p ro x im a t in g  
X  0 {J K
A A
sum f o r  B and i t  c o n v e rg e s  a s  T -> 00 . S in c e  T and f^  a r e  c o n s i s t e n t
A
e s t i m a t e s  t h e  r e s u l t  f o r  B f o l l o w s  u s in g  a rg u m e n ts  s i m i l a r  t o  t h o s e  o f  
Theorem 3 . 4 .  C o n s id e r  now t  m B = C . T h is  i s  o f  t h e  form
I t r p g ; ? ) < Z > ( X j < Z > ( X j * ] ( 4 . 2 3 )
where
* { K . i  4 = 9tk ; t ) * f  (A ) ? 0  ; t )
^  u J X K UJ y u J
- 9t . *[\s 4  •
I l l
From Lemma 3 . 2 ,  ( 4 . 2 3 )  c o n v e r g e s  when f  (w) ,  T^ a r e  known and a g a i n ,
a rg u m e n ts  s i m i l a r  t o  t h o s e  o f  Theorem 3 . 4  show t h a t  t h e  r e s u l t s  ho ld  when 
/  (w) ,  T q a r e  r e p l a c e d  by c o n s i s t e n t  e s t i m a t e s .  Q
N o t i c e  t h a t  t h e  r a t i o  o f  t h e  i n t e g r a n d s  o f  A and B i s
t 0) Y ~ 1^ ) c (w ; t q) F (dn) /du
which i s  o f  t h e  form o f  t h e  s i g n a l  t o  n o i s e  r a t i o .  Thus i f  t h e  s i g n a l  t o  
n o i s e  r a t i o  i s  h i g h  o v e r  a l l  b a nds  i n  B and m i s  r e a s o n a b l y  l a r g e  t h e n
[A+m BJ would be  a  r e a s o n a b l e  f i r s t  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  t o  t h e  c o v a r i a n c e  
m a t r i x  o f  T 2 ( t -T q) .
I n  t h e  two s e n s o r  c a s e ,  i f  £ = 1 and
C2(w; x )  = a  (go, x ) exP ^ 9 ( w > ^ ) }  where T = ( x ,
t h e n  c a l c u l a t i o n  o f  A and B shows t h a t  t h e y  a r e  b l o c k  d i a g o n a l ,  so  t h a t  
a s y m p t o t i c a l l y  t h e  e x t i m a t e s  o f  x and ^  a r e  i n d e p e n d e n t .  I f  
a ( w ,  x )  = 1 t h e n
3 c p ; T n)* f 3 9 (“ ;t 0) 3 0 ( " ; t o)
3tk 3x-
9xk 3x l
f x  « o ) ^ 22(» ;  t 0)
where t h e  s u f f i x  22 d e n o t e s  t h e  e l e m e n t s  o f  /  ^ and $ r e s p e c t i v e l y .  
I f  /  (oo) i s  d i a g o n a l  t h e n
f ! 2(oO - *09(w; t ] = { f  (a))+jf 0M ] -122 x l x2
and i n  t h i s  c a s e ,
A t i  -  TT“k l  2tt
36((d ; t ) 38 ( id; t ) (da)
B 3Tk dTl  4 l (“ ) + / x 2 (w)
and
Bk l
1_
2tt
30 (üj; t ) 30 (w;x ) f x l U ) f x2M
3x, 3t
1 ^ l (Uj)+^ r 2 (w)]
dii
x
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In Chapter 5, 0(w; t ) is either a polynomial T uP or a cubic
spline, which may be written t .3 .(w) so that in both cases the derivativesJ 1
in A1 and B 7 are of a particularly simple form. fcL k L
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CHAPTER 5
EXAMPLES AND SIMULATIONS
5.1 Rephasing
So far the discussion of the estimation of parameters for a transient 
signal has been in terms of asymptotic theory without any consideration of 
the sample size required and with little consideration of difficulties 
which may arise in implementing the procedures which have been suggested.
In this chapter the problems of rephasing the series, of estimating £ for 
a single band of frequencies and of estimating T over several bands will 
be examined and exemplified by an application to the seismic data mentioned 
at the beginning of Chapter 3.
To rephase a series a function i|;(o)) must be estimated so that the 
Fourier coefficients of the series may be multiplied by exp{--£\jAu))} . If 
the transient is of short duration relative to the length of the observed 
series then ip(oo) = where t^ is the first arrival time of the pulse.
An alternative to the first arrival time is the time of peak amplitude of 
the observations and this is easier to estimate objectively.
To demonstrate the need for rephasing the example given by Brillinger 
(1973) will be considered.
The details of the example are as follows. A set of 512 independent 
observations were generated from a uniform [0, 1] distribution and these 
constituted the noise process. The signal was zero except for observations 
254 to 258 which were 10.0 . The noise spectrum was estimated by 
Brillinger from the record of signal plus noise using (3.2.2) without 
rephasing. The computations have been repeated using different random 
numbers though they are nominally from the same distribution. In addition
114
the computations have also been done with rephasing.
It is clear from Figure 1.1 that if the series is not rephased there 
is little removal of the effect of the transient, but that with rephasing 
most of the effect is removed. It is the spectrum estimate after rephasing 
that is close to Brillinger’s example although as mentioned before 
Brillinger has not discussed the problem and it seems that he put the 
signal at the beginning of the record, and not in the middle as he claimed.
In a situation such as this where the onset of the signal is so clear 
cut, , the first arrival time, will always be obvious by direct
observation of the data. The rephasing can alternatively be obtained by 
examining the differences between the arguments of successive Fourier 
coefficients. These differences are also dominated by the signal in the 
present case and they are all 3.116 (to three decimal places), corres­
ponding to t - 253.95 .
In the more complex case which arises with a dispersed signal, each 
band of frequencies is delayed by a different amount. The procedure of 
assuming a constant delay over each band and then maximising an approximate 
likelihood has been discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. There are however, 
several other methods which will at least provide preliminary estimates of 
the function ip(ou) . It might be hoped that knowledge of the location of 
the source and of the properties of the medium through which the signal 
passes would be sufficient to estimate i|; but this does not always seem to 
be the case.
A different approach would be to use complex demodulation (Bloomfield, 
1976, Chapter 6) or a set of band pass filters to consider in turn the 
contribution of each frequency band to the signal over the period of 
observation. For each band the first arrival time or time of maximum 
amplitude could be estimated and one or other of these times could then be
Unyi33dS d3M0d
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u sed  f o r  r e p h a s i n g  t h a t  ban d . I f  th e  t im e  u se d  were f o r  t h e  wth band0 u
th e n  f o r  f r e q u e n c i e s  in  t h a t  b a n d , .
A no ther  way o f  e s t i m a t i n g  ip i s  by f i t t i n g  a model t o  0^ = a r g {Z\. (o)^) }
as  a  f u n c t i o n  o f  k f o r  some j  . These a rgum en ts  a r e  o n ly  known modulo 
2tt b u t  t h e  e x a m in a t io n  o f  them i s  e a s i e r  i f  m u l t i p l e s  o f  2tt a r e  added 
o r  s u b t r a c t e d  t o  make a p l o t  o f  0 ,^ a g a i n s t  k sm o o th e r .  A lg o r i th m s  f o r
p e r f o r m in g  such  a sm o o th ing  a r e  c a l l e d  "p h ase  unw rapp ing"  ( T r i b o l e t ,  1 9 7 7 ) .  
One s im p le  a lg o r i t h m  o f  t h i s  ty p e  w hich h as  p ro v ed  u s e f u l  in  th e  p r e s e n t  
c o n t e x t  w i l l  be r e f e r r e d  t o  a s  drumming and i s  g iv en  h e re  as  a seq u en ce  o f  
s t e p s .
Drumming
1 . e i -  9 i ; n = o ; k = 1 5
2. k = k + i  ;
3. = \ + 2ni\ s
4. I f l v ’ V d < TT GO TO 2 ;
5. I f \  -■ V i
< -TT GO TO 7 ;
6. -  \
-  2tt ; n = n -  1 ; GO TO 2 ;
7 . -  \ + 2tt ; n = n  + 1 ; GO TO 2 .
B r i e f l y ,  t h e  p ro c e d u r e  p a s s e s  t h e  d a t a  o n c e ,  a d j u s t i n g  e a ch  0^ so
t h a t  i t  d i f f e r s  from t h e  ( a d j u s t e d )  0^ ^ by l e s s  th a n  tt . T h is  a lg o r i th m
2
i s  by no means o p t im a l .  For e x a m p le ,  i f  07 = auu + fron w i th  a > 0 ,
b  > 0 th e n
\  - \ - i  ¥  + (2k- i)]s
and t h i s  d i f f e r e n c e  i s  g r e a t e r  th a n  tt i f  k > k^  , where
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/c = % + T( T-2a)/( 8 tt£>) . Therefore the drummed G^'s will decrease from
[7< ] + 1 onwards when in fact they should continue to increase. This
behaviour may be seen in Figure 1.2 which is discussed below. Nonetheless, 
drumming the G^'s usually gives a clear indication of their behaviour at
low frequencies. This also aids smoothing the higher frequencies where, on 
physical grounds , the correct difference between the arguments for successive 
frequencies could be 4tt or more. Of course the main aim here is to remove 
the gross variation of the G^'s over bands, using as few parameters as
possible, so that while the correct unwrapping may be desirable, it is not 
essential.
To illustrate one approach which has been successful, consider the set 
of data of Goncz and Hannan (1975) which was mentioned in Chapter 3. So 
that the final results may be directly compared, the frequency range they 
used has been retained. Thus 16 bands, each of 8 fundamental frequencies, 
were used, beginning with the seventh fundamental frequency. Because the 
first arrival time of the signal relative to the beginning of the record 
was approximately the same for both series and since the distance between 
the two sensors was much less than the distance from the source to the first 
sensor (1600 Km compared with 8,000 Km), the same rephasing was used for 
both series but was estimated only from the Hobart data. The data were 
first drummed (see Figure 1.2) and then further adjusted by hand (by adding 
and subtracting multiples of _2 tt ) to remove, where feasible, the effect of 
the adjusted 0^'s increasing when it appeared from smaller values of k
that they should be decreasing. Least squares regression was then used to 
fit a straight line 0^ = a + bk to the first 48 G^’s °f interest. Three
quadratics were fitted to the remaining 0^’s in groups of 24, 32 and 24
fundamental frequencies. The fitting was particularly easy over the first
118
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six bands because the signal to noise ratio is high and the 0^’s only
change slowly.
The rephasing could have been performed as a non-linear regression. If 
some model ip(u), 3) were postulated for ip where 3 is a vector of 
unknown parameters then 3 could be estimated by maximizing
,3)
(1.1)
v (ä )^ being a weighting function. The procedure used above suggests that a
suitable model for ip might be a cubic spline (see Section 5.3) and a 
suitable weight function, ^(X^) , might be (X^ ) . The estimates of W
and 3 could be alternately updated using the latest value of the other 
until convergence.
The major problem with this last approach is that 3) only
enters (1.1) modulo 2tt so that there are several local maxima which 
correspond to curves fitted to different unwrappings of the 0^’s •
Therefore good starting values are required for a non-linear optimisation 
program to find a maximum corresponding to a good fit to the 0^ ,’s . These
starting values may be obtained by choosing a particular unwrapping of the 
0^'s and then using a linear least squares regression, which could be
weighted, to fit ip (oj^  , 3) to 0^ . Although it is appealing to consider
a single model which fits all the 0^'s in the one estimation, the results
do not justify the extra effort required and the procedure that was used on 
the data seems to be a good compromise between fitting a parameter for every 
band and fitting a single model over the whole range of interest.
No matter what method is used to rephase the data, checks must be made 
to ensure that the rephasing is adequate over each band of interest. This
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may be done by considering the estimates of the noise spectra, which will 
not generally vary rapidly from band to band, or by comparing the estimated
signal to noise ratios |<Z.>(X^)| with the estimated coherences.
Whilst coherence estimates are not affected by the rephasing if it is the 
same at all sensors , poor rephasing will result in a decrease in
|< Z .) (X )|^ and an inflation of / .(X ) . Thus if a band has a large 
ix ^
noise spectrum estimate and small values of its signal to noise ratio when 
compared with the same quantities for neighbouring bands then the rephasing 
of the band must be suspect.
5.2 Estimation for single bands of frequencies
In this section some simulations are used to compare the transient 
signal estimator of C with the estimator based on stationary assumptions 
for the case where there are just two sensors and the estimation is 
performed over bands of m frequencies. The two estimators are also applied 
to the seismic data and the confidence regions for £ derived in Section 
3.3 are computed.
For the simulations, series of length 1024 were used, the signal was 
generated by setting its Fourier coefficients to be
Y„(w7] = 1000 e 0 v k}
-2ü4
and the phase difference between the two series was 10 The noise
processes were chosen to be independent for this case and were generated by 
the second order autoregressions
(l-L+0.5L2)a:( t) = e(t)
where L is the lag operator and the e(t) were Gaussian white noise with
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variance 10,000 . The Gaussian white noise was generated using an 
algorithm due to Brent (1974). Since the Fourier coefficients of the signal 
are real the data is perfectly rephased and no preprocessing is required.
The estimators were compared for 16 bands of 8 frequencies and the 
results given in Table 2.1 are from 200 replications.
TABLE 2.1
SIMULATION RESULTS FOR SINGLE BAND ESTIMATION 
OF PHASE DIFFERENCES (200 REPLICATIONS)
Transient Estimator Stationary Estimator
Band
No Q
 
Q
 > Bias S.D. MSE ThSD Bias S.D. MSE ThSD
1 .71 .70 0.00 0.27 0.075 0.23 0.01 0.31 0.096 0.25
2 .71 .70 -0.04 0.27 0.075 0.23 -0.05 0.29 0.087 0.25
3 .69 .70 0.00 0.26 0.068 0.24 -0.01 0.29 0.084 0.26
4 .68 .68 0.00 0.22 0.048 0.25 0.00 0.27 0.070 0.27
5 .65 .64 -0.02 0.25 0.065 0.26 -0.01 0.31 0.097 0.29
6 .62 .65 -0.03 0.32 0.103 0.28 -0.03 0.34 0.116 0.32
7 .57 .60 0.03 0.34 0.120 0.31 0.01 0.43 0.185 0.36
8 .52 .56 0.03 0.33 0.111 0.34 0.05 0.46 0.217 0.41
9 .47 .49 -0.09 0.43 0.193 0.38 -0.10 0.66 0.442 0.47
10 .41 .51 -0.02 0.48 0.228 0.42 -0.01 0.62 0.380 0.56
11 .34 .43 0.04 0.53 0.278 0.49 0.10 0.79 0.629 0.68
12 .28 .40 -0.07 0.62 0.383 0.57 -0.17 0.99 1.008 0.85
13 .23 .37 -0.14 0.74 0.566 0.65 -0.11 1.04 1.088 1.08
14 .18 .35 0.15 0.79 0.654 0.75 0.18 1.26 1.609 1.38
15 .14 .34 -0.05 1.00 1.004 0.88 0.03 1.47 2.171 1.78
16 .11 .34 0.00 1.04 1.084 1.01 0.19 1.49 2.257 2.28
If the known values of the signal power and the true values of the
noise spectra are substituted in the usual .formula for coherence then
hnM 2
0(h)) =
11 y «> 12 + 4 i < “ > } { l  V “ >  I 2+42(w)Ih
and this is the quantity given in the table. The usual estimate of
/\coherence is given in the column labelled a * The "transient
estimator" is
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arg{<Z2>(XJ} - arg{<Z1>(xJ} (2.1)
while the "stationary estimator" is obtained from the cross-spectrum and is 
given by (1.2.3). The sample bias, standard deviation and mean square error 
are given for the two estimators. For the transient estimate the 
approximate theoretical standard deviation for large values of m has been 
obtained by computing Fisher’s information from the approximate likelihood. 
When the two noises have the same spectrum this is
[{l-a(oj)}/{ma((jo)}]'2 .
From the stationary estimator the standard deviation, derived assuming 
stationary signals is
[{l-a2(w)}/{2mo2(oo)}]^
(Hannan, 1970, p. 287) and this has been given in the table since it is the 
value which has been used in the past for transient signals.
Several features of the simulation results stand out. Firstly, the 
standard coherence estimate works well even though the signal is not 
stationary. For the last eight bands similar bias would occur if the two 
series were stationary. In fact, if the coherence is estimated from a band 
of m frequencies the expected value of the estimate when the two series 
are stationary and incoherent is %S(%, m) where Z?( • , •) is the beta 
function. For m - 4 this value is 0.46 and in our case, with m = 8 , 
the value is 0.32 . Thus the simulation agrees with stationary theory over 
all bands.
A second feature is that the bias in the phase estimate is unimportant 
in comparison with the standard deviation for either estimate. Thirdly, the 
stationary estimator has a significantly larger standard deviation than the 
transient estimator and both have slightly larger standard deviations than 
theory would suggest. It must be emphasised again that the theoretical
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standard deviation for the stationary procedure is based on stationarity 
for the signal, which does not hold.
Using the rephased seismic data the estimates of the phase differences 
were obtained using (2.1) and these are exhibited in Figure 2.1 together 
with the usual stationary estimates. Using Theorem 3.3.1, 90% confidence
regions were computed for £ (X ) for each frequency band. The main 
interest in the data is in the phase differences and not in |^ | so the 
intervals marked in Figure 2.1 are the extreme values of arg £ for all 
values of |^ | such that £ is in the confidence region. It seems likely 
that they are conservative if considered as intervals for the phase 
differences alone.
The width of this interval for the 9th band is larger than would be 
expected since Figure 3.1.3 shows that the coherence is high for this band.
As may be seen from Figure 3.1.1, however, the amplitude of the observed 
record changes extremely rapidly over this band so that the transient 
signal model that has been used breaks down and a poor estimate of the 
noise spectrum is obtained. In fact a closer examination of the Fourier 
coefficients at the two recorders for this band shows that the first 
fundamental frequency dominates all estimates for the band and thus these 
estimates effectively come from 4 degrees of freedom rather than 32 .
The phase estimates given by the usual spectral methods and by the 
transient signal method suggested here are very similar. Since the coherence 
is very high over the first nine bands, this is not surprising. After the 
ninth band the coherence is very low and both estimates will have a large 
standard error. In fact there is really no evidence of coherence at all 
beyond the 9th frequency band. This can be seen from Table 3 in Groves 
and Hannan (1968) and also from the discussion of the simulation results 
above. There is, however, evidence of coherence between the noises over the 
first nine bands. This has been allowed for in computing the confidence
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intervals.
Confidence intervals were also computed for |£| = 1 , which 
corresponds to no attenuation of the signal between the two sensors assuming 
that the sensors are correctly calibrated. In this case however, null 
regions were obtained for bands 5 and 6 where the signal to noise ratio 
was high and |c| ~ 1.7 , so that the null regions were caused by the 
inadequacy of the model |£| = 1 .
5.3 Estimation over several bands
There are many occasions when the variation of £(w; t ) with 
frequency will be of interest; |c(w; t )| describes the attenuation of a 
signal and arg{£(w; t )} contains velocity information and either may be of 
use in determining the properties of the media through which a signal 
passed. The measurement of both quantities is discussed by Dziewonski and 
Hales (1972) for seismic waves. In this section only the velocity 
information will be considered, first by way of simulations to check the 
asymptotic theory of Chapter 4 and then by application of the methods to the 
data which have been discussed earlier.
Only the two sensor case is considered here. Often there will be data 
from several sensors and the modelling and estimation may be more difficult. 
However the two sensor case is important in its own right (for example it is 
central to the discussion of Dziewonski and Hales (1972)) and exemplifies 
most of the important ideas.
For the simulation study two different signals were used together with 
five noise processes. This provided a range of situations, from very 
favourable to very unfavourable, with which to test the techniques. As 
before, series of 1024 observations were used.
The first signal was generated as in Section 5.2, by choosing the
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Fourier coefficients to be 1000 exp(-2u)^) and again, since the Fourier
coefficients were real no rephasing was required. The second signal was 
generated by a time varying difference equation of second order. The first 
two values were sot to be 1000 and later values were generated by 
y(t) - (1.94-0.00025t )z/(t-l) + (0.997-0.000004t )y( t-2) = 0 .
This signal is a damped oscillation with a narrow spectrum and the dominant 
frequency of oscillation increases with time. Thus it has some similarities 
with the seismic data, one similarity being that it requires rephasing.
This was performed on the signal itself rather than the signal plus noise 
to avoid confounding the variation due to rephasing with the intrinsic 
variation due to the method of averaging Fourier coefficients which is of 
central interest here. After drumming, two quadratics were sufficient to 
rephase the signal. For all simulations only the two sensor case has been 
considered and the phase difference between the two sensors was chosen to
The noise processes were white noise (4) and four bivariate first 
order autoregressions (B-E). The variance of the Gaussian white noise 
generating the autoregressions was 10,000 for the first signal and. 2,500 
for the second. The phase curve was estimated from sixteen bands of eight 
fundamental frequencies (m = 8) , beginning at the tenth fundamental 
frequency and over this range the noise processes behave as follows. For 
B , the coherence begins at 0.9 and falls to 0.6 over the range and the 
marginal spectra of the noises also decrease whereas for C the marginal 
spectra and coherence both increase, the coherence from 0.1 to 0.9 . For 
D the coherence increases slowly from 0.2 to 0.4 while the noise spectra 
decrease over the range. The noise process E is most extreme, having 
flat marginal spectra over most of the range but a large peak over the last 
three bands. Also the coherence climbs from 0.3 to 0.8 over the first
be with = 10 = .
seven bands before climbing to be 0.99 over the last three bands.
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For comparison the estimation was also performed using the method of 
Ilamon and Hannan (1974) which was described in Section 2.3 (see equations 
2.3.9, 2.3.10). Briefly, this method assumes the signals are stationary and 
the noises are incoherent, rroin the asymptotic theory based on these 
assumptions, an estimate of the covariance matrix of the estimate of x is
-l^ - l  . ^T A where the (j , k)th element of A is, in this case, s s
‘jm ^ a2 (A ) 
l-a2 fX 1
W
where afX 1 is the estimated coherence between the two observed series.v uJ
The asymptotic theory will not apply for transient signals with
coherent noise but for lack of an alternative, A^~ might be used in
practice, so that a subsidiary benefit of the present simulations is to 
determine how close this approximation is.
The results are presented in Table 3.1. The asymptotic covariances are 
computed by numerical integration using the true signal and noise spectra in
the formulas for T ^A  ^ or T  ^[A ^+m A^ ^BA produced by the asymptotics
theory under stationary and transient assumptions respectively. The 
estimated covariances are the means over the successful replications of
— i^—i — 1 /•/s—i — i i^^ _ i>
T A or T [A +m A BA ) . In each case 200 replications were s
performed, the numerical optimisation being carried out using the algorithm 
of Osborne and Saunders (1972)“ with the true values as starting values.
Except in the case of noise process E , convergence always occurred within 
40 iterations and generally within 8 . For E at most 4 out of 200 
replications did not converge.
A moving average over three bands of the "within bands" estimate of the 
noise spectrum was used for substitution in the weight function for the 
transient estimate. This may result in a slight loss of efficiency because
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of over .sniooth.ing, but this seems preferable to allowing the sampling 
variation in the estimate of the noise spectrum to have too great an 
influence on the estimation of T .
The conclusion from Lhc simulations is that, the transient; estimator is 
better than the stationary estimator in both variance and mean square error 
for the situations considered here. In general the difference becomes 
greater as the coherence between the noises increases. For E the transient 
estimator has a sample variance approximately 1/M to 1/8 that of the
stationary estimator. Hotelling’s T^' was computed in each case to test 
for non-zero bias but no values were significant at the 5% level.
For the transient estimator the estimated covariance is quite a good
estimate of the sample covariance except for the two noise processes which
have high coherences over all frequencies used (B and E) . The estimated
covariance is an underestimate for B whilst for E it is a severe
overestimate, exploding for the first signal to give nonsensical results.
This last seems to be caused by the fact that there are several bands of low
/\signal to noise ratio which may contribute negatively to A . The estimated 
covariance matrices do not agree very well with the asymptotic theory for 
the time varying difference equation and this seems to be because the 
theoretical weight function at the true parameter value has a high, sharp 
peak which will be lowered and blurred when estimated because the noise 
spectra are estimated over three bands.
For the stationary estimator the estimated covariance matrix is a 
reasonable estimate for the white noise case, but in the other low coherence 
case (D) it is not well behaved for the first signal, though it is 
acceptable for the second. For the other noises where the coherence is 
stronger the estimate is poor.
In general, the stationary estimator is inferior to the transient 
estimator because it gives incorrect weightings to the bands. The extreme
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example is the noise E . With the first signal the stationary estimator 
gives maximum weight to the last three bands when the true weights should be 
the smallest three of the sixteen. There is similar behaviour for the other 
signal.
Turning once more to the seismic data, the first problem is to. 
determine what functional form to use for £(00; x) . One possibility would 
be to suppose
C(o); x) = jr a f  3( j ) e ^ ,
0 0
T = (a(0), a(p), 3(0), 3(p)) ' ■ ■
and this model would describe both attenuation and dispersion. For 
stationary signals |^ | cannot be estimated without auxiliary information 
(see Section 2.2) so that some models have described arg(£) only. 
Polynomials were used by Hamon and Hannan (1974) and Goncz and Hannan (1975) 
with mixed success. In the first case the dispersion was relatively simple, 
a quadratic provided a good fit to the data and the estimation was straight 
forward. In the second case the dispersion law seems to be more complicated 
and a quintic polynomial was fitted. The true maximum of the likelihood was 
difficult to find among many local maxima. Furthermore, the fitting 
procedure seems to have given too much weight to the higher frequencies at 
the expense of the lower frequencies. Goncz and Hannan performed their 
estimation using "stacked" data from five earthquakes, including the set 
we are using.
Bearing in mind the bias in the coherence estimates detected in the 
simulations of Section 5.2 it would seem from Figure 3.1.3 that there is 
little signal present over the last 6 or 7 bands and this may partly 
explain the overweighting.
As has been mentioned before, in fitting models to phase difference 
curves difficulties arise because the phase differences occur in the likeli­
hood modulo 2tt and so there are many local maxima. The difficulties are
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accentuated when .polynomials are used because their behaviour over the whole 
range is determined by their behaviour over a small fraction of the range. 
For the type of data being considered here, B will usually be a single 
interval with the bands near the middle of B having large weights and near 
the end the weights are smaller. Polynomials therefore tend to fit the 
middle of the interval very well but the "tail wags" and at the end the 
"best" fit may correspond to a physically impossible phase difference.
For example in fitting a polynomial to the phase differences of the 
seismic data a good fit was obtained for the middle frequencies but the 
value of the polynomial for the last midband frequency was -70 when the 
physically meaningful value is 5.5 . A partial solution to this problem
2is to replace cos 0 by 1 - %0 in the likelihood but an alternative is
to use splines since they are not determined everywhere by their behaviour 
over a small range. Cubic splines are usually adequate for fitting curves 
to data.
If the knots of the spline are then a cubic spline with n
knots is defined by
tt+2
0(w; t ) = Y, t J5 .(oj) (3.1)
where the B .(w) 
J
are 5-splines defined by
5  . (co)  J
J+2I
k=j-2
J+2FT
l=3~ 2
Uk
The spline (3.1) contains n + 4 unknown parameters T . and these may J
be related to the 4n + 4 parameters in the corresponding piecewise cubic 
polynomial by a linear transformation, but that is usually unnecessary.
For the present set of data both polynomials and splines were used. 
However the polynomial fitting presented all the problems discussed here, 
whilst the spline fitting was quick and easy. Therefore only the results of
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the spline fitting will be presented.
The model used was
C(o); t ) = aQ exp{i0((jo; t )}
where 0(a); t ) is given by (3.1) with n = 2 and a  ^ is a constant to be
estimated. Rather than determine the positions of the knots by a likelihood 
procedure as in Powell (1970), the positions were determined subjectively 
using the guidelines suggested by Wold (1974). The knots were placed at 
the third and eight observations.
Several methods of obtaining starting values for the optimisation 
algorithm were used but the most successful values were obtained by adjusting 
the phases by multiples of 2tt to be as smooth as possible and then 
performing a regression. The regression performed could be either unweighted 
or weighted using approximations to the weights of the different frequencies 
in Q^(t ) . Neither method was uniformly better. Two optimisation
algorithms were used, a version of an algorithm due to Fletcher (Osborne 
and Saunders, 1972) and a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Osborne, 1976).
Again neither algorithm is uniformly better, though the best combination is 
starting values from a weighted regression being used in the Levenberg- 
Marquardt algorithm, a result which is to be expected.
The results are illustrated in Figure 3.1. The fit is quite good though 
it is clear that extrapolation is not possible beyond the range of the 
observations.
An estimate of the covariance matrix of the parameters was computed as 
outlined in the previous chapter. The signal to noise ratio in this data ia
/s- lquite high over most of the range so that A is in this case a good first 
estimate of the covariance matrix. Estimated 95% confidence intervals for 
the curve are plotted on Figure 3.1, for the midband frequencies.
As mentioned in Section 4.4, (= |£(u))|) and the estimates of the
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parameters, T , defining the dispersion curve are asymptotically independent 
for this parametrisation of the model.
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CHAPTER 6
THE PREDICTION VARIANCE AND RELATED STATISTICS
6.1 Introduction
The emphasis in the earlier chapters has been on estimating parameters 
relating to the unobserved signal process and the stationary noise has been 
of lesser importance. This final chapter concentrates on the noise and in 
particular some statistics which are useful in tests of fit are presented 
and some asymptotic theory is given for them. These statistics may be used 
when the observations consist of a transient signal plus stationary noise, 
but the more important case, and the one which is emphasised here, is when 
an observed (vector) series is regressed on lagged values of a second 
observed series and the error (noise) series is a stationary process.
Just as the error variance plays a fundamental role in the comparison 
of models in linear least squares, so the prediction variance is fundamental 
for tests of fit in time series analysis. Usually the prediction variance 
will be estimated by the residual mean square after fitting a parametric 
model, but there has recently been renewed interest in a spectral estimate 
which seems to have been first suggested by Whittle.
As before, let x(t) , t - 0,1, ..., T-1 , be part: of a realization 
of an s dimensional discrete time stationary process with absolutely 
continuous spectrum. If /^(w) is the spectral density matrix of the
process then
2
a exp JL2 tt
■TT
log detj }dx
—   ^— TT - 1
is the generalized prediction variance of x(t) if the right hand side is 
interpreted as zero when the integral in the exponent diverges. An estimate
of 2G is where
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log ö2Q(m)
sY ty(m-l+1)
U l
and where ijXx) = d{log T(x)}/dx is the digamma function, M - [(T-l)/2m] , 
m > s and * denotes the complex conjugate transpose. Again, the estimate 
of the spectral density used here is that obtained by averaging of periodo- 
gram ordinates, although it is clear that other windowed spectral estimates 
could be used.
From Theorem 1.2.1 it may be seen that under very general conditions on
the process x(t) , for the band of m frequencies closest to some
frequency A , the j(w.)’s have asymptotically independent, complex
3
normal distributions with mean zero and covariance matrix 2Trf (Ag) . Let
m *
S = Y X (a) . 7) X faj . 7 )V cm+k' v gm+kJ
where the summation is over the band of frequencies closest to A^ .
Assuming for the moment that the j(u).)'s have exactly the Gaussian
0
distribution referred to above then the following standard result may be 
obtained.
THEOREM 1 . 1 . If X -> = 1, . .., m 3 have independent complex
Gaussian distributions with mean zero and covariance matrix 2tt/^(A0) then
S has the complex Wishart distribution and the cumulant generating function
A v\
of /J S is
s
0 log det{2Trf (A )} + Y  ^log r(m+0-j+l) - log F(m-j+l)} .
X J=1
Proof. A proof that S has the complex Wishart distribution is given 
in Hannan (1970, p. 295). From that reference, the probability density 
function for S is, writing f for 2tt/^(Aq) ,
r ^  r(^ +1)r  1e- t r ( / "1s)(det S)m-s(det .
^ 3 = 1 j
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Now
E{ed log det Sj = B{fdet s)0j
and using this equality with the above probability density,
E{e0 log det S} = (det f)0 T f  frCm+e-j+lWm-j+ir1}
5=1
is easily obtained and the cumulant generating function for S follows 
immediately. □
When x(t) is a Gaussian white noise process then, for each T , the 
(%T-1) ,j 's (j ^ 0, %T) are independent, each having a complex Gaussian
distribution with the same covariance matrix. Furthermore, using Theorem
£ / # 91.1, the cumulant generating function of log a^Cm) in this case is
k (0) = 0 log ö + M Y, '{log 1
J=1
J, + m - 3 + 1 - log r(m-j+l) - jj iKm-j+l)| ,
so that the estimate of O is unbiased.
Of course, x(t) may not be observed directly but rather another 
process z(t) , together with perhaps lagged exogenous variables y(t) may 
be observed so that
OO
z(t) = Y, + x(t) (l.i)
J = - ° °
where z(t) is s x l ,  y(t) is r x l and B(j) is s x r . Often 
the 5(j)Ts will be constrained to depend on a small number of parameters 
and x(t) will be modelled by an autoregressive, moving average process.
The problem of ensuring that all important lags of the x(t) and y(t) 
processes are included in the model increases rapidly with r and s , and 
each new included lag may introduce many new parameters. For example, if 
r = s = 3 , and there are four "probably important" lags of each of x(t) 
and y(t) then there could be more than 50 parameters to be estimated.
2Thus it is useful to have an estimate of o available which does not
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depend on the particular parametric model fitted and which is easily computed. 
Of course, better estimates may be available if the parametric form is 
known.
The estimate of -2 . .ao m may be adapted to models of the form (1.1) as
follows. Suppose Y (w .) , Z (to .) are the discrete Fourier transforms of
3 3
y(t) and z(t) . Then over each band of m frequencies the X(*)'s are 
estimated by the residuals of the complex regression of Z(•) on Y(*) , an
2adjustment being made to the estimate of O to allow for the fact that the
Y(*)’s are estimated. If Z. is the m x s matrix whose kth row is
3
r \ * 2Z 0). , and if Y ., X . are similarly defined then ö will be estimated ^jm+kJ 3 3
2^cr (m) 5 ^or> m - p+s 5 wbere
log oz(m) = M 1 Y, log(det S(j)} - Y, 
r 3=0 1=1
M-1
(1.2a)
and
s U )  = z*.
V
J-Y.fYlY.) 1Y*. 
3 V 3 3J 3
Z . .
3
(1.2b)
Note that ( 27177?) ^S(j) is an estimate of the partial spectral density 
matrix of z(t) after allowing for all linear effects of y(t) •
2This estimator of O omits the frequencies 0 and tt , and since T 
is usually an even number so that a fast Fourier transform algorithm for 
real data may be used, it will usually be the case that a small number of 
frequencies (< m) near tt will also be omitted. This is of no concern 
asymptotically and in most applications omitting a small fraction of the 
total number of frequencies will introduce only a small error. It will 
usually be true that m is small compared with T since a bias will arise 
if the spectrum is. estimated over too wide a band. However if v + s is 
large compared with T then m must be also since S(j) is singular for
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m < r+s , so that in this case it may be that a large number of frequencies 
will be omitted.
An alternative to omitting frequencies is to use bands of unequal size 
so that all frequencies are included, and to weight the different bands 
accordingly. This will alter the mean correction involving the digamma 
function. Suppose T = 2 where 0 < m^< m . The simplest way of
including the m additional frequencies is to compute 5(0), ..., S(M-2) 
using m fundamental frequencies but to compute S(M-l) using m + m
fundamental frequencies. Remembering that the last Fourier coefficient has 
one degree of freedom, not two,
Af-1
M * Yj log{det SO')}
<7=0
will be replaced by 
M- 22 m
T-l Y log{det 5(j)} +
2{m+m )-1
J =0
1 - 
T-1 log{det S(M-l)}
in (1.2) and
s
Y 1)
1=1
will be replaced by
2m(M-l) 
T-l
s
Y ty(m-r-l+1) 
1=1
2[m+m^)-l s
+ --- Tp-q---  Y  ^(w+m -r-l+h) •
1=1 1
These formulas have not been used to compute the examples in Section 4. 
There the last m frequencies have been omitted.
Previously this estimate has been considered only for v = 0 and 
usually for s = 1 . For this case Davis and Jones (1968) have obtained the
moments of Oq (1) for the white noise case and Jones (1976) has used an
intuitive approach in terms of equivalent degrees of freedom to consider the
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e f f e c t s  o f  sm oo th ing  s p e c t r a  o v e r  ban d s  b e f o r e  e s t i m a t i n g  0 f o r  b o th  
s = 1 and 8 > 1 and f o r  g e n e r a l  s p e c t r a l  windows.
B h a n s a l i  (1974) o b t a i n e d  an a s y m p to t i c  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  an e s t i m a t e  o f
o when s  = 1 , k e e p in g  M f i x e d  b u t  a l l o w in g  m t o  i n c r e a s e .  More 
r e c e n t l y  Hannan and N i c h o l l s (1977) have  lo o k e d  a t  t h e  c a se  where s -  1 and 
t h e  s p e c t r a l  e s t i m a t e  i s  o b t a in e d  by a v e r a g in g  o v e r  bands  o f  w id th  m .
When t h e  t im e  s e r i e s  i s  G a u ss ia n  and h a s  a s u f f i c i e n t l y  smooth s p e c tru m  th e y
show t h a t  f o r  m f i x e d  and a s  T ■+ 00 , ö (m) i s  s t r o n g l y  c o n s i s t e n t  a n d ,
m oreover h \  * 2a (m)-cr‘ i s  a s y m p t o t i c a l l y  n o rm al  w i th  z e ro  mean and v a r i a n c e
2ö miJj'Cm) . J a n a c e k  (1975)  has  shown t h a t  t h e  s m a l l  sam ple d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  
cJq( 1) i s  w e l l  a p p ro x im a te d  by P e a rs o n  c u rv e s  u s in g  t h e  f i r s t  f o u r  cu m u lan ts  
g iv e n  by k ( 0)  .
2
These e s t i m a t e s  o f  a  a r o s e  i n  maximum l i k e l i h o o d  r a t i o  t e s t s  o f  f i t  
and c o n s i d e r a t i o n  o f  such  t e s t s  o c c u r s  i n  W h i t t l e  (1 9 5 2 ,  1 9 5 3 ) ,  D avis and 
J o n e s  (1958) and Wahba ( 1 9 7 1 ) .  In  some a p p l i c a t i o n s  t h e  e s t i m a t e  has  a l s o  
been  compared i n f o r m a l l y  w i th  an e s t i m a t e  o b t a i n e d  from th e  r e s i d u a l  sum o f  
s q u a r e s  and p r o d u c t s  m a t r ix  a f t e r  f i t t i n g  a u t o r e g r e s s i v e  and moving a v e ra g e  
p a r a m e te r s  t o  an o b s e rv e d  s e r i e s .  In  t h i s  c a s e  i t  h a s  been  used  a s  a f i g u r e  
o f  m e r i t  w i th o u t  t h e  n e c e s s a r y  c o r r e c t i o n  by th e  digamma f u n c t i o n  and 
w i t h o u t  t h e  v a r i a n c e  s t a t e d .
An a l t e r n a t i v e  e s t i m a t e  o f  O i s  o b t a i n e d  by f i t t i n g  a lo n g  a u t o ­
r e g r e s s i o n .  T h is  e s t i m a t e  has  been  c o n s id e r e d  by S h i b a t a  (1978) who p ro v e s
t h a t  Th 2 2 a, -a 
k
has an a s y m p to t i c  n o rm al  d i s t r i b u t i o n  w i th  mean z e ro  and
2 2 2 v a r i a n c e  2a a s  T 00 , k /T  -+ 0 , w here  a^  i s  t h e  r e s i d u a l
mean s q u a re  a f t e r  f i t t i n g  an a u t o r e g r e s s i o n  o f  o r d e r  k . The prob lem  w i th
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this estimate is, of course, choosing k . If fe is too large, relative to 
T , the estimate will be biased downwards.
In Section 2 the techniques of Hannan and Nicholls are adapted to prove 
a strong law of large numbers and a central limit theorem for a class of 
statistics which may be obtained by way of a frequency domain regression.
An application of this theorem shows that in the general situation r > 0 ,
A 2
s > 1 , m > r+s with reasonable restrictions on the y(»)'s , cr^ C/t?) is
As m is increased, this asymptotic variance decreases to 2sa . The 
4ratio 2sa divided by the asymptotic variance indicates the asymptotic 
relative efficiency of the estimates for various bandwidths m and is given 
in Table 1.1 for values of m ranging from r + s  to r + s + 8 .  It can be 
seen that the variance of the estimate increases rapidly with r and s , 
and in order that the estimates approach "efficiency" the bandwidths must 
become very wide. As a rule of thumb, the bandwidth should be chosen so 
that m > 2r+s+l for reasonable asymptotic efficiency. If m is so chosen
4then the asymptotic variance is approximately 4sC . Of course, if extra 
parameters are added to any model then more observations are required in 
order to retain good properties for the estimates. In the present case the 
variance of the estimate may be thought of as being determined by m and the 
bias as being determined by M . In practice, m will be determined largely 
by v and s and by the approximate variance required of the estimate.
Once m is determined it is implicitly assumed that the spectral density is 
approximately constant over bands of width t\/M and it is the degree of
strongly consistent and is asymptotically normal with zero
mean and variance
4
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TABLE 1.1
ASYMPTOTIC RELATIVE EFFICIENCIES OF log  02{m) FOR DIFFERENT m
s n \ r 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 0 0 .608 0 .304 0 .203 0 .1 5 2 0 .122 0 .101 0 .087 0 .076 0 .0 6 8 0 .0 61
2 0 .844 0 .6 3 3 0 .507 0 .422 0 .362 0 .317 0 .281 0 .253 0 .230 0 .211
4 0 .904 0 .7 5 3 0 .646 0 .565 0 .502 0 .452 0 .4 1 1 0 .377 0 .3 4 8 0 .323
6 0 .931 0 .814 0 .724 0 .6 5 2 0 .592 0 .5 43 0 .501 0 .465 0.434 0 .407
8 0 .946 0 .851 0 .774 0 .709 0 .655 0 .6 08 0 .567 0 .532 0 .501 0 .473
2 0 0 .437 0 .291 0 .218 0 .175 0 .146 0 .125 0 .109 0 .097 0 .087 0.079
2 0 .7 37 0 .589 0 .491 0 .4 2 1 0 .3 6 8 0 .327 0 .295 0 .268 0 .2 46 0 .227
4 0 .828 0 .710 0 .621 0 .552 0 .497 0 .452 0 .414 0 .382 0 .355 0 .331
6 0 .8 72 0 .775 0 .698 0 .634 0 .582 0.537 0 .499 0 .465 0 .436 0 .411
8 0 .898 0 .816 0 .7 4 8 0 .6 9 1 0 .642 0 .599 0 .561 0 .528 0 .499 0 .473
3 0 0 .373 0 .279 0 .224 0 .186 0 .160 0 .1 40 0 .124 0 .112 0 .102 0 .093
2 0 .6 67 0 .556 0 .476 0 .417 0 .370 0 .333 0 .3 0 3 0 .278 0 .256 0 .238
4 0 .7 7 1 0 .674 0 .599 0 .540 0 .490 0 .450 0 .415 0 .385 0 .360 0 .3 37
6 0 .825 0 .742 0 .675 0 .619 0 .5 7 1 0 .5  30 0 .495 0 .464 0 .437 0 .412
8 0 .858 0 .786 0 .726 0 .6 7 4 0.629 0 .590 0 .555 0 .524 0 .497 0 .472
4 0 0 .3 37 0 .270 0.225 0 .193 0 .1 6 8 0 .150 0 .135 0 .1 2 3 0 .112 0 .104
2 0 .6 17 0 .529 0 .462 0 .4 1 1 0 .370 0 .336 0 .308 0 .285 0 .264 0 .247
4 0 .7 26 0 .645 0 .580 0 .5 2 8 0 .484 0 .446 0 .415 0 .387 0 .3 6 3 0 .341
6 0 .785 0 .714 0 .655 0 .6 0 4 0 .561 0 .524 0 .491 0.462 0 .436 0 .413
8 0 .8 24 0 .760 0 .706 0 .659 0 .6 18 0 .581 0.549 0 .520 0 .494 0 .4 71
5 0 0 .314 0 .261 0 .224 0 .196 0 .1 7 4 0 .157 0 .1 4 3 0 .131 0 .121 0.112
2 0.579 0 .506 0 .450 0 .405 0 .3 6 8 0 .3 37 0 .312 0 .2  89 0 .270 0 .253
4 0 .689 0 .620 0 .564 "0.517 0 .477 0 .443 0 .413 0 .3 8 7 0 .365 0 .344
6 0 .7 52 0 .689 - 0 .636 0 .5 9 1 0 .551 0 .517 0 .4 87 0 .460 0 .4 35 0 .4 14
8 0 .793 0 .7 3 7 0 .688 0 .645 0 .607 0 .573 0 .543 0 .516 0 .491 0 .469
For e a ch  r ,  s t h e t a b l e  g i v e s  t h e v a l u e o f  2s/- i
1 u 1 - Z + l ) | f o r
m - v  + s  + n .
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a p p ro x im a t io n  in  t h i s  a s su m p tio n  w hich  l a r g e l y  d e te r m in e s  th e  b i a s .  For 
d i f f e r e n t  r e a s o n s  i t  i s  t h e  m ag n itu d e  o f  M w hich d e te r m in e s  how w e l l  t h e
/s2
n o rm a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  a p p ro x im a te s  t h e  t r u e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  ö (m) .
In  S e c t i o n  3 ,  t h r e e  t e s t s  o f  f i t  b a s e d  on th e  p r e s e n t  e s t i m a t e  o f  th e  
g e n e r a l i z e d  p r e d i c t i o n  v a r i a n c e  a r e  g iv e n  and t h e i r  a s y m p to t i c  co n v e rg en ce  
and d i s t r i b u t i o n  a r e  g iv e n  u s in g  th e  theo rem  o f  S e c t io n  2 . In  S e c t io n  4 
some comments on t h e  c o m p u ta t io n  o f  t h e  e s t i m a t e  o f  t h e  p r e d i c t i o n  v a r i a n c e  
a r e  made and t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  some s i m u l a t i o n s  and a p p l i c a t i o n s  t o  d a t a  a r e  
p r e s e n t e d .
6.2 The main l imi t  theorems
The e s t i m a t e  lo g  a  (ffl) i s  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  o f  a  c l a s s  o f  s t a t i s t i c s
w hich  may be w r i t t e n
1 M-l
0T M Xo ( 2 . 1 )
w here 0„ . = cj){(27177?) ^ 5 ( j )} , t h a t  i s  0™ . i s  some f u n c t i o n  o f  th e  e le m e n ts
o f  S ( j )  . These s t a t i s t i c s  a r i s e  f r e q u e n t l y  a s  a p p ro x im a te  l i k e l i h o o d  
r a t i o  t e s t  s t a t i s t i c s .  As w i l l  be  s e en  l a t e r ,  t h e  0 ^ .  a r e  o f t e n  complex
form s o f  s t a t i s t i c s  w hich  a r i s e  i n  m u l t i v a r i a t e  a n a l y s i s ,  w i th  t h e  e s t i m a t e d  
s p e c t r a l  d e n s i t y  m a t r i x  r e p l a c i n g  th e  e s t i m a t e d  c o v a r i a n c e  m a t r i x .  The 
s t a t i s t i c  ( 2 . 1 )  may be se en  a s  a Riemann sum a p p ro x im a t in g
fTT
J L _
2 tt
-TT
(J ){^(U ))}^W  ,
and u n d e r  c o n d i t i o n s  t o  be d e s c r i b e d  i t  w i l l  be shown t h a t  0 ,^ c o n v e rg e s
a lm o s t  s u r e l y  and obeys a c e n t r a l  l i m i t  th eo re m . The f i r s t  s t e p  i s  to  show 
t h a t  t h e  c a se  r  > 0 a lm o s t  r e d u c e s  t o  t h e  c a s e  r  -  0 . B e fo re  t h i s  i s
14 5
done (in Lemma 2.2) some notation must be introduced and some conditions 
described.
Throughout we consider z(t) to be given by (1.1) and will use the 
following conditions.
Cl. x(t) , t - 0, ..., T-l , is a realization of an s dimensional
discrete time stationary Gaussian process with absolutely continuous 
spectrum and spectral density matrix / (w) € A(a) , a > % .
C 2 . y(t) , t - 0, T-l , is a realization of an r dimensional
strictly stationary process with finite second moments and
C 3 . For -7T 5 u) < tt , (J)(F) € A( l) for F in the range of / (to) .
Condition C2 is used to obtain Lemma 2.2. It could be replaced by 
alternative conditions to cover, for example, some deterministic y(t)'s . 
Such conditions are easily found however and will not be considered here. 
Now,
2 \\B(j)\\\j\ < ° °  .
T £  £  B(l)y(t-l)e jm+k
t=0
£  B
00
t=0
where
I  y(t)eitx
t=-l t-T-l
t-l-l
\
t-0
with similar expressions for Z- < 0 (see Hannan, 19 70, p. 246). Thus, 
from (1.1),
IMG
Hijü .
Z^jm+k) ^  B(l)e J Y + a'rWjrn±y\ + ^K^xi,) (2.2)Z=-°° jm+kJ Ty ,jm+k- jm+k'
for each j and k where w is the mid-band frequency for the jth 
band and
00 iZü) . 1 ilu
V -w )  ■ , L sa>(* -  |,(v i>
, w i Zio. ,
+ T"'r £  5(H e  JW+<7?- (w . 7) .
^ o o  lm+k
Writing (2.2) as
Hw
Z ■ - Y . £  B(l) 'e + X . + Am .
0 0 7 r, 0 To4=-°°
where has a^,[(A) in its /cth row and substituting in (1.2) the
first term on the right above disappears. Now for each fixed realization of
the y(t) process and for each j there is a unitary matrix U. such that
0
u*.0 j -y . f y * . y 1y* 0 y 0 0J 0 Uj is diagonal. If
W. = U*[X .+Am .)
0 0 0 ToJ
then the following simple generalization of the lemma of Hannan and Nicholls,
which was restated earlier as Lemma 4.1.4, holds.
LEMMA 2.1. If f (a)) € A(a) * 0 5 a < 1 , where f (w) is thecc oc
spectral density matrix of x(t) and if W  ^ is the (a, b)th element of
of W . then 
0
cov j^ab’ Wj'a'b'} = 21,6 ,S aa'^xbb'
If a = 1 then o[T a) must be replaced by o [t 1 log T) . The error is 
uniform in j and j a  and af b and b r .
Proof.
cov 5 ^j'a'b^ O^'ca^ o 'c ’a ' C°V ^ jdb9 'c rb r^
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From Lemma 4 . 1 . 3 ,  a ssum ing  a  < 1 ,
~ + 0 [ T )cov nj c b ’ “j ’e ’b ’ ' KJj j ," c o ,Jx b b , ^X)jm+c'
= 6j , j ,^ e c ,j?x b b ’ ^ (jO^  + ° ( T ^
s i n c e  f  (w) € A (a) . F i n a l l y ,  s i n c e  U . i s  u n i t a r y ,  x j
Y V .  u.  , = 6 , .£  j e a  j<?ar a a  ’
The p r o o f  f o r  a  = 1 i s  s i m i l a r  so  t h a t  th e  lemma i s  p ro v e d .  Q
Lemma 2 .1  has  g iv e n  th e  c o v a r i a n c e s  o f  t h e  e le m e n ts  o f  t h e  h/. Ts .
3
S in c e  t h e  means o f  t h e  X_. ’s a r e  z e r o ,  t h e  f o l l o w in g  lemma d e s c r i b e s  t h e  
a s y m p to t i c  b e h a v io u r  o f  t h e  means o f  t h e  W d s .
LEMMA 2 . 2 .  Under C2_, aT^jm +k)  “ a lm o st s u r e ly  and un iform ly
in  j  and k .
P r o o f .  W ri te  a T ^ ‘m+k) ~ ^1 + ^2 w^ e r e  and ^  a r e  two
te rm s  in  t h e  e x p r e s s i o n  above f o r  ^jm+k) ’ S in c e
l hm+k ^  =
- k-%m-%) ,
00 ib)1 (  /C-%777—% )
|TX|  ^ z jB a n \y { , .mk)\\e-1|
< 2 ^  P U ) | | | ^ ( w  . +k)  I |sin{%wz (fe-%m-%)}|
Z-=-o° ^
b e c a u s e
| e ^ - l |  = {2 (1  -  cos  0 ) } ^  = 2 | s i n  %01 .
A l s o ,  2 I s i n  %0I 5 | 0 | , so  t h a t
h i  5 ^ 1  )\\i\ .
l=-°° ,
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Now, T v I Y [tt'.rrj+k) I -  ^ Z  | 2/ ( £ ) | ^ \  which c o n v e rg e s  a lm o s t  s u r e l y  and
]T | |ß ( Z ) | | |Z |  < 00 so  t h a t  = o [t  , a lm o s t  s u r e l y .  A ls o ,  f o r  any A ,
T
7’V o l  ^ Z |ß ( ^ ) Ä 7 J A )  I + . £  \ B( l ) H1 J A )  | ,
1 - - T i x \ i \>t ix
w here
and
| i?7 „CXi| < £  { | j / ( t ) |  + | j / (r+i) |} i f  | Z | < r
\t\<\i\
4 , JA )  | < I  | y ( t ) l  i f  U |  > T . 
| t | < 2 |Z|
T h e r e f o r e
r%|r,
S  S  l | B ( Z ) | |  I  { \ y ( t ) \ +\ y(T+t ) \ }  + y  | | B ( Z ) | |  V | y ( i ) |
i =-t 111 < [ z | |zT>r | t | <2 | z |
s y  iib< z )||
1 - - C O
I  { | y ( ^ ) |+ | ? / ( 2 1+ t ) | }  + £  | j £ ) |
111<2 | Z |
Now when | z / ( t ) |  , \ y ( T+t ) \  a r e  r e p l a c e d  by t h e i r  e x p e c t a t i o n  th e  
s e r i e s  c o n v e rg e s  s i n c e  £  | |ß(Z)|| |Z| < 00 so  u s in g  a w e l l  known r e s u l t  ( s e e  
Chung, 1968 , p . 40 f o r  exam ple)  t h e  s e r i e s  th e m s e lv e s  conve rge  a lm o s t  s u r e l y  
and th u s  a T^ jm + k)  ~ ® ^  a lm o s t  s u r e l y ,  u n i fo r m ly  in  j  and k . □
Thus t h e  ( a ,  h ) t h  e le m e n t  o f  S ( j )  may be w r i t t e n
S ( j ) ab ~ Z  XkWj k a Wj k b
w here A  ^ i s  t h e  (/c, k)  t h  e le m e n t  o f  t h e  d i a g o n a l  m a t r ix  
1
( 2 . 3 )
U*.
3
±Y*. U . and where t h e  e le m e n ts  o f  W . have mean 0[T  2\ and 
3 K 3 3 J 3 3 3
c o v a r i a n c e  m a t r ix  t h e  same a s  t h a t  o f  X_. w i th  t h e  o f f  d i a g o n a l  e le m e n ts  o f
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the covariance matrix decreasing suitably rapidly as T increases.
The calculation of the asymptotic distribution of 0^ depends on
evaluating moments of 0^ under the following false assumption.
A. For each j the rows of VI. are independent and identicallyJ
distributed with mean zero and covariance matrix
Dj - + '
The final condition is
C4. If assumption A is made then all moments of 0 . exist and
eK] = + 0[ra] ■
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose z(t) is given by (1.1), 0m by (2.1) and that 
Clj C2j C3j C4 all hold. Then for fixed m , as T -*■ 00 0^ , converges
almost surely to
00 <J){f (u)fdio .-7T
Proof. The proof only covers the case where (J) is a scalar valued 
function, but if (f) is a vector valued function with each element satisfying 
the conditions of the theorem then the theorem will again hold since any 
linear combination of the elements of 0^ , will satisfy the conditions of
the theorem.
For ease of notation write 0^ , . for 0^ ,. - (ü) .q) } and let 0^ , be
the mean of these new 0_.’s . The proof of the theorem uses the basicTj
techniques of Hannan and Nicholls. The proof is given for a < 1 and the 
case a = 1 follows similarly.
The proof depends on the evaluation of the moments of 0^ and, to this
end, consider a term of the form
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n
0 I . . 0 a.
T*! Tja
, T n = n . 5 u  a
Denote by v jkl real ar>d imaginary parts of the (k, Z)th
element of W. , where k = 1, 2, . . m whilst Z = 1, 2, .. ., s . Let 
0
Qrj, be the covariance matrix of the 2ams real and imaginary parts 
involved. Write Q^ - A^[l+B^] where is a block diagonal matrix with
the diagonal blocks of of size 2s x 2s along its diagonal and from
Lemma 2.1 the elements of B„ are uniformly 0 [T a) . Now
(I+By)'1 = I + b1Bf + .. . + b B ST = I + J, 
say, where the characteristic polynomial of B is
T1
1 + fci + (fc1+i2b  + ••• + k = _ i +fcJ AS 1 + b s x S  ■S-l S'
Thus we may write
Qrp ~ + JT
where is block diagonal and the elements of J ^ are 0{t ) uniformly.
Let d . be the expectation of 0 . when the u .... , v 7 are Tj Tj jki J Kb
assumed (falsely) to have zero mean and covariance matrix . Then, by
C4, dTj = °iT~a) ‘ Let = 0Tj- " » let be the vector of u's
and v's involved in ^  and let - ö [t a.s.
from Lemma 2.2. For the proof of this theorem and the next it must be shown
that for each T and j and for each positive integer p , E € ■To is
finite. Since
-%k„-u'<? 1 (cr-yr) -%(5j,-yJ'»„(Sy-Uy) Vy(Ey-Uy)
! = e L1+le —1}J
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and s i n c e
-%(5jrUy)
l |  S %(5y-Uy) V y ( 5 y - y r )
th e n  b e c a u s e  o f  C 4, E 0P.
I
i s  f i n i t e  p ro v id e d
l 6Tj |P y T  ^ ,JT ^ T  yT  ^ J J  duj k l dvj k l
i s  f i n i t e .  U sing  th e  Cauchy-Schwarz i n e q u a l i t y  and C4 a g a i n ,  t h i s  l a s t  
e x p r e s s io n  i s  f i n i t e  p ro v id e d
r ,  s  ,  \  y ' l  ^ r n  ( ? / 7 i ~ d m )  _____I {ZT-VT) ’J T {ZT-VT) }  e TT
M
i s  f i n i t e  and t h i s  i s  c l e a r l y  s o .
—r *\  ^—
To p ro v e  th e  theo rem  i t  w i l l  be shown t h a t  E ^ £  £ . i  = 0 (T  ^a )
I t  i s  f i r s t  shown t h a t  t h e  moments may be e v a l u a t e d  s u f f i c i e n t l y  a c c u r a t e l y  
by n e g l e c t i n g  and th e n  shown t h a t  J ^  may a l s o  be n e g l e c t e d .  Now
ft, n
r \  . . .  r  a4Tj = h  + J 2
where
h  = e
- h v 'r f ^ V T  I- n 1 i c e '1?,
H  ■ ' ' S
a . " T T  ^ZV n  T .'I -r—r  J J
(e  - 1 )  M  dUjn,7dv.
j k l j k l  j k l
and
J 2 = 6
r n 1 %  n - r -Cm.-“ d  « TTT j 1 ’Tc j k l  J’k l  c'k l
C o n s id e r  J  , e x p a n d in g  th e  te rm  in  p a r e n t h e s e s  as  a power s e r i e s .  S in c e
~hPy = GIT and u s in g  th e  Cauchy-Schwarz i n e q u a l i t y ,  f o r  some y > 0 ,
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'ip y  I
u=p+1
( \ u
^ rji
oo
lu \  5  X (£T~;V / p 'hl) W!Z^ y 
u=p+l
T- e / p + l E'O 1£^  rj\ * iji rji
%
!u  I
i -ß 'v  M
< X (CT P)
w=p+l
-e /p+ 1 E ’Q 1E 
^ T / u  !
w here 3 = [ % ( p + l ) - p y - e ] / ( p + l )  . P ro v id e d  e >-0 , 3 > 0 , th e n  f o r  T
s u f f i c i e n t l y  l a r g e  CT ^ < 1 and
^  z
u=p+1
!u \  < CQe
Fro ±Z 
T  ?
%
w here < 1 and can be made a r b i t r a r i l y  s m a l l .  Thus f o r  cacli n o n ly  a
„1 -V'tQt  CTj  1 need  bef i x e d  f i n i t e  number o f  te rm s  i n  t h e  e x p a n s io n  o f  exp 
c o n s id e r e d  and X may be e v a l u a t e d  as  t h e  sum o f  t h e  i n t e g r a l s  c o n t a i n i n g  
t h e  s u c c e s s i v e  t e r m s .  The i n t e g r a l  o f  t h e  f i r s t  te rm  i s  z e ro  s i n c e  th e  
C ^ . ’ s  and  E)^ iQt LE>t  a r e  even f u n c t i o n s  o f  w h i l s t  i s  an odd
f u n c t i o n .
To e v a l u a t e  th e  i n t e g r a l  o f  t h e  se co n d  te rm  n o t e  t h a t
-%KmQrp Zcp ~^Z^PrjiZrp
[e -1 )  + e
t r  f
= e
^T°T^T
( 2 . 4 )
and u s in g  a rg u m en ts  s i m i l a r  t o  th o s e  a b o v e ,
00
1pa I  (-%5pyCj,)U/u! £ cxe
u=p+1
w here C < 1 and b may be  made a r b i t r a r i l y  s m a l l  so  t h a t
e x p £ ) -  1 may a l s o  be r e p l a c e d  by th e  sum o f  a f i n i t e  number o f
te r m s .  For th e  p r e s e n t ,  s i n c e  J  -  0 ( t  a ) and s i n c e
vTQT ^ T
- o (t  1 ) , one te rm  i s  s u f f i c i e n t  and so  f o r  t h e  i n t e g r a l  o f  th e
se co n d  te rm  u se d  t o  e v a l u a t e  X^ we may r e p l a c e  Q^ in  t h e  e x p o n e n t i a l  by
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Dy with an error of o[rT a) . Now restrict consideration to the fourth
moment and let E,' = [V* . V r ) so that if h = (i-l)m + k then V7 T K 1 maJ n
contains the elements u , -, v. for Z = 1, 2, s and eachj M  j M
diagonal block of £) corresponds to a vector . We thus wish to
evaluate expressions of the form
I z
h h'
r A
CTj1
■ & p p T
lhVhlh ,Vh ’ J J  dujkldvokl (2,5)
where I = o (t and \  = 4.
If all the n 's are unity then the integral is zero because of the
r\,
centring of the s anc* t i^e ^ac"t: fhat there will be at most one
present in each term of (2.5). If there are three £ s present then
2
the integrand is of the form Cyi Cy2 Cy3 * In this case the
integral is again zero, for when h = h' one of » ^y3 will not depend
on so that by the centring of the C^-’s in_tegral is zeTO-> and
when h t h' the integral is zero because the £ .'s are even functions of
the 7 »s , as is exv(-%E,p TZT) so that the integrand is an odd function
of the 7 ’s • h
(( -1 )'•h 2In evaluating M J  KTj j there are 0[T ) terms containing two
r . ’s and since (2.5) is at most Oflf-1] the contribution to the fourth 
To v
_ q
moment is 0 (T j . Likewise the contribution to the fourth moment from the
terms containing only one . is 0[T ] .
Using similar arguments, the contribution to the fourth moment from
expressions involving \\\'Q E, \ is 0[T ) and the error in neglecting
\ 1 1 1)
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~ 1 2higher powers of is 0[t 1 , so that the contribution of terms of
the form to the fourth moment is 0[t  ^a) , since
e x p j - ^ y b j  = 1 + ofr1) .
To evaluate I  ^ we use (2.4) again, replacing the term in parentheses
by a finite sum and evaluating the integrals term by term. Now £ ,
because of the block structure of , is an odd function of the V1 ’sT n
whilst D^jE,^ is an even function of the 7^'s for the same reason. Thus
the integral of the first term in the finite sum for I is zero because
the Cm-'s are even functions of the 7 ’s . For each fixed £_ the error To h T
in using only the first term in the finite sum is 0[T .
To prove the almost sure convergence of 0^ it only remains to
evaluate moments of the 's assuming that has zero mean and
covariance matrix . For the fourth moment, arguments similar to those
used to evaluate (2.5) show that these contributions to the true fourth 
moment are 0[T ) .
Thus E 1 Y  ^ rpj\ - 0[t and since d^. = 0[T a) the fourth’Tq j
r\
moment of 0~ is 0[T a) . Since 2a > 1 , Markov's inequality and the
Borel-Cantelli lemma show that 0 converges almost surely to zero as 
T -*■ o° for fixed m . C3 ensures that (J>{/ (to)} is Riemann integrable and
.-1 M-1I  converges to 0
j=0 X JU 2tt
r tt
-IT
4){f (o))}c2o)
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THEOREM 2.4. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.3 the moments of
T2(0y-0o) converge to the scone limits as would occur if assumption A
were true with D . = 2i\f 
0 x
Proof. As with the strong convergence the proof is only given for 
scalar (j) , the multivariate result following by considering linear 
combinations of the elements of the vector 0^ .
The notation is exactly the same as in the proof of Theorem 2.3 and 
the proof proceeds by showing that for each positive integer k ,
KP •
1(2m / M ) h  E Cjyjk -t converges to the kth moment of the distribution of
the theorem.
As in the proof of the strong convergence, 0^ ,. may be replaced by
, since j(2/7?/M)2 £  is 0 [ ^  2 a)) and for a > % this is
o(1) . In calculating the moments we are led once more to and I .
For each fixed > exp -1 is 0[T and thus J is o(l)
To evaluate I , again use (2.4), expand the term in parentheses as a finite
sum and integrate term by term. Since exp 
consider
-%VpQT\ T1 = 1 + 0(T 1) ,
k. J
r n
I2 u ^  -• " r l JT
so that
I - t2 ^  * 2 uu-1 + 0{T pCL)
'1r . . .. r . e
Th T^a
na
f T  dujkldvj ■
Let n be the number of n s greater than unity. Now 
0 J
J = 0(t aU) and since there are 2 u K } terms in the expansion of
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ICTo that have exactly a C .’s represented, the contribution to the-*• l)
nth moment is o [t ^  CLU+a'j which is oil) if a < + au . Since
a - nn + 2n. < n , n ^ < n -  a an so that we need only consider0 0 0
a - nQ > 2au and since a > % we need only consider a - > u since
a, nQ, u are all integers.
n Now (^e7^y)W consists of terms which are functions of the
involving at most u of the h's or consists of terms which have at least 
one factor an odd function of the N^’s • In "the first case, recalling that
the number of nj's equal to unity is a - > u , for each term of
there will be at least one which is not a function of anyTO
of the u F^'s involved in the term of ( so that the integral is 
zero by the centring of the Cyj’s • In hhe second case the integral is 
zero because the integrand is an odd function of the F^'s •
Thus the moments of (2m/M)2 Y  Cm* may he adequately approximated by
tl
assuming the £^’s to have zero mean and covariance matrix D ^  . Now 
consists of sets of m blocks which, from the lemma and the fact that 
f (w) £ A(a) , are the real and imaginary parts of 2trf (go . ) + 0 [t a) ,
CC CC tj u
(see Hannan (1970), p. 251) so that as T °° , the moments of (2m/M)2 Y £>m •
converge to those it would have if the rows of W.'s were assumed to beJ
independent with the complex normal distribution with mean zero and
covariance matrix 2irf (a). ) .x  o o
Finally, it must be shown that
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h
. M-1 _ rTT
«' Z  ♦{/>*,)} -J = 0 2 tt -7T
0 as T ->• 00 .
Using the mean value theorem for integrals,only
; n M-l
need be considered, where is a frequency in the jth band. Now
using C3 this last expression is bounded by
Kcdh<)-fxcdhl]l
and since (to) £ A(a) , a  > %, this converges to zero. □
If
z(t) - y^J\t) + x(t) ( 2 . 6)
(T)where y  ^ (t) is an unobserved transient signal of dimension s then, as
was mentioned in Chapter 3, the spectrum of x(t) may be estimated as the 
partial spectrum of z(t) given y^(t) , where
1 if = 0 ,
y 1 ( t )  = i
0 otherwise,
so that results similar to Theorems 2.3, 2.4 might hold in this case also. 
The following additional condition will be shown to be sufficient:
%C 5 . < KT
uniformly in j for some fixed finite constant K .
This condition is obviously stronger than (4.1.2) which required only
that r-1 !  C ' K J - i I T K )
XT) (T)
k+1'
converge to zero. Of course C5 will
only hold if the observations are rephased and the discussion of this in 
earlier chapters remains pertinent.
C O R O L L A R Y  2.5. Suppose z(t) is given by (2.6)j 0 ^  by (2.1) and
that Clj C3 and C4 all hold. If. in addition. C5 holds and f (w) is
x
estimated as described below (2.6) then for fixed m as T -*■ °o 0 
converges almost surely to
(})(/ (uOjc&o
-7f
and the moments of T ^ Q ^ - G  ) converge to the same limits as would occurT 0
if assumption A were true. 
Proof. For this case,
SU) - I [ C ) (% +^ - ( yor))(“io)+x^ - <Jf>K-ol
o^T) ) Ko)+* -<x) hf
and this is of the form
W*W. where W. = U*(X.+Am .) .
0 0
Now because of C5, A^ _. = 0[l £’) and this is exactly the situation which
was treated in Theorems 2.3, 2.4. □
Theorems 2.3, 2.4 and the tests of fit to be derived from them in 
Section 3 are applicable to a wide range of commonly used time series 
models. Corollary 2.5 extends the range of models to include the 
"intervention" models of Box and Tiao (1975). Several applications of 
Theorems 2.3, 2.4 are given below and these could be extended to include the 
case considered in Corollary 2.5 . To avoid repetition, however, these 
obvious extensions will not be given.
The first application is for the estimate of the generalized prediction 
variance.
COROLLARY 2.6. If x(t) , y(£), z(t) are as given in Theorem 2.3 and
if det f (ijo) > 0 for all w in [- tt, tt] then S^( wj) converges almost
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-7 2 , ksurely to a and T ^2 2 a (m)-o v
with mean zero and variance
is asymptotically normally distributed
2a4m Y ip'(m-r-l+l)
1=1
as T -+ 00 for fixed m .
Proof. It is only necessary to check C3 and C4 and C4 clearly holds, 
from Theorem 1.1. Further, the condition det{/ (to)} > 0 ensures that 4)
belongs to A(l) . Thus almost sure convergence holds and using Theorems
%f ^2 2I2.4 and 1.1, the cumulant generating function of T ilog cr^ (m) - log a > is
M Y {l°g V [m-r-l+l+T^M 10) - log T(m-r-l+l)-T2M 10^(m-r-Z+l)} .
1=1
Differentiating shows that the mean is zero, the variance is
s
2m Y 1)
1=1
and the higher cumulants are o(l) so that the central limit theorem holds 
for 1^ log o^(m) and the result for T2\o^(m)-0^\ follows easily. . □
6.3 Tests of f i t
2^In this section three tests of fit based upon O (m) are considered.
The tests are for incoherence between series, for white noise and for the 
addition of extra regressor variables.
Whittle (1953, Theorem 10) gives a general maximum likelihood ratio
test of fit for time series. He states, with slightly different notation,
/\ /\that if F , V2 are the least squares estimators of the generalized 
prediction variance on Gaussian hypotheses H where involves
fitting p^ parameters and involves fitting an additional p^ - p^
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parameters then
4>2 = (r-p2/s) log (yt>2)
2is asymptotically distributed as x with p^ - p^ degrees of freedom.
However, in the tests to be considered here the number of parameters 
effectively fitted is increasing with the number of spectral bands used to 
estimate the prediction variance and since this is increasing with T the
asymptotic x distribution is not quite correct.
The alternative to the tests suggested here is to estimate the lags of 
y(t) which are of importance together with the corresponding coefficients 
and then to fit appropriate models to x{t) . This is clearly a far more 
difficult procedure, though now Whittle's Theorem 10 holds, provided the 
number of parameters is independent of T as T 00 .
The test for incoherence of the x(t) variables is considered by Wahba 
(1971), though without allowance for the regressor variables y(t) . The 
test for incoherence is equivalent to a test that / (to) is diagonal for
all 0) and the approximate likelihood ratio test is to consider the 
statistic Hy where
H = log O (m) - ,-l
s M-lY Y log S(c) . .-s^(m-r) 
i=l j=0 ^
and where g(j) is the (i, i )th element of S(j) . Then we have
COROLLARY 3.1. Under the assumptions of Corollary 2.6 and under the 
null hypothesis that / (to) is diagonal for all to  ^ Hj, converges almost
surely to zero as T + °° for fixed m and T2HT is asymptotically normally 
distributed with mean zero and variance
2m Y  {^'(m-r-l+D-ili’im-r)} . 
U l
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Proof. Hy is just the difference between two estimates of the
prediction variance which are of the same form and since C3, C4 hold for 
 ^2
log O^(m) (from Corollary 2.6) they will hold for Hy also. Thus
Theorems 2.3, 2.4 apply so that the moments of the limiting distribution of
F2Hy may be computed under assumption A. For a given band of frequencies
the moments may be calculated under the null hypothesis using the technique 
given in Anderson (1950, p. 235) and hence the cumulant generating function
hof T Hy , under assumption A, is found to be
M £  [log T (m-r-l+l+T*M~1Q) - log r(m-r-l+l)-T*M~1Q\\)(m-r-l+l)
1=1
- log T (m-r+T^M~1Q) + log T(m-r)+T^M~1Q\l)(m-r)] .
Now differentiating with respect to 0 shows that the first cumulant is 
zero the second is as stated in the corollary and higher order cumulants are
p
o(l) so that T2Hy has, asymptotically, the normal distribution stated. □
The test of white noise to be given here, which is based on the spectral 
estimate of the prediction variance seems to have been first suggested by 
Whittle (1952) who derived it as the limiting form, as k ■+ 00 of the 
maximum likelihood ratio test of the null hypothesis that a series is white 
noise against the alternative that it is an autoregression of order k or 
less. The statistic is the ratio of the geometric and arithmetic means of 
the periodogram ordinates at the frequencies 2nj/T since the geometric 
mean is approximately equal to the residual mean square after fitting a 
long autoregression while the arithmetic mean is just the sample variance. 
Whittle obtained the cumulants of the logarithm of the statistic.
Davis and Jones (1968) obtained the same statistic by analogy with 
Bartlett's test for homogeneity of variance and proved central limit
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theorems under the null hypothesis and under the alternative that the series 
is a first order autoregression.
Wahba (1971) gives some asymptotic distribution theory assuming that 
the bandwidth increases with the sample size.
In order to cover the case r > 0 , s > 1 , suppose
M - 1 M-l
W = M 1 £  log det SU )  ~ log det M 1 £  S(j)
3=0 3=0
8
- £ {^ (m-r-Z.+D-logCm-r)} .
1=1
COROLLARY 3.2. Under the null hypothesis that x(t) is white noise 
and with the assumptions of Corollary 3.1, W^ converges almost surely to
zero and T2W i s  asymptotically normally distributed with mean zero and
variance
Proof. Clearly log det M 1 Y, S(j) is not of the form M 1 £  ${£(</)}
so that Theorems 2.3, 2.4 cannot be applied directly. However, the vector 
G y  = (log det S(j), 5(j)11* •••> 5(«7’)öß) r
-1 v-satisfies the conditions of the theorems so that 0^ - M ^  G y  converges
almost surely and the moments of converge to the limits of the
moments that would arise under assumption A. Also, W„ is a continuous 
function of 0^ so that W^ converges almost surely and the limiting 
vmoments of T2W^ are the limits of the moments that would arise under
assumption A. These may be calculated as in Anderson (1958, p. 252) and,
vproceeding as before, the cumulant generating function of T2W^ is
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s
Ii=i
w{log T [m-r-l+l+T^M 10) - log T(m-r-l+±)} - T^bytyim-r-l+Y) + log |
- {log T [(m-r)M-l+l+T2Q'\ - log T[(m-r)M-l+l2}
%The cumulants of T W^ may now be calculated and these converge as 
required by the corollary using the asymptotic properties of the polygamma 
functions (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972, p. 260). □
The final application of Theorems 2.3, 2.4 to a test of fit is to test 
the null hypothesis that in the model (1.1) there is a subset of the 
regressor variables for which the regression coefficients are zero for all 
lags. Suppose the model is written
z(t) - Y  + Y  Bo + x(t) (3.1)
J=-°° J=-°°
where £T.(j) is s x r , ydt)- is r^  x 1 and r^  + = r . This may
be written in the form (1.1) by putting B(j) - [ß^ (J) : B^(J)] and 
y(t)1 - [y^(t)f y2^ ) ''l • The nuif hypothesis is then B (^j) = 0 ,
j = -°°, . . . , 00 and the test statistic is
BTiri> r2^  = log " log *
COROLLARY 3.3. Under the null hypothesis and with the assumptions of 
Corollary 3.1,, , r ) converges almost surely to zero as T 00 and
asymptotically normally distributed with mean zero and
varvance
2m Y '(m-r-l+D-ty ' [m-r -Z+l) } 
1=1 1
Proof. Under the null hypothesis, log a (m) converges almost surely
If Y- . is the matrix of Fourier coefficients of U-.il) for the jth band
lj 1
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and defined as Y. is for y(t) J then a simple calculation shows that
I-Y .[y*y .)J J J J y, . = oi o
so that, since
00 ilto .
z . = y. . X a(Z) 'e j0 + x .+ a"7 "7 * "7z=o J 9
Z*.J r-y.(y*.y.) 1y*. z. = (x.+Am.)* r-y.fy*.y.) 1y*. fx.+zu.)J J J J J 1 J TjJ J ' C «T Ü { J ?JJ
and log o (m) also converges almost surely and to the same limit. To
prove the central limit theorem, note that the two projection matrices
i  - y.(y*.y.) xy*. and r - y A y * y, .) jt * j ^ j <r o ij ^ ij ij' ij
-l.
commute for each j , so that there is a unitary matrix which diagonalizes
both simultaneously (Rao, 1973, p. 41) and that matrix is used to form W.
0
so that R (r , r^ ) is of the form required by the theorems. The moments
of the asymptotic distribution may be computed as before so that, following 
Anderson (1958, p. 192) the cumulant generating function of T2R^ [r^ , r^ )
is
s
m i
i
log T (in-r-l+l+T^ M 10) log Y(m-r- l+l ) % -1T M
-  jlog r
x, ) 
m-r -l+l+T*M 0 log V [m-r -l+l) - TVM 10ip(m-r -Z+l)
and the result of the corollary is now obtained as before. □
It seems likely that to achieve better power for these tests of fit 
minor modifications will need to be made, for example by using higher 
cumulants to better estimate the small sample distributions °f the 
statistics, but that will not be considered here.
1G5
6.4 Computation and numerical results
(i) Computational methods
Although the estimate (1.2) has been obtained from a complex regression, 
S(j) and the statistics described in Section 3 may be simply calculated 
directly from the sum of squares and cross-products matrices of !(•) and 
Z(•) without matrix inversion using standard subroutines. One method is 
via Cholesky decompositions and it is this method which is described.
The usual Cholesky algorithm’transforms a real symmetric matrix H 
into an upper triangular matrix R such that R'R = H . If H is 
partitioned into blocks # 2.1 5 ^12’ ^21’ ^22 usual waY> where H
is r x r , H2 2 is s x s , H ^  is r x s and H is s x r and if
R is similarly partitioned then ^2^22 = ^22 ” ^21^11^12 and the
determinant of this last matrix is just the square of the product of the
last s diagonal elements of R . A slight modification of the algorithm
allows H to be Hermitian and R*R = H . Thus, to compute det S(j) , one
method is to compute the sum of squares and cross products matrix of the
y(u).)’s and z(u).)’s and then, setting H = Y*.Y. , H = Y*Z . ,
3 3 it 3 3 tz *7 3
# 2 i = # * 2  anc^ ^22 = » h° factorize H using the complex Cholesky
decomposition. If the test for white noise is not required then the 
elements of H may as well be replaced by their moduli and a standard 
(real, symmetric) Cholesky algorithm used. However, for greatest utility a 
complex version of the sequential Cholesky algorithm (Golub, 1969) should 
be used since it gives the matrix - ^21^11^12 directly.
The digamma and trigamma functions are tabulated in Abramowitz and 
Stegun (1972). This reference also contains the recursions
16 6
i|>(n+l) = 'KD + 1/« , 'KD = -Y = -0.57721 ,
i|>'(n+l) = \p'(n) - l/n2 , ijj'(l) = 1.64493 , 
and asymptotic expansions which could also be used, depending on the value 
of the argument.
(ii) Simulations
2To investigate the small sample behaviour of the estimator of a , 
three sets of comparisons were made using simulated data. In each case the
2estimate of log o' was considered as it seemed that its distribution would 
be closer to the normal distribution for small samples since it may be 
expressed as a sum of approximately independent random variables. This 
supposition would appear to be borne out by the results obtained. In 
general the sample skewness and kurtosis coefficients, which are not given
2here, were closer to zero for the estimates of log O than for the
2estimates of o . For each set of parameters 50 replications were, 
performed. In every case the vector white noise input was from a pseudo 
random number generator (Brent, 1974) and was normally distributed with mean 
zero and covariance matrix the identity matrix.
In the first comparison the data were white noise and the factors 
considered were the length of the series (three lengths, 128, 256 and 512 
were used), the number of series s (s = 2,4 and 8), and the width of 
the band (c, s+2, s+4) . The results are presented in Table 4.1. The same 
data were used for each of the three bandwidths. If the asymptotic theory 
holds for these sample sizes then the "standardized" biases should be 
normally distributed with mean zero and a standard deviation 1/V50 = 0.141 . 
There were no discernible trends in the bias or sample standard deviation, 
though one cell (s = 2 , T = 256) is anomalous.
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TABLE 4.1
RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS FOR WHITE NOISE
T 128 256 512
s
m s s+2 s+4 s S+2 S+4 S s+2 S+4
a - 0.043 0.028 0.022 - 0.396 - 0.517 - 0.562 - 0.089 - 0.018 0.079
2 h 0.959 1.024 0.839 0.886 1.060 1.038 1.033 0.966 1.010
c 0.268 0.206 0.201 0.189 0.146 0.139 0.134 0.103 0.100
a 0.029 - 0.006 0.013 - 0.019 0.125 0.025 0.099 - 0.027 - 0.023
4 b 0.763 1.480 0.930 0.941 0.898 1.009 0.984 1.155 1.104
c 0.431 0.329 0.294 0.305 0.227 0.208 0.215 0.165 0.147
a - 0.195 - 0.125 - 0.159 - 0.119 - 0.008 - 0.072 0.136 0.114 0.072
8 b 1.138 1.037 1.175 1.076 0.953 0.844 0.974 1.019 0.998
c 0.676 0.515 0.468 0.478 0.364 0.331 0.338 0.257 0.234
a Bias/standard error
b Sample standard deviation/standard error
c Standard error.
In the next set of simulations, one or two series of lengths 128 or 
256 were used together with bandwidths of two or four. Estimates of 
2log Q were compared for different autoregressive and moving average 
series. There were no regressor ("y") variables. The series were 
generated using one of four 2><2 matrices of lag polynomials, where the 
elements of the matrices were all first order polynomials. For each matrix 
F(L) four processes were generated. Denoting the dimension of a random 
variable by its subscript, these were
F(L)x2(t) = e2(t) det F(L)jc (£) = e (£) ,
x^ it) = FiDe^it) and x (t) = det F(L)e (t) ,
the £(•) processes being Gaussian white noise, as usual. Thus the two 
dimensional processes had the same generalized spectra (determinant of the
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TABLE 4.2
MATRICES USED TO GENERATE DATA IN TABLES 4.3, 4
MATRIX
C
1
0.00
F
1.67+1.17L+0. r/LJ 
1.33+0.67L
1-0 . 50 L 0 .10L
-0 .20 L 1-0 .40L
1-0 .45 L 0 .70L~
0 .00 L 1+0 .55 L
1-0 .40 L 0 .10 L ~
-0 .60 L 1+0 .30 L_
1-0 . 80L -0 701~
0 .70 L 1-0 .55 L
0.80
1
1-0.70L 0.20 L
-0.40L 1-0.10L
I+0.50L 0.63 L~
0.60L 1-0.35L
1.33-0.67L
1.67-1.17L+0.17ZX
J
1+0.60L 0.34L+0.93Z?
-0.93L 1-0.60L_
DETERMINANT
1-0.90L+0.22L'
1+0.10L-0.81L‘
1-0.10L-0.06Z/
1-1.35L+0.93L'
0.36
1-0.80L+0.15L“
1+0.15L-0.55L‘
1.02-0.35L2+0.03L4
l-0.04L2+0.86L4
1 0
0 1
4
ROOTS
2.0510.60t 
-1.06, 1.18 
3.33, 5 
0.74±0.73i
2, 3.33 
-1.219, 1.492
±2.27, ±2.55 
±0.74±0.72 i
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spectral matrices) as the corresponding one dimensional processes. The 
four matrices and the roots of the equation det F(L) = 0 are given in 
Table 4.2 and the results of the simulations are in Table 4.3. Several 
points are worthy of note. The most obvious is the considerable bias 
arising when the roots of the above determinantal equation are close to the 
unit circle, corresponding to peaks in the spectra of the autoregressive 
processes and troughs in the moving average cases. This bias is decreased 
considerably when the sample size is increased from 128 to 256 
observations because twice as many frequencies are then available and we are 
averaging over a narrower frequency band, within which the spectrum will be 
changing less. The bias is considerably greater for the autoregressive 
processes than for the moving average processes when the roots are near the 
unit circle, but the converse is true away from the unit circle. The ratio 
(sample standard deviation)/(standard error) seems to decrease with 
increasing sample size in the autoregressive cases, though this is not 
apparent in the moving average cases. The univariate series gave fairly 
good indications of the properties for the higher dimensional case.
It should be noted that the bias is almost always positive, so that
2usually this estimate of a will not encourage the fitting of further 
parameters to what is really white noise. In a practical parameter fitting 
situation,one would clearly fit the most obvious parameters (for example the 
autoregressive parameters or sinusoid which removed a large peak in the 
spectrum) and then estimate the prediction variance from the residuals, 
substantially decreasing the risk of bias.
In the third set of simulations lagged exogenous random variables were 
included. Only one series length was considered (namely T = 256 ) and the 
bandwidths used were r + s and 2(r+s) , r and s being equal and 
either 1 or 2 , so that the larger bandwidths corresponded approximately
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TABLE 4.3
RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS FOR UNIVARIATE AND BIVARIATE 
AUTOREGRESSIVE AND MOVING AVERAGE PROCESSES
AUTOREGRESSIONS MOVING AVERAGES
T 128 256 128 256
m 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 4
s = 1
S.E. 0.142 0.133 0.101 0.094 0.142 0.133 0.101 0.094
A a -0.147 -0.089 0.076 0.119 0.507 0.549 0.395 0.447
b 1.145 1.162 0.912 1.011 0.805 0.893 1.086 1.122
B a 0.627 0.811 0.756 0.802 0.178 0.288 0.488 0.515
b 1.012 1.100 0.907 0.893 1.053 1.081 1.000 0.977
C a 0.134 0.145 0.129 0.078 0.348 0.355 0.146 0.126
b 1.037 0.966 0.896 0.814 0.960 0.936 0.933 0.835
D a 1.972 2.326 1.580 1.708 1.345 1.557 1.071 1.171
b 1.945 2.049 1.872 1.854 1.115 1.058 0.990 1.017
s-2
S.E. 0.268 0.206 0.189 0.146 0.268 0.206 0.189 0.146
A a 0.006 0.109 0.058 0.021 0.210 0.355 -0.020 0.148
b 1.099 1.143 0.940 0.929 1.051 1.025 1.068 0.872
B a 0.705 1.000 0.649 0.898 0.482 0.647 0.547 0.688
b 1.188 1.111 1.120 1.201 0.886 0.959 0.919 0.944
C a 0.306 0.205 0.142 0.266 0.067 0.070 0.181 0.222
b 1.100 1.225 0.990 0.921 1.193 1.196 1.000 0.966
D a 0.974 1.533 0.436 0.776 0.348 0.355 0.146 0.126
b 1.536 1.714 1.132 1.170 0.960 0.936 0.933 0.835
a Bias/Standard Error
b Sample Standard Deviation/Standard Error
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TABLE 4.4 (i)
SIMULATION RESULTS FOR LAGGED REGRESSION (r = s = 1)
E F G H J
m 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 4
S.E. 0.160 0.111 0.160 0.111 0.160 0.111 0.160 0.111 0.160 0.111
X Y
W a -0.124 -0.137 -0.051 -0.147 -0.227 0.066 -0.024 0.063 0.169 0.276
b 1.039 1.064 1.114 1.066 0.856 0.898 0.943 0.895 1.009 1.005
w C a -0.165 -0.125 0.155 0.131 0.130 0.207 0.315 0.259 0.136 0.463
b 0.988 1.015 1.007 1.064 0.965 0.997 0.891 0.918 0.883 0.955
D a 0.136 0.264 0.240 0.218 0.120 0.139 -0.138 -0.096 0.466 0.854
b 1.083 1.053 0.893 0.989 1.029 0.992 0.934 0.818 0.988 0.965
W a -0.066 -0.041 -0.055 -0.068 0.252 0.261 -0.069 -0.061 0.294 0.503
b 0.950 0.963 1.114 1.096 0.938 1.022 1.018 0.917 0.799 0.992
A C a -0.155 -0.148 -0.118 -0.004 0.073 0.080 0.036 -0.021 0.395 0.451
b 0.995 0.836 0.978 0.979 0.998 0.983 0.881 1.064 1.016 1.045
D a -0.048 -0.108 0.240 0.768 -0.038 0.201 -0.021 0.078 1.229 2.290
b 0.940 1.012 1.177 1.255 1.105 1.190 1.127 1.080 1.351 1.581
W a 0.147 0.301 0.306 0.589 0.343 0.523 0.411 0.756 0.516 0.771
b 1.105 1.110 1.146 1.255 1.042 1.070 0.879 1.149 0.822 1.050
B c a 0.588 0.763 0.373 0.785 0.343 0.627 0.461 0.668 0.492 0.882
b 0.991 0.990 0.983 1.226 1.145 1.074 1.002 1.155 1.067 1.008
D a 0.131 0.349 0.342 0.555 0.371 0.630 0.235 0.582 1.898 1.566
b 1.072 0.974 0.909 0.987 1.102 1.200 0.975 0.851 1.160 1.199
a Bias/standard error
b Sample standard deviation/standard error
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TABLE 4.4 (ii)
SIMULATION RESULTS FOR LAGGED REGRESSION (r = s = 2)
E F G H J
m 4 8 4 8 4 8 4 8 4 0
S.E. 0.268 0.159 0.268 0.159 0.268 0.159 0.268 0.159 0.268 0.159
X Y
W a -0.028 0.002 0.227 0.069 0.593 0.277 0.040 0.127 0.066 0.350
b 0.934 0.965 0.859 0.849 1.059 0.993 1.063 1.039 1.092 1.286
w C a 0.128 0.160 -0.200 0.065 0.218 0.273 0.004 0.274 0.227 0.450
b 1.129 1.014 1.149 0.964 1.128 1.019 1.032 0.979 0.917 0.981
D a -0.269 -0.163 0.200 0.133 -0.028 ■-0.053 0.195 0.394 0.423 0.911
b 1.227 0.954 0.982 1.100 0.885 1.207 1.067 0.943 0.919 0.994
W a -0.026 -0.035 -0.232 -0.139 0.163 0.228 0.160 0.332 0.230 0.533
b 1.036 1.132 0.874 0.973 0.859 0.990 0.944 0.984 0.740 0.790
A c a -0.111 0.005 0.145 0.037 -0.022 0.206 0.156 0.233 0.114 0.316
b 1.112 0.898 1.097 0.991 1.006 0.944 0.79 3 0.946 0.851 1.075
D a -0.126 0.043 0.019 -0.091 0.034 0.400 0.146 0.548 0.268 0.889
b 0.953 0.902 0.020 1.100 0.938 0.958 0.907 0.984 0.868 0.751
W a 0.193 0.606 0.401 0.699 0.403 0.896 0.598 1.213 0.479 1.396
b 0.966 1.127 1.028 1.066 1.072 1.136 1.170 1.171 0.981 1.271
B c a 0.316 0.658 0.505 0.795 0.350 0.735 0.460 1.006 0.741 1.704
b 1.131 1.231 0.993 1.162 1.036 1.368 1.049 1.350 1.217 1.346
D a 0.349 0.552 0.360 0.678 0.518 1.044 0.676 1.402 0.647 1.853
b 1.104 1.062 1.093 1.291 1.054 0.993 1.132 1.346 1.252 1.186
a Bias/standard error
b Sample standard deviation/standard error
The columns X, Y give the lag polynomials used to generate x(t) , y(t) 
from white noise. S’, F, G, H, J are the lag polynomials applied to y(t) 
in generating z(t) .
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to the widths giving 50% efficiency. As in the previous set of simulations, 
the spectra of the one dimensional processes were the same as the 
generalized spectra of the two dimensional processes. Five different 
regressor functions were used, the endogenous ( "x" ) variables were white 
noise or one of two autoregressions whilst the exogenous ( "y" ) variables 
were white noise or one of two moving averages. The autoregressions and 
moving averages were some of those used in the previous set of simulations.
The results are given in Table 4.4. At first glance it would appear that in 
this case the bandwidth has a much greater effect on bias, to the extent 
that the bandwidth should be made as small as possible. However a large 
part of the'increase in the bias with bandwidth is due to the fact that what 
is given here is bias, relative to the standard error and the standard error 
decreases quite rapidly for this range of bandwidths. Apart from this, the 
major source of bias is clearly inadequate removal of the effect of the 
exogenous variables, which not only increases bias but also inflates the 
sample variance. The forms of the spectra of the noise and also of the 
exogenous variables have considerably smaller effects.
In summary, the simulations carried out suggest that the statistic is a 
conservative estimator with acceptable (and usually conservative) bias except 
in the situations where the transfer function or noise spectrum change 
rapidly across a band.
(iii) Applications to data
In order to demonstrate the application of the estimate of the 
prediction variance and the associated tests of fit, two published data sets 
are considered.
Whittle (1954) considered the total sunspot area per six months in two 
narrow latitude bands symmetrically placed about the solar equator. He
used 120 observations for each series and was interested in the sum of the
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two series and in their difference rather than in the series themselves 
because of the physical hypotheses he was testing. In Table 4.5 we give 
the computed estimates of the logarithms of the prediction and sample 
variances and the white noise test statistic. These were computed using a 
mixed radix Fast Fourier Transform (Singleton, .1969). Three points are 
evident from Table 4.5. Firstly, the bandwidth is having only a small 
effect on the value of the estimate, secondly the data is unlikely to be 
white noise, and thirdly the standard error of the estimate is not of pre­
eminent importance in this case. We choose m - 4 for definiteness. This
2provides an estimate of a which, from Table 1.1, has a relative 
efficiency of 74% .
TABLE 4.5
STATISTICS FOR SUNSPOT DATA 
Sum and Difference Series
log -2 0 . S.E. *2log a S.E. wm
T
S.E.
m Sum Diff Sum & Diff
2 5.817 5.140 0.147 11.111 0.276 -0.741 0.207
3 5.786 5.085 0.141 10.901 0.228 -0.951 0.136
4 5.843 5.110 0.138 10.977 0.213 -0.875 0.109
log (sample var) = 11.852 S.E. = 0.183
North and South Series
log -2a S.E. ~2log a S.E.
WT
S.E.
m North South N. 6 S.
2 4.931 4.985 0.147 9.665 0.276 -1.246 0.207
3 4.901 4.946 0.141 9.568 0.228 -1.343 0.136
4 5.025 4.965 0.138 9.897 0.213 -1.014 0.109
log (sample var) = 10.911 S.E. 0.183
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It is perhaps appropriate to emphasise here that whilst we calculate 
"test statistics" which individually have asymptotic normal distributions, 
it is assumed here that we are "exploring" the data in order to come upon a 
model or models which are as simple as possible so that several "test 
statistics" are calculated but no formal tests are performed. We are using 
the test statistics as indicators to be leavened with experience, intuition 
and knowledge beyond the set of data. The joint distribution of the 
statistics, which would be required for formal hypothesis testing, is 
unknown.
The next: step in our exploration of the data might be to determine 
whether it would be best to treat each series separately or whether they 
should be treated jointly. That is we "test" whether the series are 
incoherent using the statistic H^ introduced in Section 3. In the present
case U - 0.024 with a standard error of 0.085 so that we would treat
the series as incoherent and if an autoregressive, moving average model 
(say) were to be fitted then such a model would be fitted to each series 
separately.
Assuming that the sun is approximately symmetric about its equator 
(with respect to sunspot generation at least) , Whittle argued that the sum 
and difference series should be unrelated, so that the result of the above 
test is not surprising. If the above calculations are made on the "raw" 
date then H^/s.e ( f t = -1.09 .
By comparison, Whittle fitted an autoregression with lags, 1, 2 and 
22 to the sum series, for which the logarithm of the residual variance is 
5.691 , and an autoregression with lags 1, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25 to the 
difference series, for which the logarithm of the residual variance is 
4.777 . Both are smaller than the estimates obtained using the methods 
described in this paper though very close to them. The result of
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Shibata described in Section 1 shows that provided the length of a fitted 
autoregression increases slowly enough with the sample size then the 
residual mean square will be a good estimate of the prediction variance. 
However, if the order of the autoregression is too high,Hannan and Nicholls 
(1977, p. 839) suggest that the estimate will be negatively biased. 
Nonetheless, in this case Whittle’s values are obtained by fitting only 
those lags suggested by physical arguments, so it seems likely that he has 
the correct model and a slightly better estimate.
As an example of data where we may wish to regress out the effects of 
exogenous variables, consider the "Power Station" data given in Appendix 
All.3 of Jenkins and Watts (1968) which consists of 100 observations of 
each of four series, two input and two output. This represents only a small 
fraction of the data which Jenkins and Watts used in their computations for 
this example, but the data available and used here would be all that one 
could expect in many fields, such as economics, and are adequate for our 
purposes. Table 4.6 gives the results of the basic computations for band- 
widths of 4, 6 and 8 .
We will use a bandwidth of 6 , since this gives a considerably smaller 
variance for the generalized prediction variance than m - 4 , and there is 
only a small further gain in choosing m = 8 * The next step is to use the 
result of Corollary 3.3 to provide an approximate test to help decide which 
regressors to use. A cursory examination of the coherence matrices (not 
given here) indicates that one regressor at least should be present and that 
the first variable appears to have slightly higher coherences with the 
output variables. Thus we calculate the test statistic for the model 
including both regressors against the model omitting the second regressor.
In this case R^(1, 1) = 0.788 with standard error 0.147 and we would
thus probably include both regressors. The test for dependence between the
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TABLn 4.6
STATISTICS FOR POWER STATION DATA
Series No. 1 2  3 4 S.E. 3 5 4 S.E.
Log (prediction 4 -4.868 -3.754 -5.793 -5.827 0.154 -12.142 0.238
variance) 6 -4.936 -3.787 -5.796 -5.872 0.151 -12.278 0.224
8 -4.876 -3.718 -5.781 -5.762 0.149 -12.044 0.219
Log (sample 4)variance) 6J8J -2.696 -1.009 -3.806 -3.987 0.144 -7.942 0.206
After Regression
Log (prediction 4 -8.209 -6.997 0.232 -15.114 0.437
variance) 6 -7.870 -7.062 0.188 -14.996 0.291
8 -7.903 -6.944 0.174 -14.818 0.259
Log (sample 4 -4.827 -6.115 0.204 -11.028 0.295
variance) 6 -4.930 -5.953 0.177 -10.892 0.254
8 -5.029 -6.028 0.167 -11.059 0.239
two outputs after correcting for the two inputs gives
H ^  - -14.996 - (-7.870-7.062) = -0.064 with standard error 0.118 , so
we would model the two output series separately, though almost all of the 
variation has been removed by the regression as can be seen from Table 4.6.
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